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S U M M A RY
Single-molecule techniques allow to follow biomolecular reactions
with unprecedented resolution. Particularly, optical tweezers allow
to manipulate and apply forces to individual molecules tethered be-
tween plastic or silica beads by using laser beams. Typical experi-
ments consist in manipulating nucleic acids (DNA, RNA) or proteins.
For instance DNA molecules can be stretched to measure its elastic
properties, or unzipped to measure their base-pairing energies. Many
anticancer drugs target nucleic acids to exert their cytotoxic activity.
To understand their mechanism of action it is important to know at
which positions, how strong, and how fast they bind different sites
in DNA. Single-molecule optical tweezers experiments can be used
to unravel the binding thermodynamics and kinetics of these ligands,
specially those difficult to characterize with bulk techniques. Thioco-
raline is one of such drugs, and binds DNA through bis-intercalation.
Experiments with optical tweezers show that the kinetics of intercala-
tion are very slow (hours) and strongly force-dependent: force facili-
tates binding but slows down unbinding. Experiments also reveal that
the binding pathway proceeds through a mono-intercalated interme-
diate responsible of the slow kinetics. DNA unzipping is used to de-
termine the preferred binding sequences of Thiocoraline finding that
it preferentially clamps CpG steps. This represents a single-molecule
footprinting technique that can be parallelized using magnetic tweez-
ers. The fact that bis-intercalation does not modify DNA persistence
length is also found from pulling experiments. This combination of
DNA stretching and unzipping assays is also used to follow how
the anticancer agent Kahalalide F self-assembles and compacts DNA.
Kahalalide F forms positively-charged nanometric particles able to
bind and condense DNA. The binding reaction shows to phases: an
initial compaction of electrostatic origin, and a subsequent stiffening
due to the hydrophobic collapse of the complex. Modeling of the ex-
periments provides the thermodynamic parameters of the interaction
that are complemented with kinetic measurements. A simple method-
ology to produce ssDNA with optical tweezers is used to study how
the stiffness of the polyanion affects its compaction, and then to study
the elasticity of ssDNA under varying ionic conditions. The utility of
these techniques to study self-assembly and aggregation is finally ex-
plored with amyloidogenic peptides involved in neurodegenerative
disorders.
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Part I
I N T R O D U C T I O N A N D O B J E C T I V E S
Watching a coast as it slips by the
ship is like thinking about an
enigma. There it is before you,
smiling, frowning, inviting, grand,
mean, insipid, or savage, and always
mute with an air of whispering,
“Come and find out”.
Joseph Conrad (Heart of Darkness)

CHAPTER 1
S I N G L E - M O L E C U L E B I O P H Y S I C S
Most of the accumulated knowledge on the functioning and struc-
ture of biomolecules over the XXth century has been obtained from
biochemical bulk assays in which the ensemble properties of a large
number of molecules are measured simultaneously. A typical bulk ex-
periment might involve following a chemical reaction by measuring
the changes in fluorescence of a small volume (∼ µl) of a molecu-
lar sample at µM concentration. Even in such conditions more than
1012 molecules are contained in the sample and contribute to the
measured signal. Although much can be learnt from the population
averages obtained in such classical ensemble methods, also some im-
portant features are lost. An example where such features hidden to
macroscopic observations are particularly relevant is the translocation
kinetics of molecular motors (Figure 1). For instance, the dynamics of
an RNA polymerase transcribing DNA in a bulk assay might look
like a smooth and continuously varying polymerization reaction due
to the unsynchronized average over a large number of transcribing
enzymes (Figure 1a). Although such experiments provide the aver-
age transcription speed of the enzyme, this picture is far from the
underlying molecular dynamics of an RNA polymerase.
Single-molecule techniques allow us to follow these enzymes indi-
vidually giving access to their translocation kinetics, and to the cou-
pling between the observed mechanical steps and the chemical reac-
tions that drive them (i.e. the mechano-chemical cycle). Indeed single-
molecule experiments have shown that the motion of polymerases is
stochastic, showing pauses and changes in its velocity while translo-
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Figure 1: Transcription as observed in bulk and single molecule. (a) In a bulk
experiment, measurements are simultaneously performed over a large number of
enzymes, N, each of them in a different stage of the transcription reaction. Av-
erage properties such as the transcription speed 〈v(t)〉 can be determined. (b) In
single-molecule experiments, a single RNA polymerase is followed while translocat-
ing along DNA. In this way, the transcription speed, v(t), at different regions (e.g
CG-rich) and stages (e.g. initiation, termination) can be followed in real-time. Partic-
ularly, using optical tweezers, an opposing force, F, can be applied to the enzyme,
giving access to features unobservable in bulk setups such as the stalling force of the
enzyme.
cating along a DNA template (Figure 1b). Such information would
be very difficult to obtain without a single-molecule approach. More-
over, most biomolecular reactions take place in the energy scale of
thermal fluctuations (a few kBT ), and therefore these fluctuations are
sometimes an essential component of their function. In fact, individ-
ual molecules in a thermal bath usually explore conformational states
that are far from their macroscopic average values. When such kinetic
states are important to understand a molecular process, a microscopic
view is needed, and single-molecule tools become useful. Similarly,
the detection of molecular states or conformations that are underrep-
resented in a population (e.g. intermediate states in a protein folding
reaction) can be challenging with bulk techniques, as their signal be-
comes masked by those of the most abundant or longer-lived species.
Consequently, the development of techniques to observe and manip-
ulate molecules one at a time have allowed to observe molecular het-
erogeneity at an unprecedented level, challenging previous knowl-
edge in molecular biophysics. Moreover, with these single-molecule
techniques it is possible to measure physical magnitudes difficult to
determine with previous techniques (such as force and torque), giv-
ing access to the elementary biochemical steps of a large number of
experimental systems.
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Figure 2: Fluctuations in single-molecule experiments. (a) A bead in an optical trap
fluctuates around its equilibrium position (bead not to scale). For a trap with very
low stiffness (k ∼ 4 pN/µm), fluctuations can be as large as 100 nm. (b) Following
with the RNA polymerase example, high frequency data on the translocation dy-
namics of the enzyme (middle panel, red) can be filtered down (black) in order to
increase the signal-to noise ratio. For a process that is slow enough, this allows to
detect subnanometric steps. A Fourier transformation (right panel) shows that the
enzyme moves in steps of 1 bp (3.4 Å). Adapted from [1]. (c) An RNA three-way junc-
tion can be pulled with optical tweezers. In pulling experiments (middle) the force
required to unfold the structure is stochastic. The distribution of rupture forces over
a large number of realizations (right) shows a bimodal distribution indicative of a
misfolded structure that competes with the native one.
1.1 the physics of small systems
A fundamental feature of single-molecule experiments is the obser-
vation of fluctuations in the measured quantities. These fluctuations
rarely play a role in typical macroscopic systems containing a large
number of molecules or subunits N. Energy fluctuations scale as
1/
√
N and therefore, for macroscopic systems that exchange large
energies with the bath, fluctuations are negligible. For instance, in
the previous example with N ∼ 1012 molecules, measurements de-
viate only a very small fraction from the average (∼ 10−6), which is
undetectable in a typical spectrophotometric experiment. However,
when only a few molecules are being observed, fluctuations are large
enough to be measured in the experimental system. Typical single-
molecule experiments deal with systems (e.g. molecular motors, poly-
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mer elasticity) that exchange energies on the order of 1-1000 kBT with
the bath, and consequently fluctuations are directly observed in the
measured quantities [2]. This is due to the fact that the typical length
scale of most biomolecular systems are in the range of nanometers,
whereas forces are on the pN range. Hence, the energies that these
reactions involve are on the order of a few kBT ’s (kBT = 4.11 pN·nm).
These fluctuations provide important information from the molecular
system under study. In this sense, the development during the 1990’s
of fluctuation theorems has provided valuable tools to obtain thermo-
dynamic quantities from fluctuating non equilibrium measurements
obtained in single-molecule experiments [2, 3].
In fact, in force-spectroscopy setups the probe itself is a small sys-
tem subjected to thermal fluctuations (Figure 2a). Consequently, fluc-
tuations observed in a single molecule experiment provide both infor-
mation of the molecular system under study and of the force-probe.
Uncoupling these contributions is an important part in many single-
molecule techniques. For instance optical tweezers can be calibrated
by measuring the spectrum of fluctuations of a trapped particle (see
Appendix A.2.1). The observation of fluctuations also determines how
single-molecule data is obtained and analyzed: whereas bulk mea-
surements are the result of a simultaneous average over a large num-
ber of particles N, typical single-molecule measurements rely on two
types of averages. In some experiments the trajectories described by
individual molecules are integrated over time to increase the signal-
to-noise ratio (e.g detecting Å-scale steps in molecular motors, Figure
2b). In other experiments in which information is extracted from the
fluctuating quantities, the same experiment is repeated several times
to measure distributions of a molecular property (e.g. rupture force
distribution of a nucleic acid structure, Figure 2c).
1.2 experimental techniques
1.2.1 Force-sensing techniques: atomic force microscopy, optical and mag-
netic tweezers
Among the single-molecule micromanipulation techniques developed
in the past years, three of them stand out due to their widespread
use and versatility: atomic force microscopy (AFM), optical tweezers
and magnetic tweezers. These techniques allow to manipulate single
molecules and can be used as force-transducers to measure and ap-
ply forces to the tethered molecules. All together they cover the whole
range of forces relevant to biomolecular reactions: from polymer en-
tropic forces (several fN) up to the forces needed to break covalent
bonds (a few nN). Here we will briefly discuss the main features of
each technique (strengths and limitations) and their typical applica-
tions (summarized in Table 1).
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Table 1: Comparison of single-molecule force-spectroscopy techniques [4].
Technique AFM Optical tweezers Magnetic tweezers
Force Range (pN) 10− 104 0.1− 100 0.01− 100
Spatial resolution (nm) 0.5− 1 0.1− 2 5− 10
Stiffness (pN/nm) 10− 105 0.01− 1 10−3 − 10−6
Temporal resolution (s) 10−3 10−4 10−1 − 10−2
Probe size (µm) 100− 250 0.25− 5 0.5− 5
Features High-force pulling Dumbbell geometry Force clamp
High-res. imaging Versatile range Bead rotation
1.2.1.1 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
From the three force-spectroscopy techniques explained here, the AFM
is arguably the most extended one due to its utility to perform images
of non-conductive surfaces with Å-resolution. The AFM is based on
the scanning tunneling microscope [5], and consists of a cantilever
with a sharp tip at its end that is used to probe the surface under
study. The cantilever bends when the tip is brought close to a surface
due to the forces that arise between tip and sample. This deflection of
the cantilever can be measured by reflecting a laser beam on its sur-
face, and measuring the laser displacements with a position sensing
detector (PSD) (Figure 3a). Typically, the sample is hold in a support
stage that can be displaced with piezoelectric actuators. In this way,
the roughness of a sample can be mapped with subnanometer reso-
lution by measuring the deflection of the laser beam while the tip is
displaced over the sample. Similarly, the height of the cantilever can
also be adjusted with a piezoelectric actuator allowing to use feed-
back loops. Typical resolutions are on the scale of a few Å for the
height profile (z-axis), and of ∼ 30 nm in the lateral plane (due to the
convolution with the end radius of the tip).
AFM instruments can be operated in various modes: contact mode,
tapping mode and jumping mode. In contact mode the deflection
of the cantilever is kept constant using feedback while the sample
is explored. This was the first scanning mode developed for AFMs
and provides the highest spatial resolutions [6], but has an impor-
tant disadvantage: scanning causes a frictional force that can damage
soft samples such as biomaterials. To overcome this problem, the dy-
namic or “tapping” mode was developed. In this mode, the cantilever
is vertically oscillated close to its natural resonance frequency, and ap-
proached to the surface (Figure 3a). When the tip of the cantilever is
a few nanometers away from the surface, the amplitude of the oscilla-
tions sharply decreases. The surface can then be scanned while main-
taining the amplitude of the oscillation constant using feedback. If
the tip passes over a gap, the amplitude increases, and the feedback
moves the tip towards the surface to keep the amplitude constant.
Similarly, if the tip finds a protuberance, the amplitude decreases and
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Figure 3: AFM imaging. (a) AFM configuration to image the roughness of a surface.
The height of the sample (green) can be mapped using a cantilever with a sharp tip
at its end (blue). Deflections are measured by reflecting a laser beam in the back of
the cantilever. In the tapping mode, the tip is oscillated to minimize sample damage.
(b) AFM image of DNA molecules (2.7 kb) adsorbed on a mica surface. DNA has a
diameter of ∼2 nm.
the feedback moves the tip away from the surface. In this way, the sur-
face can be scanned minimizing both tip and sample damage [6].
Biological samples are usually prepared by deposition in a freshly
cleaved mica surface using well established protocols (Figure 3b) [6].
The main advantages of AFM are therefore, the simple and rapid
preparation of samples, and the capability of obtaining high-resolution
images of biological samples in near-physiological liquid conditions [7].
Moreover, the recent development of high-speed AFM also allows
to visualize dynamic processes of biomolecules in real time [8, 9].
Although AFM is mostly used as an imaging tool, it can also be
used as a force-scanning probe to test molecular interactions in the
force range between pN to nN, relevant to study the unfolding of
large protein domains or antigen-antibody interactions (i.e. strong
non-covalent interactions) [2, 7].
To perform single-molecule force measurements, the surface is usu-
ally coated with the molecules of interest (e.g. polyproteins, nucleic
acids) using specific chemical attachments or non-specific adsorption.
To pull on a molecule, the AFM tip is approached to the surface until
a molecule is tethered between tip and surface. The tip is then re-
tracted with the piezoelectric actuator at a constant pulling rate, and
a force-extension curve recorded by measuring the deflection of the
laser beam as a function of the tip displacement.
A major concern in AFM force-spectroscopy experiments is the non-
specific interactions that can arise when the relatively large tip of the
AFM is approached to the surface to pull on a single molecule. The
use of non-specific attachments between molecule and tip are more
straightforward to implement but usually lead to multiple tethers and
larger uncertainties on the binding geometry of the experiment, com-
plicating data interpretation. The use of specific chemical bonds (e.g.
biotin-streptavidin, crosslinkers) and molecular spacers (called han-
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Figure 4: Force spectroscopy using AFM. (a) AFM setup in a protein pulling ex-
periment. A polyprotein is tethered between the tip of the AFM and the surface
using spacer handles. The molecule can be pulled by retracting the AFM tip, and
the force is measured from the deflection of the cantilever using a laser beam. (b)
Force-extension curves of the polyprotein (top) show a series of force peaks that
correspond to the sequential unfolding of protein domains. In a typical pulling, the
force force is increased up to 150-300 pN were unfolding of a protein domain be-
comes highly probable (bottom, 1). When a protein unfolds the force drops due to
the released polypeptide chain (bottom, 2). Continued retraction of the tip stretches
the released polypeptide chain until the next protein domain unfolds (bottom, 3).
Adapted from [10].
dles) are more complex but reduce non-specific adhesions between
tip and surface. To facilitate data interpretation, many times such link-
ers are designed to have a particular force fingerprint that allows to
identify that a single molecule is being pulled (e.g. the opening of
repeating units of a characteristic protein domain of Titin [10]).
Another intrinsic drawback of AFM force measurements arises from
the relatively large size (∼100 µm) and stiffness of cantilevers, which
limits force resolution [4, 11]. A typical value for the stiffness of a
cantilever is k ∼ 100 pN/nm, and therefore from the fluctuation-
dissipation relation it follows that force-fluctuations are on the or-
der of
√
〈δF2〉 = √kBTk ∼ 20 pN (while distance fluctuations are on
the Å-scale,
√
〈δx2〉 = √kBT/k ∼ 2 Å) [2]. Therefore, for a cantilever
where noise is limited by thermal fluctuations, the signal-to-noise ra-
tio (SNR = ∆F/
√
〈δF2〉, where ∆F is a change in force) is poor on the
low pN range, that is where most weak molecular interactions take
place (e.g DNA base-pair disruption).
For processes that vary slowly with time however, the measured
signal can be filtered to lower frequencies increasing force resolution.
For a probe working in overdamped conditions (e.g. soft AFM can-
tilevers in water and optical traps), the spectrum of fluctuations can
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be derived from the equation of motion of an overdamped harmonic
oscillator, finding:
〈
δx2
〉
=
∫2piB
0
2kBT
γ (w2 +w2c)
dw (1)
where B is the bandwidth, γ is the viscous damping of the probe, and
wc is its corner frequency (wc = k/γ). For filtering bandwidths below
the corner frequency of the probe (B < wc), the integrated mean
square fluctuations are well approximated by
〈
δF2
〉
= k2
〈
δx2
〉 ≈
4kBTBk/wc. Consequently, a general limit to force resolution is set by
a SNR > 1 in:
SNR =
∆F√
4kBTBγ
(2)
This is generally valid for molecular constructs softer than the trans-
ducer (as it is usually the case for AFMs where kcantilever >> ktether),
and for setups in which the instrumental noise is smaller than ther-
mal fluctuations. Consequently, for a given bandwidth, smaller can-
tilevers with lower damping coefficients γ provide better force reso-
lution [11, 12]. Consequently, the recent development of ultrastable
AFMs with smaller but less stiff tips, and active drift correction sys-
tems is allowing to overcome some of these limitations [12, 13]. How-
ever, so far force-spectroscopy with AFMs is still mostly used to in-
vestigate strong inter and intra molecular interactions (30 pN-10 nN)
such as protein unfolding [10, 14], single-bond catalysis [15] and co-
valent bond disruption [16].
1.2.1.2 Optical tweezers
Optical tweezers are based in the principle that light carries a momen-
tum that can be used to exert forces to microscopic dielectric particles.
An optical trap is usually created by tightly focusing a laser beam
with a high numerical aperture (NA) objective into a microfluidics
chamber. Dielectric particles near the focused beam experience a net
gradient force towards the focus, where they become confined. By dis-
placing the focused beam, the optically-trapped particle can then be
moved in the three-dimensions of space. To perform single-molecule
manipulation experiments, usually polystyrene µm-sized beads are
used for trapping, and the molecular construct of interest (e.g DNA,
RNA, protein) is specifically attached between two optically-trapped
beads (in dual-trap setups, Figure 1b) [17]. In more common single-
trap setups however, one of the beads is subjected by air suction with
a glass micropipette (Figure 2c), or alternatively a functionalized glass
coverslip is used for one of the attachments.
Analogously to AFM cantilevers, an optical trap can also be used as
a force-transducer to measure and apply forces to the trapped object.
For small displacements of the particle from its equilibrium position
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the trapping potential is harmonic, and therefore forces can be mea-
sured by considering the trap as a Hookean spring of stiffness ktrap,
and measuring the displacement of the bead (F = ktrap∆x). The typi-
cal stiffness of optical traps is 1000-fold lower than that of AFM can-
tilevers leading to much lower force fluctuations. This allows to mea-
sure sub-pN force variations with high temporal resolution [2, 18].
Optical tweezers instruments can typically exert forces up to 100 pN,
with very high force (sub-pN), spatial (sub-nanometer) and temporal
(sub-millisecond) resolution, being probably the most versatile force-
spectroscopy tool to test weak biomolecular interactions (e.g protein-
DNA interactions, molecular motors, folding intermediates, base-pair
disruption) (Figure 2). The natural control parameter of optical traps
is the position of the trap, but force clamp measurements can also be
performed using active feedback [19] and particular dual-trap config-
urations [20].
The main drawbacks of optical tweezers being the higher complex-
ity to setup and align, and the difficulty to parallelize measurements
or exert rotational control on the trapped bead. Nevertheless, innova-
tive approaches are succeeding to solve some of these issues [21, 22].
As this thesis focuses in the use of optical tweezers to investigate pep-
tide and protein-DNA interactions, a more detailed explanation of
the principles, force-measurement methods and calibration of optical
tweezers is found in Chapter 2.
1.2.1.3 Magnetic tweezers
Magnetic tweezers are based on an analogous concept to that of op-
tical tweezers: a magnetic particle placed in an inhomogenous mag-
netic field experiences a net force in the direction of the gradient
(~F = −~∇U = 1/2~∇(~m(~B) · ~B)), where ~m(~B) is the magnetization of
the particle [23]. Consequently, using permanent magnets or electro-
magnets it is possible to exert forces to micrometer-sized magnetic
particles and perform single-molecule manipulation experiments sim-
ilar to those explained for AFM and optical tweezers setups.
Basic magnetic tweezers instruments are relatively straightforward
to setup and consist of a pair of permanent rare earth magnets (>1.3
Tesla) placed above a microfluidics chamber that is mounted in an in-
verted microscope (Figure 5a) [4]. Functionalized super-paramagnetic
beads (D ∼ 1 µm) are generally used for the experiments, and molecules
are tethered between the surface of the beads and the coverslip of the
microfluidics chamber (Figure 5a). The force applied to the molecules
is controlled by varying the distance from the magnets to the sample,
and beads are imaged using a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera
connected to a frame grabber.
Magnets are typically separated by a gap of 1 mm, and with the op-
posite poles facing each other. This sets a magnetic field that decays
with a characteristic length of 1 mm, creating a trapping potential
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Figure 5: Magnetic tweezers. (a) Scheme of a magnetic tweezers setup. A DNA
molecule is tethered between the coverslip surface and a magnetic bead. Force
(torque) can be applied to the molecule by approaching (rotating) the magnets. Im-
ages of the tethered beads are obtained using an inverted microscope. (b) Interfer-
ence pattern of a 4.5 µm bead at two different focal positions: 3 µm (left) and 5 µm
(right) away from the surface. (b) Force can be calibrated from the lateral fluctuations
(δx) of a magnetic bead tethered with a DNA molecule of length L.
with a stiffness on the order of 10−6 pN/nm [24]. This extremely low
stiffness provides a surface of constant force to pull on the tethered
molecules (i.e. a bead that moves its full size of 1 µm, only experi-
ences a change in force of 10−3 pN). This makes magnetic tweezers
very well suited to perform constant force experiments as they work
as a passive force clamp, without need of a complex feedback system
as for optical tweezers or AFMs. This has the advantage that constant-
force experiments are not limited by the response rate of active feed-
backs (typically below 1 kHz). On the other hand, the position of the
beads cannot be controlled as for optical tweezers, and experiments
are always performed using the force as the control parameter. The
typical range of forces achieved with 1 µm sized beads is between
0.01-30 pN, although much higher forces (∼ 200 pN) can be achieved
by using large magnetic beads or electromagnetic tips [25, 26].
Another important feature of magnetic tweezers is the capability
to exert torque. Super-paramagnetic beads contain thermally disor-
dered magnetic domains that orient in the presence of an external
magnetic field, providing a large magnetic moment in the direction
of the field. However, beads are not fully isotropic, and have a pref-
erential axis of magnetization that aligns with the magnetic field [4].
Consequently, beads can be rotated by turning the magnets, allow-
ing to apply torque to the tethered molecules. Overall, the capabil-
ity of magnetic tweezers to work as a natural force-clamp and exert
torque, are the main features that have made them the instrument
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of choice to study a large number of molecular motors and reac-
tions that involve complex geometrical configurations such as tran-
scription and replication [27, 28]. Similarly, the topological properties
of DNA (e.g supercoiling), and the activity of enzymes that modify
them (e.g. topoisomerases) have been largely investigated with this
technique [29, 30, 31].
The position of the beads is usually tracked in real time from
the CCD camera images. The beads create a diffraction pattern with
many concentric rings due to the interference between the scattered
and non-scattered light (Figure 5b) [32]. The lateral position is deter-
mined finding the centroid of the interference pattern, whereas the
axial position is found by comparing its intensity profile with cali-
bration images performed at a series of different focal distances. This
calibration is done by moving the objective away from the beads by
using a calibrated piezoelectric motor. As the interference pattern is
a strong function of the distance between objective and beads, an
axial resolution of 10 nm can be achieved (lateral resolution is ∼2-4
nm) [4]. Force is directly determined from the distance between the
magnets and the microfluidics chamber, and can be calibrated from
the lateral fluctuations (
〈
x2
〉
) of a bead tethered to the surface using a
DNA molecule of known length (L). From the equipartition theorem
follows that 1/2kBT = 1/2kx
〈
x2
〉
, where kx is the lateral stiffness of
the tethered bead. In this configuration, the stiffness on the transverse
direction can be obtained by considering the bead-DNA system as an
inverted pendulum of length L, where kx = Fz/L (Figure 5c). Bead
position and force determination are therefore limited by the video-
acquisition rate of the CCD camera (typically ∼100Hz), but can be
increased up to 1 kHz using most recent CCD technology [33]. More-
over, the use of high-speed cameras with a wide field of view allows
parallel tracking of multiple beads (>100) [34, 35], yielding statistical
data of a large number of molecules in a single experiment.
1.2.2 Single-molecule fluorescence
Another important set of tools to investigate biology at the single-
molecule level are fluorescence-based techniques. Fluorescence tech-
niques consist in the detection of light emitted by fluorophores that
are attached to the molecules of interest. Fluorophores can be excited
to a higher energy state by the absorption of light of a specific fre-
quency, from which they relax back to the ground state through the
emission of a lower frequency photon (Figure 6a). By combining il-
lumination setups that excite very small volumes together with high-
sensitivity detection schemes, it is possible to reduce background flu-
orescence and detect the light emitted by individual fluorophores.
Very small volumes deep in a sample can be excited using confo-
cal setups, and wide-field images of surfaces (∼ 100 nm in depth)
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Figure 6: Single-molecule fluorescence and superresolution microscopy. (a) Jablon-
ski diagram, showing the excitation of a fluorophore to its singlet excited state.
The fluorophore relaxes first to its lowest vibrational level (∼ 5 − 10 ps) and
then returns to the ground state through the emission of a lower energy photon
(λemission > λabsorption). (b) Comparison of a conventional fluorescence image and a
superresolution image of a microtubules structure. (c) Superresolution images using
photoactivable dyes. A structure smaller than the diffraction limit (left) is imaged
by localizing the centroid of fluorophores that are sequentially activated in sparse
subsets (middle). An image of a single dye (blue, inset) and its high-precision lo-
calization (red cross, inset) are shown. A superresolution composite image of the
localized dyes can then be assembled (right). Adapted from [39].
are obtained using evanescent field illumination with total internal
reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy [36]. Overall, different ap-
proaches to single-molecule fluorescence allow to detect and follow
the dynamics of a large number of biomolecular systems in real-time
and with high temporal and spatial resolution, both in in vitro and
in vivo conditions. Typical systems under study are conformational
changes of proteins, protein-nucleic acid interactions, motor proteins
or cellular membranes. A main advantage of fluorescence microscopy
is its temporal resolution (on the order of µs for many setups), much
higher than that achievable with force-spectroscopy techniques.
The maximum spatial resolution in optical systems is set by the
diffraction limit (∼ 300 nm). However, the centroid of the light spot
created by a single fluorophore can be localized with a much higher
precision that increases with the number of collected photons (∼ 1/
√
N)
[37]. Superresolution microscopy techniques use centroid localization
to overcome the diffraction limit, reaching resolutions up to 10-20 nm
when a large number of photons (N ∼ 1000) from a single emitting
fluorophore are collected (Figure 6b) [38].
To accurately localize the centroid of the fluorophores the light
spots created by different fluorophores in the sample must not over-
lap. However, in many experiments the molecules of interest are densely
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Figure 7: FRET experiments. (a) FRET efficiency as a function of inter-dye distance
(R). A donor dye (green) excited with a laser beam either fluoresces (large interdye
distance, R > R0), or transfers the energy to the acceptor dye (red) if the dyes are
close to each other (R < R0). (b) FRET can be used to track fast conformational
dynamics of molecules by placing the dyes at specific locations of the molecular
structure. FRET setups can also be combined with force-spectroscopy techniques
such as optical tweezers to follow conformational changes. (b) An example FRET
trace for the ribozyme system shown in panel (b). The donor and acceptor fluores-
cence intensity (green, red) are anticorrelated due to the energy transfer associate to
FRET. The FRET efficiency (blue) shows the existence of three conformational states
characterized by different FRET efficiencies (E1,E2,E3). The acceptor photobleaches
after 18 s. Adapted from [44].
distributed (e.g proteins in a cellular membrane), and several fluo-
rophores share a diffraction-limited volume. In these conditions the
largest challenge becomes distinguishing individual fluorophores that
overlap creating blurred images. In superresolution techniques indi-
vidual detection in dense distribution of fluorophores is achieved ei-
ther using (i) structured illumination techniques (e.g. STED) [40, 41]
or (ii) photoactivable dyes that can be switched on and off with time
(e.g. PALM, STORM) [42, 43]. Using photoactivable dyes, a composite
high resolution image can be reconstructed from consecutive images
in which different subsets of sparse fluorophores are sequentially im-
aged (Figure 6c) [42].
One of the most widely stablished single-molecule fluorescence
techniques is fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET). In FRET
measurements, the distance between two fluorophores (a donor and
acceptor) can be measured in the scale of 1-10 nm (Figure 7a). By
placing the two fluorophores at particular locations of a biomolecule,
conformational changes can be followed at high temporal resolution
(ms) (Figure 7b) [45]. In a FRET pair, the donor fluorophore is ex-
cited with a laser source of appropriate wavelength. If the acceptor
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fluorophore is found at a very short distance (<10 nm) of the excited
donor, part of this energy is transferred to the acceptor via a non
radiative dipole-dipole interaction, that relaxes back to its ground
state emitting a photon at another wavelength. This resonance energy
transfer requires that the emission spectra of the donor and the ab-
sorption spectra of the acceptor partially overlap. The efficiency of
transfer between donor and acceptor is then a strong function of the
interdye distance in the nanometric scale: E = 1/(1+ (R/R0)6) where
R is the distance between donor and acceptor and R0 the Förster ra-
dius at which the efficiency is 0.5 (Figure 7a). Consequently, FRET
is an excellent technique to follow conformational dynamics and in-
tramolecular reactions, as it provides an internal molecular frame
of reference that strongly reduces sources of instrumental noise and
drift (Figure 7b,c) [44]. Typically bright small organic dyes (< 1 nm),
with good spectral separation such as the Cy3 and Cy5 pair are used
for tagging. For most in vitro applications, the molecules of interest
are typically immobilized in a surface and imaged using a TIRF se-
tups in order to obtain high-throughput data [36].
Finally, recent approaches that combine a force-spectroscopy tech-
nique and single-molecule fluorescence are allowing to follow com-
plex bimolecular reactions difficult to address with a single reaction
coordinate [46]. For instance, visualization of intercalating dyes in the
overstretching transition has unveiled the long-standing problem of
the structure of DNA at high stretching forces [47, 48]. Similarly, the
addition of a second reaction coordinate is likely to provide new in-
formation of processes that involve complex biomolecular structures
such as DNA replication [27].
CHAPTER 2
O P T I C A L T W E E Z E R S
Laser optical tweezers is a technique that uses a focused laser beam
to exert an optical gradient force to particles that have a higher re-
fractive index than the surrounding medium (e.g. plastic or glass mi-
crospheres in water). This optical force arises from the conservation
of linear momentum, and in certain conditions, is strong enough to
keep a particle trapped near the focus of the beam. It is then than an
optical trap is created.
2.1 principles of optical trapping
Historically, the fact that electromagnetic radiation exerts a pressure
on surfaces was already predicted by J.C. Maxwell [49], and proved
experimentally at the beginning of the twentieth century in the Nichols-
Hull radiometric experiment. However, the observation of a force gen-
erated by radiation pressure capable of moving micrometer-sized par-
ticles in the laboratory was not reported until 1970 by Ashkin, who
took advantage of the high light intensities of laser technology to trap
latex microspheres in water [50]. During the following years, the tech-
nique was developed until succeeding in creating stable optical traps
able to confine dielectric microparticles using a single laser beam [51].
This achievement established the basis of what we currently know as
optical trapping and paved the way for single molecule micromanip-
ulation experiments, providing a novel tool to explore biology and
physics at the frontier of Brownian forces.
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So which are the forces that confine dielectric particles on a fo-
cused laser beam? In principle, Maxwell equations could be used to
determine the electromagnetic forces that arise between particle and
light in the experimental set-up. However, this is complex for most
situations, and two approximations are generally used to obtain a
qualitative insight:
• Ray optics approach. If the trapped particle is much larger than
the wavelength of light (d>10λ), a ray-optics approach provides
a qualitative interpretation of how an optical trap is created.
• Rayleigh scattering conditions. If the dielectric particle is much
smaller than the wavelength of light, it can be considered as
an electric dipole and the electromagnetic-field calculations are
simplified.
Any of these approximations applies to the usual working condi-
tions of most optical tweezers, as laser wavelengths are tuned in the
near-infrared range to avoid damaging biological samples (λ ∼1 µm)
[52], and typical bead sizes are also in the order of 1-3 µm. Although
these approximations are only strictly valid in the aforementioned
limit conditions, they are useful to obtain a more intuitive idea of
how this confinement is achieved without having to solve complex
electromagnetic-force equations. Nevertheless, further explanation of
the subject and force calculations can be found in [53] and [54].
2.1.1 Ray-optics approach
In the ray-optics approach we consider a dielectric particle much
larger than the wavelength of the laser, and thus light beams can be
tracked individually throughout the particle (Figure 8a, left). Light
beams are refracted when they cross the boundary surfaces, and
thus they suffer a change in direction. Since light carries a momen-
tum ~p =  h~k, this deflection also causes a change in this magnitude
(~pin 6= ~pout). Consequently, the particle experiences an equivalent
force ~F = d~pdt that pushes it towards the opposite direction due to
linear momentum conservation
A vectorial decomposition of light momentum, helps analyze the
reaction forces along its propagation direction (z), and its perpendic-
ular plane (x-y):
• In the x-y plane, as the particle has a higher refractive index
than the environment, light rays entering through the left side
(Figure 8a left, ray 1) are deflected towards the right and thus
push the particle to the left (f1). On the other hand, light rays
entering through the opposite side (Figure 8a left, ray 2) push
the bead towards the opposite direction (f2). However, these
forces do not cancel each other, as laser beams generally have
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Figure 8: Optical trapping principles. (a) Ray optics diagram of a particle placed in a
non-focused (left) and focused (right) Gaussian laser beam. Individual light rays are
indicated with gray arrows (thickness proportional to intensity), and forces exerted
by each ray are shown in red. For a focused beam, the addition of all light rays causes
a net gradient force (FG) that compensates the scattering force (FS) allowing to stably
trap the particle near the beam focus. (b) Optical tweezers as a force-transducer.
When an external force (Fext) is applied to a trapped bead, the bead is displaced
from the beam axis. For small displacements (∆x) the trap behaves as an harmonic
well. Therefore, if the trap stiffness k is know, the external force can be determined
by measuring ∆x.
a non-uniform intensity profile1. Hence, the more intense rays
coming from the centre of the beam apply a higher force than
rays coming from the edges, creating an effective restoring force
that keeps the bead in the most intense region of the beam, just
like a spring.
• In the propagation direction, the deflected light rays experience
a decrease on the z-component of its momentum, and therefore
the particle experiences a force that pushes it forward on the
z-axis.
To stably trap the particle also in the z-axis, it is necessary to create
an intensity gradient also in the propagation direction. This can be
achieved by focusing the laser beam into a spot with an objective lens
(Figure 8a, right). If a high NA objective is used, a steep light gradi-
ent can be created2, and therefore a net restoring gradient force (FG)
towards the beam waist arises; effectively confining the particle in the
3-directions of space. Indeed the trapped particle reaches an equilib-
rium position slightly beyond the focal point of the laser beam. In
1 For optical trapping usually lasers with a Gaussian profile are used (TEM00 mode).
2 The diameter of the beam waist of a focused laser beam is D ∼ 2λnpiNA , where λ is
the light wavelength, n the difractive index of the medium, and NA the numerical
aperture of the objective.
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this position the gradient force (FG) exactly compensates the scatter-
ing force (FS) that points in the direction of the incident light. The
scattering force is caused by those deflected light rays experiencing
a decrease on the z-component of its momentum, as well as rays ad-
sorbed or reflected by the trapped particle. Using a high NA lens is
essential to confine the particle in the z-direction, as marginal rays
(those coming from the edges) play a major role in creating the gra-
dient force (Figure 8a, right). In fact, in single beam optical traps, it
is common to use expanded laser beams that overfill a high NA ob-
jective in order to increase the intensity of marginal rays, and achieve
a higher trapping force in the z-axis. Although this decomposition
of the overall optical force in a scattering force and a gradient force
is somehow arbitrary (as both forces arise from the same physical
principles), it is usually considered as a convenient way to intuitively
explain optical trapping.
2.1.2 Electric dipole approximation
A more quantitative insight can be obtained in the Rayleigh scattering
limit. If the dielectric particle is much smaller than the wavelength of
light (D«λ), it can be thought as an electric dipole placed in an in-
homogeneous electromagnetic field. In this situation, Maxwell equa-
tions can be used to find a tractable expression that relates the trap-
ping force to the light intensity gradient. The force in a charged par-
ticle placed in an electromagnetic field is described by the Lorentz
equation [49]:
~F = q
(
~E+
d~r
dt
× ~B
)
(3)
Thus the force experienced by an electric dipole in an inhomoge-
neous electric field can be obtained by adding the forces that the field
applies to each of the two charges separated by an infinitesimal dis-
tance d~r:
~F = |q|
(
(∇d~r)~E+ ∂d~r
∂t
× ~B
)
(4)
This expression can be rewritten in function of the electric dipole
moment (~p = q~r), and simplified considering that the dipole moment
is also related to the electric field through the polarizability α (~p =
α~E):
~F = (~p∇)~E+ d~p
dt
× ~B→ ~F = α
[(
~E∇
)
~E+
d~E
dt
× ~B
]
(5)
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This expression can be simplified by using the vector identity
(
~E∇
)
~E =
1/2∇~E2− ~E×
(
∇× ~E
)
and the Maxwell equation ∇× ~E = −d~Bdt , find-
ing that the force can also be expressed as:
~F = α
[
1
2
∇~E2 + d
dt
(
~E× ~B
)]
(6)
The magnitude ~E×~B is directly proportional to the Poynting Vector
~S, which is the energy flux of the electromagnetic field going through
a surface. Under a steady applied force, the second term in Eq. 6
averages to zero:
~F (~r) = 〈~F (~r, t)〉T = α
2
∇〈~E2 (~r, t)〉T = α
4
∇|~E2 (~r, t) |2 (7)
Finally, as the intensity of a light beam is proportional to the square
of the electric field (I (~r) ∝ (cn0/2) |~E (~r) |2), it is straightforward to
obtain that the force applied to the dipole is directly proportional to
the light intensity gradient:
~F (~r) =
α
2cn0
∇I (~r) (8)
As a result, a dielectric particle placed in an inhomogeneous elec-
tric field experiences a Lorentz force in the direction of the intensity
gradient. This force is proportional both to the light intensity gradient
and the polarizability α of the electric dipole. Therefore, as the polar-
izability of a particle depends on its intrinsic properties (e.g. size,
material, shape), different particles will experience different trapping
forces even if the intensity gradient is the same. This is an important
issue to take into account in some force-measuring systems, as cal-
ibration of the optical trap will only be straight-forward for plastic
beads reproducible in size, and not for differently shaped particles or
organelles.
2.2 force measurements with an optical trap
In the previous section we have seen that a laser can be used to sta-
bly trap micrometer-sized particles by means of intensity gradients,
and we have used optical and electromagnetic theory to qualitatively
explain where this trapping force arises from. However, the most ex-
citing possibility of optical traps is not its unique ability to confine
particles, but that they can also be used as a force-transducer to mea-
sure forces applied to the trapped object. Indeed, optical traps give
access to forces in the piconewton (pN) range; in the limit of thermal
fluctuations and in the scale of forces that drive most non-covalent
biomolecular interactions.
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2.2.1 Force-measurements based on displacement determination and stiff-
ness calibration
A particle placed on a focused laser beam experiences a restoring
force that holds it in an equilibrium position near the focal point.
For small displacements, the optical trap behaves to a very good
approximation as a harmonic potential well, and a Hookean spring
approximation can be used (F = k∆x, where k is the characteristic
stiffness of the trap and ∆x the displacement from its center). Conse-
quently, if the spring constant k is determined, the optical trap can
be used to perform force-measurements just by precisely measuring
the displacement ∆x caused by the external force (Figure 8b). This
force-measurement method, therefore, strongly relies in our ability to
accurately determine these two magnitudes (k and ∆x).
Position determination can be resolved for spherical beads with
very high precision (sub-nanometer resolution) by means of several
optical methods such as: algorithms for sub-pixel detection from CCD
imaging (restricted by video acquisition rates) [55, 56]; direct imaging
of the trapped object on a quadrant photodiode (QPD) [57]; back-focal
plane interferometry [58]; or laser-based position detection (a single
laser can be used both for trapping and displacement measurement).
Discussion of these techniques can be found in most optical tweezers
reviews [18, 59]. Regarding the calibration of the particle displace-
ment, several methods have been developed, depending on the de-
tection scheme and the ability to move the optical trap or the stage
holding the microfluidic chamber. Generally, calibration is done by
moving a particle fixed to the stage through a known distance, while
recording the response on the displacement detector. Displacement
calibration is only valid for other particles having the same shape,
size, and orientation; and is also affected by changes in the axial di-
rection (z-axis). Consequently, the displacement detector should be
recalibrated for differently shaped particles; and as a result, the use
of spherical particles of the same size is usually preferred [60].
Overall, this approach to determine the forces involved in an op-
tical trap is the most commonly used at present, as it is a very well
established methodology and relatively easy to set-up.
2.2.1.1 Stiffness calibration
The optical trap stiffness can be determined by several different meth-
ods. Two commonly used methods are measuring an externally con-
trolled Stokes drag force (~F = γ~v = 6piηR~v for a spherical bead), or
performing Brownian motion force measurements (see section A.2.1).
However, determining the trap stiffness by applying either Stokes
law or thermal corner-frequency methods, requires good knowledge
of the particle size and shape, and the local fluid viscosity. As for
the displacement detector, this can be done to a good approximation
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for spherical beads of known diameter, but not for particles of arbi-
trary size and shape such as cells and organelles [60]. Consequently,
precise quantitative experiments with optical tweezers are generally
performed in vitro and using spherical plastic beads for trapping.
An alternative measurement of the trap stiffness, can be done by
directly measuring the distance fluctuations of the trapped partice〈
δx2
〉
. From the equipartition theorem follows that each degree of
freedom takes 1/2kBT . This energy can be equated to that of the fluc-
tuating trapped particle, finding that ktrap = kBT/
〈
δx2
〉
. This method
has the advantage that is independent of the drag coefficient of the
particle γ, but it requires recording the fluctuations with a frequency
well above the corner frequency of the bead (wc = ktrap/γ), which
is on the order of a few kHz for typical setups. Indeed, it is usually
advisable to measure the stiffness using the three different methods,
as it might help to detect subtle problems with the performance of
the optical trap [59]
2.2.2 Force-measurement based on light-momentum changes
The optical tweezers instrument used in this thesis, however, uses an
alternative force-measurement method based on linear-momentum
conservation [60, 61]. As we will see, this optical-trap force transducer
overcomes some of the difficulties outlined before and has the advan-
tage that force calibration becomes independent of most experimental
factors.
2.2.2.1 Underlying principle
For a particle confined in an optical trap, and in the absence of exter-
nal forces, there is not net transfer of momentum between the particle
and the light beam, and therefore the beam is not deflected ((Figure
9a, top). However, when an external force is applied to the particle,
this force is balanced by a change in momentum of the laser beam; or
what it is the same, the laser beam is deflected (Figure 9a, bottom). As
the net change in momentum in the light beam is equal to the applied
external force (~Fext = ∆~p), just by comparing the intensity distribution
of the light beam as it enters and leaves the trap, the external force
can be determined independently of most experimental factors such
as particle shape, size, refractive index and viscosity of the buffer, or
variations in laser power [60]. This allows us to measure forces in ir-
regularly shaped objects such as cells and organelles, and simplifies
experiments with plastic microspheres as force is directly determined
from first principles.
To properly estimate the force from the deflection of the laser beam,
it is essential to fully recollect the deflected light beam once it exits
the trap (so the incident and exiting light distributions can be com-
pared). A way to do so is by placing a second objective lens on the
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Figure 9: Force-measurement from light momentum. (a) Optical trap created with
a low NA laser beam (red cone) and a high NA objective. In the absence of external
forces (top) the laser beam is not deflected and remains on axis. External forces
(bottom) can be determined by collecting the deflected laser beam with an objective
lens, and measuring the distance shift ∆x. In this set-up objective overfilling cannot
be used as the deflected beam would exceed the maximum collection angle (blue
cone). (b) Ray optics diagram for force determination. The laser beam is recollected
with an objective lens placed a focal length away (FL) from the trap. In this way,
angles are converted to distances and projected into a PSD. (c) Photodetector used
for axial force determination. An optical attenuator is used to measure the axial force
from Eq. 12.
beam axis to collect the exiting laser beam. This method can not be ap-
plied straightforwardly in single beam optical tweezers, as it is very
difficult to efficiently trap the particle and recollect the deflected exit-
ing beam at the same time. In most single beam optical tweezers the
incident objective lens must be overfilled with the laser beam in order
to create a strong enough axial trapping force, making impossible to
fully recollect the deflected exiting beam afterwards (fig.3). In fact, in
this force-measuring method, a non-overfilling laser beam (low NA)
and high NA objective lens must be used. By doing so, even when the
exiting laser beam is deflected, it still reaches the collecting objective
lens and the change in light momentum can be measured (Figure 9a,
bottom). To reach high enough trapping forces in the axial direction
in this non-overfilling configuration, two counter-propagating laser
beams are used. In this way, the scattering force due to each laser
is compensated by the opposite beam, and particles can be stably
trapped in the axial direction. This set-up, that is the one used in this
thesis, has the only drawback that requires a correct alignment of the
two lasers, which is not always easily achieved.
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2.2.2.2 Force determination
A ray of light can be understood as a beam of photons that carries a
momentum flux dPidt =
nWi
c , whereWi is the power carried by the ray,
n the refractive index of the surrounding medium, and c the speed
of light. If a light ray is deflected through angles θi and φi relatively
to the optical axis (Figure 9b), then the force on the trapped particle
due to the interaction with this ray is:
Fi =
dPi
dt
=
(
nWi
c
)
[sin θi cosφixˆ+ sin θi sinφiyˆ+ cos θizˆ] (9)
As a result, the total force that the laser beam applies to the trapped
particle can be found by adding up the force contribution Fi of all the
light rays entering and leaving the trap, with the sign convention that
un-deflected rays cancel each other (i.e. rays entering the trap have
opposite sign than exiting rays) [61]. Moreover if the optical trap is
placed at the focal plane of the collecting lens, light rays leaving the
trap with an angle θi, exit the collecting lens parallel to the optical
axis at a radial distance ri = n sin θiRL (Abbe sine condition)3. There-
fore, by placing the collecting lens a focal length away from the trap
centre, the deflection angles θi become distances ri that can be pro-
jected onto a photodetector [61].
An expression for the overall force in terms of the spatial intensity
distribution W (x,y) of the laser beam, can be found by combining
Eq. 9 and the Abbe sine condition, and integrating over every light
ray (x = r cosφ, y = r sinφ):
Fx =
(
1
RLc
)([∑
Wixi
]
in
−
[∑
Wixi
]
out
)
(10)
Fy =
(
1
RLc
)([∑
Wiyi
]
in
−
[∑
Wiyi
]
out
)
(11)
Fz =
(n
c
)∑Wi
√
1−
(
ri
nRL
)2
in
−
∑Wi
√
1−
(
ri
nRL
)2
out

(12)
The power deflections4 can be directly measured by projecting the
light beam that exits the collecting lens onto a position-sensitive photo-
detector (PSD) [61]. The current measured in the PSD5 is proportional
to the detector responsivity Ψ and to the power deflection in each di-
3 where RL is the focal length of the collecting lens.
4 The distance-weighted sums of the light intensity (i.e.
∑
Wixi and
∑
Wiyi).
5 A PSD can be understood as a PIN junction photodiode that converts the incident
light rays into x and y currents.
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rection. The amplified X and Y current signals are therefore given
by:
X = Ψ
∑
Wixi
RD
(13)
Y = Ψ
∑
Wiyi
RD
(14)
where RD is the half-width of the PSD detector [60].
Hence, the force in the transverse directions (Fx and Fy) can be
directly determined from the change in the PSD signals (∆X and ∆Y)
when a force is applied. As two counter-propagating beams are used
in this force-measurement method, the total force in each direction
is the addition of the force detected by each PSD (one for each laser
beam):
Fx =
∆XRD
cΨRL
=
(∆Xlaser1 +∆Xlaser2)RD
cΨRL
(15)
Fy =
∆YRD
cΨRL
=
(∆Xlaser1 +∆Xlaser2)RD
cΨRL
(16)
Here we assumed equal responsivities for both detectors. For the
axial force (z-direction), the light intensity Wi is weighted by a power
concentration function that falls off from the optical axis (equation
12). In other words, the force in the z-direction is related to the power
concentration of the laser beam. Such a response can be obtained by
placing an attenuator with the appropriate transmission profile6 in
front of a planar photodiode (Figure 9c) [61]. If the pattern radius r
of the attenuator matches nRL, then the detector response is:
Z = Ψ
′∑
Wi
√
1−
(
ri
nRL
)2
(17)
where Ψ
′
is the responsivity of the planar photodiode.
Hence the force in the axial direction can be again directly deter-
mined from the change in the photodetector signals Z (one for each
laser beam). The only difference being that for the axial force these
contributions must be subtracted due to the counter-propagating con-
figuration:
Fz =
(n
c
) ∆Zlaser1 −∆Zlaser2
Ψ
′ (18)
2.3 the instrument : minitweezers set-up
The optical tweezers used in this thesis consist of two counter-propagating
845 nm laser beams (200 mW laser diodes) focused into a spot in a
6 An attenuator having an intensity profile
√
1−
(
ri
nRL
)2
.
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Figure 10: Minitweezers set-up. (a) Scheme of the instrument. The optical path of
the counter-propagating lasers beams are shown in green and yellow. The position
of the optical trap can be changed by means of piezoelectric actuators (wigglers),
and the displacement measured by partially redirecting the beam onto light levers.
Laser beams are focused onto a spot in a fluidics chamber where the optical trap
is created, and then redirected to photodetectors (PSD, IRIS) to measure the force
in the transverse and axial directions respectively. Images are obtained with a CCD
camera. Reproduced from [62]. (b) Image of the minitweezers instrument without
the protecting box of the head, where optics and detectors can be appreciated. Below,
the objective lenses and the fluidics chamber are seen.
fluidics chamber by means of two high NA water-immersion objec-
tive lenses (Olympus UPlanSApo 60x/1.20). The laser beams can be
deflected -and so the optical trap moved- by means of two piezo-
electric actuators that are placed on the tip of the laser fibers. This
allows to perform experiments with a higher accuracy than by mov-
ing the full microfluidics chamber, reducing vibrations and drift7. The
piezoelectric deflectors have a range of ∼ 11 µm, sufficient for most
experiments. However, the microfluidics chamber can also be moved
by means of a motor stage for long distance displacements (e.g. trap
beads) in a range of a few mm-cm.
A simplified scheme of the instrument and a brief description of
the main components is presented in Figure 10a. The experimental
set-up is composed of two counter-propagating laser beams (green
and yellow) and uses a symmetric focusing and recollecting scheme
for each laser beam. First, a pellicle beamsplitter is used to split the
laser beam into a 96% component (trap beam) and a 4% component
(reference beam). The reference beam is used as a light-lever, to pre-
cisely determine the position -and displacements- of the trap while
performing experiments. The trapping beam is then directed to the
microfluidics chamber using a prism box (PB)8, and a focusing objec-
tive lens. A quarter-wave plate is placed before the focusing objective
lens in order to obtain circularly polarized light. Circular polariza-
7 Drift effects can be further reduced by using a double trap configuration.
8 The PB contains a number of prisms and lenses for beam collimation and diverting
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Figure 11: Experimental set-up. (a) DNA molecule tethered between two
polystyrene beads. A streptavidin-coated bead is captured with a micropipette by
air suction, and a DNA-incubated bead is subjected with the optical trap. (b) Hu-
man promyelocytic leukemia cell (HL-60 cell line) subjected with the micropipette.
A polystyrene bead is trapped with the laser in order to perform membrane vis-
coelasticity measurements. The neutrophile precursor was previously trapped and
displaced with the tweezers.
tion is important to obtain a spherically symmetric optical trap (on
the x-y plane), and to differentially direct each laser beam to the cor-
responding PSDs for force measurements. The exiting laser beam is
recollected by the opposite objective lens and becomes linearly polar-
ized -in the transverse direction- by the opposite quarter-wave plate.
Thanks to this differential polarization, the exiting laser beam can be
redirected towards the PSDs by using a PB and a relay lens. For each
laser beam two photodiodes are used for force measurement: one in-
dicated as PSD, that is used to determine the force generated in the
transverse direction (x-y plane), and another one indicated as IRIS,
that is used to calculate the force in the axial direction (z-force). Fi-
nally, images of the fluidics chamber and the experimental set-up are
obtained by means of a CCD camera, for which a blue led is used
as the source of illumination using a Köhler scheme. The instrument
(Figure 10b) has a very compact design (5 kg) and is based on the
"minitweezers" design [60, 61].
2.4 experimental configuration
To manipulate individual molecules, micrometer-sized beads are coated
with a chemical substance (e.g. streptavidin) that can specifically bind
to its complementary molecule (biotin). Then, the molecule of interest
(e.g. DNA, RNA) is biotinylated at one end, so it can bind through a
strong non-covalent bond to the streptavidin-coated beads. To attach
the opposite end of the molecule to another bead, a different specific
bond is used to avoid attachments within a single bead. Typically, an
antigen-antibody interaction is used due to its high specificity (e.g.
digoxigen and anti-digoxigenin). Detailed synthesis protocols of the
molecular constructs used in this thesis are found in Appendix D.
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Experiments are then performed in a microfluidics chamber that
contains a glass micropipette in which beads can be immobilized
with air suction9 (see Appendix B for details on the design and as-
sembly of the microfluidic chamber). In a typical experiment (Figure
11a), a streptavidin-coated bead is captured with the optical trap and
brought close to the micropipette, in which it can be immobilized by
applying air suction. Then, a DNA-incubated bead is captured with
the optical trap and approached to the pipette-immobilized bead. By
bringing the two beads close to each other, a connection between the
biotin in the DNA and the streptavidin in the bead can be made. This
tether can then be pulled by moving the trap relatively to the mi-
cropipette; and force-extension curves measured. In another type of
experiments, cells and organelles can also be directly trapped with
the optical tweezers to carry out membrane viscoelastic measure-
ments (Figure 11b).
9 Beads are differentially flowed into the microfluidics chamber through lateral chan-
nels. Typically, one channel is used to flow streptavidin-coated beads (D∼2 µm), and
the other channel is used to flow antidigoxigenin coated beads (D∼3 µm) that have
been pre-incubated with the DNA-labeled molecule.

CHAPTER 3
M E C H A N I S M S O F S M A L L L I G A N D B I N D I N G T O
D N A
The mechanism by which small ligands bind to DNA has been a sub-
ject of intense research since the discovery of DNA structure nearly
60 years ago. Since the seminal work by Lerman, that coined the term
“intercalation” to conceptualize the mechanism by which acridines
bind to DNA [63], improved techniques (e.g. nucleic magnetic reso-
nance [NMR], bioinformatics, X-Ray) have allowed to refine the struc-
tural features that govern the selectivity and affinity of DNA lig-
ands. As the main focus of this thesis is the development of force-
spectroscopy techniques to study the binding of small ligands to
DNA, we will briefly review the current knowledge on their bind-
ing mechanisms. So far, two principal binding modes are generally
used to classify the non-covalent association of small ligands with
DNA: intercalation and minor groove binding. As we will see, these
mechanisms can be further subdivided into different types (e.g. bis-
intercalation, semi-intercalation), and indeed many ligands show com-
bined mechanisms of binding that confers them higher selectivity for
particular sequences and structures.
3.1 intercalation
Intercalators are small planar compounds that bind nucleic acids by
inserting between two adjacent base pairs (Figure 12). Consequently,
intercalating drugs typically contain flat, aromatic ring systems that
can fit between two contiguous base pairs, and whose insertion causes
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Figure 12: DNA intercalation. (a) Two daunomycin molecules (orange) intercalated
in a DNA duplex with sequence CGATCG (blue). X-ray structure from PDB 1D11.
(b) Chemical structure of two typical intercalators: ethidium and daunomycin. In
daunomycin, the intercalating region is highligted in yellow, and a side group that
makes contacts into the minor groove in blue. Both regions can be distinguished in
the crystal structre shown in panel (a).
an unwinding and elongation of the DNA double helix. This physical
distortion is the hallmark of DNA intercalation and is generally used
to distinguish it from alternative binding modes [64, 65]. Although
different intercalators vary in the degree to which they unwind the
DNA double helix, they all elongate DNA about the same extent, in-
creasing the contour length about 1 extra bp (i.e. ∼ 3.4 Å) [66, 67].
Binding of an intercalator, requires breaking base-stacking interac-
tions to create the intercalation cavity that accommodates the ligand
between adjacent bases. It is generally thought that this initial free en-
ergy cost to establish the binding pocket, is compensated by the larger
favorable contributions of the final intercalated state due to pi-stacking
between ligand and flanking base pairs, that is further stabilized by
hydrophobic forces and additional intermolecular contacts (e.g. elec-
trostatic, H-bonds) [68, 69, 70]. This distortion of the substrate upon
ligand binding has been compared to a classical “induced-fit” model
for enzyme-substrate binding [64]. Although intercalators show little
sequence-selectivity, a generalized preference for pyrimidine-purine
steps (5’-PyrPur-3’) has been observed [65, 71], and is attributed to
the lower base-stacking interaction of these sequences that might fa-
cilitate its disruption and the insertion of the ligand [72]. Typically, the
aromatic groups sit with their longest edge mostly parallel with re-
spect to the base pairing axis to maximize stacking interactions. How-
ever it has been shown that intercalators that contain bulky groups
at one side of their long axis, intercalate perpendicularly to the base
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pairing axis [73, 74, 75]. For these ligands, flanking bases locally twist
around the bound intercalator to maximize stacking interactions [75].
DNA intercalation was the first binding mode to be discovered for
small ligands [63], and so far DNA intercalators constitute a large
family of natural and synthetic products with applications that range
from anticancer and antiviral agents (e.g. daunomycin) to DNA stain-
ing proves (e.g. ethidium bromide). Although these molecules share
the insertion of planar compounds between base pairs, many of them
also make additional contacts into the minor or major grooves, con-
tributing to its stability and sequence selectivity [68, 65]. This is spe-
cially relevant for a second fundamental class of interaction, the so-
called DNA bis-intercalation [76, 77].
3.1.1 Bis-intercalation
In a DNA bis-intercalator two intercalative moieties are connected by
a linker chain. The compound is therefore able to “clamp” DNA by
sandwiching two consecutive base pairs between its aromatic rings
(Figure 13a); distorting and elongating DNA a length twice that of a
mono-intercalator (i.e. ∼ 6.8 = 2× 3.4 Å). The linker chain of a bis-
intercalator usually sits on the minor groove -although binding via
the major groove also exists [78]- and is an important determinant of
the sequence-selectivity and affinity of the ligand [79, 77, 80].
Bis-intercalators were first discovered as naturally occurring pep-
tides that had potent antiviral and anticancer activities, being echi-
nomycin the paradigmatic and more widely studied one [81, 77, 82,
76, 83]. Natural bis-intercalators usually have uncharged bulky pep-
tidic chains that establish a number of H-bonds with the DNA bases
through the minor groove (Figure 13b). These contacts, and not the
intercalating rings are considered to be the main determinant of their
sequence-selectivity [64]. For instance, echinomycin and triostin A
specifically clamp CpG steps, whereas sandramycin preferentially binds
ApT steps [81, 77, 65].
The concept of bis-intercalation, was later used to create DNA stain-
ing proves with binding affinities much larger than typical monoint-
ercalating dyes. To create these optimized de novo fluorophores, two
intercalating cromophores (e.g. ethidium, YO-PRO1) were bridged
through an organic cationic linker (Figure 13b) to produce compounds
that form stable, highly fluorescent complexes with dsDNA such as
YOYO-1 or TOTO-1 [84, 85]. In this case, the linker chain increases the
binding affinity due to the electrostatic attraction between cationic
amino groups on the chain and the negatively charged DNA phos-
phate backbone, and through van de Waals contacts [79]. This electro-
static interaction with the phosphate backbone is also likely related
to their little sequence-selectivity and comparatively faster binding
kinetics. These dyes bind with a high affinity to DNA and show fluo-
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Figure 13: DNA bis-intercalation. (a) A Triostin A molecule (orange) bis-intercalated
in a DNA duplex with sequence GACGTC (blue). X-ray structure from PDB 185D.
(b) Chemical structure of 3 typical bis-intercalators: echinomycin, Triostin A and
YOYO-1. All of them bind DNA through the minor groove. Note the difference in
linker chain size between the two natural peptidic bis-intercalators and the organic
dye (YOYO-1).
rescence enhancements >1000-fold upon binding [85], and have thus
become the fluorophores of choice for a large number of biotechno-
logical applications [86, 87].
3.1.2 Threading intercalation and polyintercalators
Many intercalators contain substituents of varying chemical nature
at one side of the intercalating aromatic rings. Usually, these bulky
groups cannot sterically fit within base pairs and sit at the minor
or major groove of the DNA. In a threading intercalator, bulky side
groups are found at opposite sides of the intercalating ring system,
and upon binding one lies in the minor groove while the other inter-
acts with the major groove [88, 89]. Consequently, in order to reach
the final intercalated state, one of the bulky groups must pass through
the DNA base pairs. This process is very different from the insertion
of planar compounds as it requires a transient base pair destabiliza-
tion (i.e. local DNA melting or breathing); making both the associa-
tion and dissociation kinetics of these ligands extremely slow [90, 91].
Consequently, although threading intercalators show similar affinities
than classical intercalators their kinetic rates are markedly reduced,
providing tools able to interfere with biological processes for pro-
longed periods of time (e.g. blocking transcription factors). Among
threading intercalators, ruthenium complexes have been particularly
studied due to their chemical versatility [75, 91], and tunable photo-
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Figure 14: Minor groove binding. (a) A Netropsin molecule (orange) bound in
the minor groove of a DNA duplex with sequence CGCGATATCGCG (blue). X-ray
structure from PDB 1VTJ. (b) Chemical structure of 3 typical minor groove binders:
netropsin, distamycin and Hoechst 33528. All of them share a crescent-shaped struc-
ture that fits well into the DNA minor groove.
physical properties, that can provide useful photoactivated biological
applications1 [92].
Finally, as threading intercalators protude through both DNA grooves,
they allow to design multi-intercalating ligands in which the linker
chain alternatively goes through the minor and major grooves in a
snake-like fashion [93, 94]. For this sake, polyamide linker chains that
bind the minor and major groove with sequence-selectivity have been
used [95, 96], creating complexes that show exceptionally slow kinetic
rates of up to 16 days and sequence-selectivity up to 14-bp [97].
3.2 minor groove binding
Minor groove binders generally have a curved structure, and bind
DNA by insertion into the minor groove without inducing a deforma-
tion or perturbation of the DNA structure (Figure 14a) [64, 96]. Their
binding has therefore been compared to a “lock-and-key” mechanism,
in which the ligand acts as a shape-selective binder that matches the
helical pitch of the minor groove (Figure 14b) [64]. They were discov-
ered well after intercalators, and have found applicability as antiviral
compounds (e.g. distamycin, netropsin), and for in vivo fluorescence
(e.g. Hoechst 33342).
These ligands are usually cationic, and their binding is stabilized by
the formation of non covalent contacts (H-bonds, van der Waals, hy-
drophobic forces) with the nucleobases and the deoxyribose rings [98,
99]. In fact, most naturally occurring minor groove binders have a se-
1 For instance the photoactivation of an inert complex into a cytotoxic drug for cancer
photodynamic therapy.
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lectivity for the narrower and deeper minor groove found in stretches
of AT base pairs2 [99]. For instance, the aromatic groups found in
netropsin and distamycin (N-methylpirrole, see Figure 14b), stablish
H-bonds to the base edges of AT base pairs (particularly, with N3 of
adenine and O2 of thymine) [69, 99]. In the quest to develop sequence-
specific ligands, analogues of N-methylpirrole specifically tuned to
discriminate the 4 possible base pair configurations (AT, TA, CG, GC)
through the minor grove have been synthesized (Figure 15a) [96]. A
polyamide strand can been used as a scaffold to link several of these
heterocycles together in a modular fashion, and so create synthetic
polymeric ligands able to specifically target predetermined DNA se-
quences through the minor groove (Figure 15a) [96]. As previously
explained, this polymeric minor groove binders have also been excep-
tionally useful to link monointercalators or threading intercalators to-
gether and create high affinity, sequence-selective DNA binders [97].
3.3 other binding mechanisms
3.3.1 Major groove binding
The major groove is richer in donor and acceptor sites for H-bonding,
and most proteins make contacts to read this information and achieve
very high binding selectivities [100]. However, small ligands that bind
through the major groove are very uncommon. This lower abundance
seems to be due to the wider and shallower shape of the major groove,
which might not create an appropriate pocket for small ligand bind-
ing [65]. In fact, most small ligands that bind to the major groove
also have an intercalating part that further stabilizes the complex.
For instance, in the bis-intercalator ditercalinium, contacts on the
major groove provide selective binding for GpC steps, but most of
the binding free energy comes from the insertion of the intercalating
rings [101, 78].
3.3.2 Electrostatic interactions
Electrostatic interactions with the sugar-phosphate backbone stabilize
the binding of many small ligands that bind DNA through the pre-
viously described mechanisms. Many of these drugs contain cationic
groups that neutralize the phosphate charges inducing the release
of condensed counter ions (e.g. Na+ and Mg2+), which provides
and entropic contribution to the free energy of binding [102, 103].
2 The width of the minor groove can vary from 3-4 Å in AT stretches to 8 Å in CG
stretches. Its depth (8 Å in average) is shallower in CG regions due to the protruding
C2-amine found in guanine that has no counterpart in the minor groove side of
adenine or thymine.
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Figure 15: Sequence-selectivity and alternative binding modes. (a) Top: The mi-
nor groove shows a distribution of H-bond acceptor and donors (yellow) that al-
low to distinguish the 4 possible base pair configurations. A scheme of H-bond
donors (H) and acceptors (lone pairs, two dots) are indicated below each base
pair. Bottom: Derivatives of methylpirrole linked with a polyamide backbone can
selectively bind DNA sequences by H-bonding with each base. N-methyl-pyrrolle
recognizes C and A (blue), N-methyl-imidazole binds G (green) and N-methyl-3-
hydroxypyrrolle binds T (red). (b) Polycationic particles (green) non-specifically bind
DNA (blue) through the negative phosphate backbone inducing its condensation
and compaction. (c) Targeting of G-quadruplexes. Scheme (left) and X-ray structure
(right) of a G-quadruplex bound to a ligand (Phen-DC3) that increases the stability
of the complex due to stacking interactions. X-ray structure from PDB 2MGN.
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Although such interactions contribute to the binding free energy of
many small ligands -and of proteins-, molecules that bind DNA exclu-
sively by interacting with the DNA backbone are rare [104, 69]. This is
due to the fact that these contributions are relatively small for mono
cationic molecules and that they are strongly salt-dependent (i.e. they
decrease with increasing salt concentration). An exception are polyca-
tionic polymers used for DNA condensation and gene transfer [105,
106], and ligands that can self-associate to form higher order aggre-
gated structures that stack on the DNA phosphate backbone (Figure
15b) [69, 107]. Recently a drug designed to create a phosphate clamp
through H-bond interactions has been developed and showed to as-
sociate with DNA exclusively with electrostatic interactions with the
phosphate backbone [108].
3.3.3 Targeting specific structures
Finally, the implication of particular DNA structures (e.g. mismatches,
G-quadruplexes, Z-DNA) in the mechanisms of gene regulation and
carcinogenesis has also driven interest in developing ligands that par-
ticularly target these motifs [109, 110]. For instance, regions that can
interconvert between G-quadruplex3 and ssDNA are over-represented
in telomeric regions and promoters of oncogenes [111]. Consequently,
small ligands that stabilize G-quadruplexes and interfere with tele-
morerase activity or expression of oncogenes, hold a high potential
as selective anticancer agents (Figure 15c) [112, 113]. Similarly un-
derstanding how the accessibility of DNA sequences in nucleosomes
affects the biological activity of DNA binding drugs, is becoming a
promising field to better understand their mechanism of action and
develop more effective drugs [114].
3 G-quadruplexes are strucures that form in guanine-rich regions due to the stacking
of consecutive guanines that fold into a four-stranded structure.
CHAPTER 4
M E C H A N I S M S O F A G G R E G AT I O N
Several human disorders arise from the inability of certain peptides
or proteins to remain in their native functional state. A large number
of these protein misfolding diseases, end up with the conversion of
non-native soluble species into aggregates of peptides or proteins that
become insoluble when they exceed a certain size. A main focus of
this thesis has been to develop tools to investigate the DNA-binding
properties of anticancer peptides with limited solubility that aggre-
gate even at low concentrations (µm). Indeed in part II, the aggre-
gation and complexation of an anticancer agent (Kahalalide F) with
nucleic acids is fully characterized and preliminary results with amy-
loidogenic peptides are presented. Consequently an introduction on
the mechanisms that drive molecular aggregation and self-assembly,
and their biomedical implications follows.
4.1 amorphous and structured aggregates
Under appropriate external conditions most proteins self-assemble
into aggregated particles, which can be conveniently classified be-
tween ordered and disordered aggregates [115, 116]. Amyloid fibrils
are a clear example of ordered aggregates in which highly structured
filaments are formed due to the self-assembly of peptides or proteins
into protofilaments (of about 2-5 nm in diameter) that either twist
together to form larger rope-like structures or associate laterally to
form ribbon-like structures (Figures 16 and 18) [117]. On the other
hand inclusion bodies and aggregates of α−crystallin in patients with
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Figure 16: Amyloid structure. (a) β-sheet is a hallmark of amyloid. Antiparallel β-
sheet showing how H-bonds between NH groups (blue) and CO groups (red) in the
backbone of adjacent strands stabilize β-sheets. Side groups stick out of the plane
(green). (b) Structural model of Aβ-40 assembly from ssNMR. (Top) Each peptide
contains two β-strands (magenta, blue) that assemble into two parallel β-sheets. A
protofilament (a four-layered structure) is seen down the long axis. (Bottom) The
protofilament is stabilized by contacts between β-sheet layers due to side chain-side
chain interactions, which are largely of hydrophobic origin. Color coding shows
residues with hydrophobic (yellow), polar (magenta), positive (blue) and negative
(red) side chains. Adapted from [118].
cataracts are examples of disordered aggregates, where proteins are
thought to randomly self-assemble through hydrophobic interactions
of partially unfolded or denatured proteins [115].
4.1.1 Structured aggregation: Amyloid formation
4.1.1.1 Amyloid structure and driving forces of self-assembly
The structure of amyloid fibrils has been widely studied through X-
ray crystallography and solid-state NMR. It is known that amyloid
fibrils are composed of a number of individual protofilaments (usu-
ally 2-6) that self-assemble into the final fibrils by twisting together
or binding laterally [117]. Experiments using the previous techniques
have shown that proteins forming each protofilament are arranged in
β-strands oriented perpendicular to the long axis of the fibril, creat-
ing β-sheets that run in the direction of the fibril (Figure 16).
Although conformational polymorphism is generally found in amy-
loid fibrils, the high degree of uniformity observed in some of these
structures is reminiscent to that of crystalline materials. In fact, and
as we will later see, several aspects of amyloid formation are anal-
ogous to a crystallization process, whereas the formation of amor-
phous aggregates can be compared to a glass transition [116, 119,
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120].Typically, the presence of amyloidogenic tissue is detected from
the following hallmarks: Congo red birefringence and thioflavin T
fluorescence as amyloid fibrils specifically bind these dies; extensive
β-sheet structure observed in X-Ray crystallography, circular dichro-
ism (CD) or infrared spectroscopy; and fibrous morphology in trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) or AFM imaging. Despite the im-
plication of very specific proteins in amyloid diseases, increasing ev-
idence supports the idea that amyloid and its characteristic β-fold
is a general structural form of polypeptide chains, and that virtu-
ally all proteins can self-assemble into amyloid fibrils [121, 122]. This
comes from the discovery that many proteins that can form amyloid
fibrils do not have common amino-acid sequences (i.e. sequence ho-
mologies) nor relevant structural similarities in their native fold [123].
These recent discoveries, have taken to the current paradigm that for-
mation of amyloid takes place when the native conformation of a pep-
tide or protein is destabilized under conditions in which other non-
covalent interactions such as hydrogen bonds (essential for β-sheet
formation) are favored. Generally, this happens through the forma-
tion of partially unfolded intermediates, in which certain regions of
the polypeptide chain are able to nucleate the formation of β-sheets.
In such conditions, the susceptibility of the polypeptide chain to end
up as an amyloid fibril is mainly influenced by potential side chain-
side chain interactions that can either stabilize or destabilize the β-
strands. Among them, three types of interaction outstand as key fac-
tors affecting the rate at which partially unfolded proteins aggregate
into amyloid fibrils [117]:
• Hydrophobicity of the side chains. The relevance of hydropho-
bic interactions in amyloid formation can be easily appreciated
in the assembly of Aβ-40 protofilaments (Figure 16b). Indeed,
the rate and propensity to amyloid formation of several pro-
teins can be reduced (or increased) by performing point muta-
tions that decrease (or increase) the hydrophobicity of the pro-
tein regions that nucleate aggregation [124, 125]. This also ex-
plains why long runs of hydrophobic residues are rarely found
in highly expressed soluble proteins (where aggregation of par-
tially unfolded intermediates is undesirable) [126], and the fact
that aggregation rates of several soluble proteins have been found
to be anticorrelated to their in vivo expression levels (i.e. the
higher the expression level required for normal functioning, the
lower their aggregation propensity) [127].
• Polypeptide net charge. It has been shown that there is an
inverse correlation between the aggregation rates of proteins
variants and their overall net charge (i.e. the higher the overall
charge of the mutated protein, the lower its aggregation rate)
[128]. This is due to the fact that a high net charge reduces
protein aggregation due to an increased electrostatic repulsion
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between monomers. Moreover this resonates with the finding
that most amyloid deposits are found in vivo associated to neg-
atively charged macromolecules (e.g. polysaccharides, nucleic
acids), which enhance aggregation due to electrostatic attrac-
tion [129, 130, 131, 132].
• Secondary structure propensity of the chain. In addition to
the previous, another key factor facilitating amyloid formation
is a high propensity to β-sheet structure and a low propensity
to α-helical structure; for instance due to alternate patches of
hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues in the protein sequence.
4.1.1.2 Kinetics of formation follow a nucleation and growth process
These findings have permitted to rationalize and predict the rates
of amyloid formation of different proteins and their mutants on the
basis of this set of basic physicochemical properties (hydrophobic-
ity, charge and secondary structure propensity) [133]. More broadly,
other environmental factors that affect the rate of fibril formation are
those able to promote partial unfolding of the proteins (e.g. high
temperature, low pH) or interfere with the previous driving forces
(e.g. high ionic strength). Overall this direct relation between simple
physicochemical properties of partially unfolded polypeptides and
aggregation rates indicates that amyloid formation is more similar
to a polymerization or crystallization reaction than to the folding of
globular proteins (where the rates of folding to the native state are
highly dependent on the full individual sequence and domains of the
protein) [117]. In fact, it is now widely accepted that amyloid fibril for-
mation proceeds through a nucleation and growth process similarly
to that observed in most polymerization reactions (e.g actin, tubulin)
[134].
Nucleation and growth processes have been well studied in poly-
mer physics [135]. They are characterized by an initial "lag phase"
in which nucleation centers are created (e.g. protein oligomers), that
is followed by a rapid exponential growth phase in which further
monomers or oligomers are added to each preformed nucleus (Figure
17a). This reaction proceeds until there are no more free monomers
available in the solution and saturation is reached. Hence, this gen-
erally leads to a characteristic sigmoidal behavior on the kinetics of
these reactions (Figure 17b).
From a thermodynamic point of view, the formation of a nucleus
is achieved when the gain in energy of adding further monomers to
the aggregate is much larger than the loss of translational entropy of
removing the monomers from the solution. Hence, in many of such
processes the formation of the initial nuclei requires the cooperative
aggregation of several monomers to reach this critical size, leading to
a highly concentration-dependent all-or-none mechanism (i.e. a mini-
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Figure 17: Nucleation and growth processes. (a) Scheme showing the steps involved
in a nucleation and growth process: the initial formation of a nucleation center that
requires the cooperative assembly of several monomers (driven by a rate of nucle-
ation knuc); and the following extension of a formed nucleus (driven by a large rate of
polymerization k+) that proceeds until no free monomers are found in solution and
saturation is reached. (b) Simulation of a nucleation and growth process showing
the characteristic sigmoidal profile of such reactions.
mum critical concentration of monomer or protein is required to trig-
ger fibrillization). This causes a large variation on the timescale of the
initial lag phase required for nuclei formation depending on the spe-
cific conditions of the experiment (e.g. for the peptide Aβ-40 the lag
time can vary from seconds to weeks depending on parameters such
as concentration, ionic strength and pH). This all-or-none response is
characteristic of most aggregation processes, and plays a major role in
the mechanism of action of amorphous aggregating peptides such as
the anticancer drug Kahalalide F studied in this thesis. As a general
remark, a main challenge in single-molecule experiments with aggre-
gating systems (such as those performed in this thesis with peptides
Kahalalide F and preliminarily with Aβ-40) is therefore to set the con-
ditions in which activity (i.e. complexation and aggregation) can be
observed in the course of an experiment, but without having reached
saturation (i.e. setting conditions with a lag time and kinetics com-
patible with single-molecule manipulation). Finally, it is noteworthy
that quantitative models of nucleation and growth that account for
secondary nucleation pathways (e.g. fragmentation of filaments, for-
mation of branches within filaments) have recently proven very useful
to describe the kinetics of amyloid formation in vitro [136], showing
how quantitative models from physics combined with state-of-the-
art experiments can help to elucidate unifying principles underlying
complex biological and biomedical problems such as protein aggre-
gation.
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4.1.1.3 Early oligomeric species and relation to disease
From a biomedical perspective, understanding the kinetics of forma-
tion of amyloid fibrils is of particular interest as there is increas-
ing evidence that are precisely these initial protein oligomers, those
likely to be the pathogenic agents of most protein deposition diseases
[137, 138, 139]. In fact, it has been proposed that the formation of the
mature fibrils themselves might have a protective function by creat-
ing a depletion of the prefibrillar toxic species [140]. Consequently,
during the last years great effort has been placed in elucidating the
structure and kinetics of the intermediate species that precede the
formation of the final amyloid fibers.
The pathways by which amyloidogenic proteins might fold-up into
their functional form or self-assemble into structured or disordered
aggregates shows a remarkable complexity (Figure 18). The general
view is that when a protein is translated by a ribosome, it usually
exits the complex as a largely unfolded polypeptide chain that col-
lapses into a molten globule structure in which exposure of hydropho-
bic residues is minimized. Subsequently, the different domains of
the protein fold into their secondary and tertiary structures, going
through a series of intermediate partially unfolded states, until the
final native conformation is reached. In some cases such proteins
do self-assemble into functional oligomers (quaternary structure) or
into large polymeric chains to accomplish their function (e.g. micro-
tubules, actin filaments). The structures created in this canonical view
appear from left to right in Figure 18. As explained in the previ-
ous subsection, on their way from an unfolded polypeptide chain
to the final functional state, proteins are especially susceptible to self-
assemble either as disordered aggregates, or as partially unfolded ag-
gregates. Such oligomers might contain nuclei that seed amyloid (e.g.
β-sheet structure) and be on-pathway towards the formation of a fiber
(bottom of Figure 18); or form off-pathway unstructured aggregates
(top of Figure 18) that might eventually dissociate again. Cells have
evolved mechanisms to remove such species (e.g. by assisting folding
with chaperones, or through degradation and recycling of misfolded
proteins by the proteasome), but in some circumstances aggregation
overcomes such control mechanisms leading to disease.
Consequently there is a large interest to identify and characterize
these transient oligomeric species likely responsible of several neu-
rodegenerative disorders. A well studied case is that of Aβ-peptides
(particularly Aβ-40 and Aβ-42), that are a proteolysis products of
the amyloid precursor protein (APP), and are the major fibrillar com-
ponent of amyloid plaque in Alzheimer’s disease [140, 141]. Several
studies have suggested that the formation of Aβ-42 oligomers is the
pathogenic event in Alzheimer’s disease [142, 143, 144, 145]. AFM
imaging and TEM studies have shown that Aβ-peptides can assemble
to form oligomers with various shapes: annular pore-like structure, as
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Figure 18: Scheme of pathways driving to amyloid formation. This representation
shows the different conformational states available to a polypeptide chain after be-
ing translated by the ribosome and the typical pathways of interconversion between
them. Such transitions are usually tightly regulated by cells to drive polypeptide
chains towards the functional conformation and to avoid aggregation and malfunc-
tioning. Still, for some specific conditions the formation of aggregated species pre-
vails (see section 4.1.1.1). These species can be on-pathway towards amyloid fibrils
specially if β-sheet structures are stabilized (bottom region), or off-pathway (top
region). Adapted from [117].
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well as spherical beads of 2-5 nm in diameter, or structures that resem-
ble beads on a string [139, 145, 146]. Similar amorphous aggregates
have been observed for other proteins related to amyloid diseases as
for example α-synuclein, polyglutamine proteins, or acylphosphatase.
Although this is still a topic of intense research, some of the latest ev-
idences suggest that their mechanism of cytotoxicity could be due
to the fact that these unstructured oligomers expose structurally dis-
organized hydrophobic residues that are able to bind to the plasma
membrane causing its disruption with the subsequent effects on cel-
lular homeostasis [147, 148]. Hence there is also an increasing inter-
est in understanding the basic mechanism by which these initially
amorphous oligomers self-assemble and interact with other cellular
components (e.g. plasma membrane, polysaccharides, nucleic acids).
4.1.2 Amorphous aggregate formation
Research on the formation of amorphous aggregates has been largely
overshadowed by the more well studied case of structured aggregates
such as amyloid. This is likely due to the implication of the later on
neurodegenerative disorders that represent a major health issue in
aging societies. Moreover, the higher heterogeneity and structural di-
versity of amorphous aggregates makes its study complex and tech-
nically challenging and has precluded research in the field [122, 149].
However, the growing recognition that amorphous oligomers might
be the cytotoxic species of amyloid diseases is encouraging research
on their structures and mechanisms of interaction [132, 147].
Work in this field is just emerging, but recent efforts point towards
the direction that kinetics of amorphous aggregate formation might
be fundamentally different from the mechanisms of fibril growth.
Amorphous aggregation can not be generally modeled with nucle-
ated growth models characteristic of crystallization or polymerization
reactions [120, 150]. However, interpretations based on an analogy to
a glass transition, in which concepts such as frustration an supersat-
uration are incorporated, have been successful in rationalizing exper-
imental data on amorphous aggregation [120]. These works suggest
that whereas the kinetics of amyloid formation are slow due to the
need to jump over a high energy barrier (i.e. formation of nuclei),
amorphous aggregation happens straightforwardly without crossing
a high kinetic barrier. In this “glassy dynamics” region, interactions
occur on a promiscuous and noncooperative fashion and kinetics are
controlled by long-lived low-energy traps, in analogy to previous pro-
tein folding models [120, 151]. Indeed this interpretation might also
contain a mechanistic basis for nucleation of amyloid fibrils. It is pos-
sible that the formation of local and transient glassy states in which
an ensemble of amorphous nuclei are formed, could provide the ini-
tial amyloid-competent seeds required for amyloid fibrillation.
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Other recent approaches based on phenomenological models [150,
152], Ostwald ripening [153], and minimal models of kinetic reac-
tions [154] have also succeeded in providing a theoretical framework
and mechanistic insight onto the underlying physics of amorphous
aggregation. It is noteworthy that a hallmark of amorphous aggre-
gation is the fact that the rate of aggregation is proportional to the
surface area of the particles, in opposition to linear polymerization
models [150, 154]. This has been previously observed in nano cluster
formation [155], and found as a characteristic result of amorphous
aggregation in several experimental and theoretical studies. Finally,
different attempts to rationalize non-specific inhibition by unstruc-
tured aggregates of organic compounds has also been successful on
the pharmacological industry [156, 157].
4.2 the hydrophobic effect
A main force driving the formation of both amorphous and struc-
tured aggregates are hydrophobic interactions. Here, we briefly re-
view the mechanism by which nonpolar molecules tend to aggregate
into higher order structures in water; i.e. the so-called «hydropho-
bic effect». This effect is of extreme importance in biochemistry and
physical chemistry, as it is the main force driving a large number
of non-covalent molecular interactions such as: membrane formation,
protein folding, self-assembly of amphyphilic micelles, or the inser-
tion of transmembrane proteins into lipid bilayers. The key role of
such forces in protein science was put forward by Kauzmann in the
1950’s [158] and generalized by Tanford influential papers [159, 160,
161].
Mixing between two substances A and B (other than water), is typ-
ically favored by the increase in translational entropy of the mixed
ensemble ∆Smix in relation to the two pure separated phases (analo-
gously to an ideal gas):
∆Gmix = ∆Hmix − T∆Smix (19)
In this general case, insolubility takes place when enthalpic interac-
tions between particles of each of the two substances (i.e. A–A and B–
B interactions) are much larger than the gain in translational entropy,
making the mixing of the two species unfavorable [162]. However the
self-assembly and aggregation observed when nonpolar molecules
are placed in water happens due to a very different mechanism. Wa-
ter molecules have a large dipole moment due to the high electronega-
tivity of the oxygen atom, that has a lone pair of electrons able to elec-
trostatically interact with hydrogen atoms of other water molecules.
This creates a highly directional bond known as H-bond (Figure 19a).
The tetrahedral structure of water allows each water molecule to cre-
ate several H-bonds simultaneously. In ice for instance, each oxygen
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Figure 19: Hydrophobic effect.(a) Two water molecules forming an H-bond. The
high electronegativity of the oxygen atom (red) causes a dipole moment in water
molecules. H-bonds are created due to strong dipole-dipole interactions between
oxygen atoms (red) and hydrogen atoms (white). (b) Water molecules form a tetra-
hedral structure in which they are able to form H-bonds with two neighbors (black
dots) simultaneously. In the shown example the central water molecule creates H-
bonds with neighbors 2 and 3. Hence, in bulk water each molecule can explore 6
H-bonding configurations with different neighbors (1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 2-3, 3-4, 2-4). An
hydrophobic solute replaces neighboring water molecules reducing the number of
possible H-bonding configurations. (c) The reduction of conformational entropy of
water molecules around a nonpolar compound, causes an effective attractive force
between hydrophobic molecules that tends to reduce the interfacial area between
solute and water. This force takes place at distances comparable to a few H-bonded
water molecules (ξ ∼ 1 nm).
atom creates 2 H-bonds with its neighboring molecules in a highly or-
dered structure in which each water molecule is H-bonding 4 neigh-
bors. In liquid water, the long range order of the crystalline structure
is lost in favor of a dynamic network of H-bonds in which in aver-
age each water molecule creates still maintains 3.5 H-bonds with its
neighbors, showing that local order is preserved. This short-range H-
bond network explains for instance the abnormal high boiling point
of water if compared to similar molecules (e.g. methanol).
When a nonpolar molecule is placed in this isotropic network of H-
bonds, water molecules surrounding the solute have a lower number
of possible H-bonding configurations with its neighboring molecules,
and thus a reduced conformational entropy (Figure 19b). This anisotropy
introduced by nonpolar molecules creates an ordering of water molecules
around the solute (usually referred to as the clathrate-cage or “ice-
berg” model [163]), that strongly reduces the entropy of the solu-
tion unfavouring mixing. When many such nonpolar molecules are
present in a solution, this decrease in entropy creates an effective at-
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tractive force between nonpolar molecules that bind together in order
to minimize the contact area between solute and water (Figure 19c).
What is remarkable of the hydrophobic effect therefore is precisely
that the mixing of nonpolar molecules into water is not opposed by a
large increase in enthalpy ∆Hmix, but by a large decrease in entropy
∆Smix. This effective force is known as the «hydrophobic effect» and
constitutes a unique organizational force for biological matter [160].

CHAPTER 5
S C O P E A N D O B J E C T I V E S
This thesis aims to investigate the mechanism of binding of small lig-
ands to nucleic acids using single-molecule techniques. Particularly,
the thesis focuses in investigating peptide anticancer agents of natu-
ral origin that interact with DNA in different ways. Most of the pre-
sented work focuses in two compounds (Thiocoraline and Kahalalide
F) that are highly insoluble and tend to aggregate and adsorb into sur-
faces. Therefore, a main objective of this thesis has been to exploit the
potentialities of single-molecule techniques to investigate such low
solubility compounds that are otherwise difficult to characterize with
bulk techniques: from the thermodynamics and kinetics of binding, to
the sequence-selectivity and the kinetics of self-association. This ob-
jective has been mostly apporached using DNA micromanipulation
experiments with optical tweezers; when needed, results have been
also complemented with other techniques such as magnetic tweez-
ers, atomic force microscopy or dynamic light scattering. To reach
this broad methodological goal, we have focused in accomplishing a
series of objectives:
• Elastic properties of bound dsDNA. Characterize the elastic re-
sponse of dsDNA, and determine how the binding of small lig-
ands modifies these elastic properties. Rationalize the observed
effects on the basis of the binding mechanism of each ligand,
and obtain quantitative information of its equilibrium binding
properties.
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• Elastic properties of bound ssDNA. Develop tools to investi-
gate the elastic response of ssDNA under varying ionic condi-
tions, as well as the formation of non-native secondary struc-
tures. Use this methodology to investigate the binding of lig-
ands to ssDNA.
• Binding kinetics protocols. Investigate the kinetics of binding
of small ligands to nucleic acids using optical tweezers: develop
a microfluidics set up and an experimental methodology to ob-
tain reproducible kinetic traces.
• DNA unzipping assays. Investigate the potentialities of DNA
unzipping experiments to probe DNA-ligand interactions. DNA
unzipping provides an alternative reaction coordinate to classi-
cal DNA stretching assays, and so such experiments might com-
plement the information obtained from DNA elasticity measure-
ments.
• Determination of binding pathways. Development of theoret-
ical models to rationalize the results obtained from kinetics ex-
periments and thermodynamic measurements. Such models can
be used with two purposes: obtain a quantitative insight on the
thermodynamics and kinetics of the binding reaction, or to test
the validity of an underlying microscopic mechanism that ex-
plains the macroscopis results.
• Molecular constructs synthesis. Set up a consistent methodol-
ogy to synthesize the different molecular constructs required to
perform the previous experiments: DNA stretching constructs,
DNA hairpins of varying size and sequence and handle length,
as well as DNA-RNA hybrid constructs.
Part II
T H E R M O D Y N A M I C S A N D K I N E T I C S O F
T H I O C O R A L I N E I N T E R C A L AT I O N T O D N A
Alice: “How long is forever?”
White Rabbit: “Sometimes, just one
second.”
Lewis Carrol (Alice in Wonderland)

CHAPTER 6
I N T R O D U C T I O N
6.1 motivation
Small DNA binders have become powerful tools in biomedicine due
to their ability to interact with nucleic acids at specific sites and mod-
ulate key processes such as repair, transcription and replication [31,
114, 164, 165]. Among them, DNA intercalators and bis-intercalators
(see section 3) have received continued interest during the last decades
due to their particular properties that range from being excellent
DNA staining proves (e.g. ethidium, YOYO) to effective anti-proliferative
drugs (e.g. doxorubicin, echinomycin) [76, 114]. A detailed explana-
tion of the structure and binding mechanisms of DNA intercalators
and bis-intercalators is found in section 3.
Although intercalating agents are widely used in anticancer chemother-
apy [65], their mechanism of action based on interfering with the tran-
scription and repair machinery makes them also highly toxic causing
undesired side effects [112]. In order to improve their effectivity a
lot of effort has been put in developing new ligands that (i) exhibit
improved sequence selectivity and (ii) form long-lived complexes [97,
166, 167, 168]. Increased specificity enables recognition and targeting
of particular disease-related motifs that can be used for biomedical di-
agnostics and therapeutics [114, 165]. Slow off-kinetics of long-lived
complexes are related to sustained response of anticancer drugs [97,
169, 170]. In addition such ligands may also be useful to develop bet-
ter staining proves with increased imaging times [86]. Hence, the de-
velopment of rapid and accurate methods to elucidate the kinetics
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Figure 20: Thiocoraline structure.
and selectivity of small ligands is paramount to advance in the ratio-
nal design of less toxic and more effective compounds.
Single-molecule force-spectroscopy techniques have proven espe-
cially well-suited to investigate the structural and mechanical pertur-
bations that intercalators induce to the DNA double helix [67, 171],
succeeding in characterizing the binding of very weak ligands [67,
172]. This is due to the fact that force-spectroscopy uses molecular ex-
tension as the natural reaction coordinate and allows to apply force
to shift the chemical equilibrium of binding. So far, most experiments
have focused on deriving equilibrium information of binding (e.g.
affinity) [67, 87, 172, 171, 173], whereas only recently attention has
been paid to non-equilibrium experiments from which kinetic rates
might be inferred [174, 175, 176]. Moreover, despite the ubiquitous
use of DNA intercalators in single-molecule experiments, there is still
controversy in some fundamental aspects such as the effects of inter-
calation on the elasticity of dsDNA [87, 171, 176, 177, 178] and the
existence of binding kinetic intermediates [175, 178]. Similarly, other
key parameters such as sequence specificity have been scarcely ad-
dressed with these techniques, and still rely on classical footprint-
ing assays that are time-consuming and complex to set up and inter-
pret [179, 180].
In this chapter of the thesis, we use optical and magnetic tweezers
to study the anticancer bis-intercalator Thiocoraline (Figure 20) [181],
fully characterizing the thermodynamics, kinetics and selectivity of
binding using a combination of DNA stretching and unzipping as-
says [182]. A clear understanding of these properties was lacking due
to the low solubility of this drug [183, 184], making measurements
difficult and leading to limited and conflicting results [185, 186]. We
find that Thiocoraline bis-intercalates DNA with an extremely slow
dissociation constant that, interestingly, decreases steeply with force.
This makes possible to measure the elastic properties of intercalated
DNA by performing non-equilibrium pulling experiments in which
the binding fraction of ligand remains quenched. We show that bis-
intercalation does not modify DNA persistence length whereas the
stretch modulus does increase with the bound fraction. A series of
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kinetic experiments demonstrate the existence of a mono-intercalated
intermediate state that contributes to the long lifetime of the com-
plex. Finally, we develop a single-molecule footprinting assay based
on DNA-unzipping, in which we show that at low concentrations the
peptide binds DNA in a sequence-specific manner, with a preference
to clamp CpG steps flanked by A-T base pairs. Such information is
difficult to obtain in bulk assays and cannot be accessed in usual
single-molecule stretching assays.
We propose that this sequence-selectivity together with the force-
dependent off-rate are an important feature of the mechanism of
action of this subnanomolar drug (IC50 ∼ 200 pM). On a broader
perspective, we provide new insights on the general mechanisms by
which bis-intercalators bind DNA and their kinetic stability. The pro-
posed single-molecule approach will be of great utility to quantify
essential parameters of the specific and nonspecific binding modes of
ligands that target DNA [76, 179, 187].

CHAPTER 7
R E S U LT S : P U L L I N G E X P E R I M E N T S O F
T H I O C O R A L I N E B I S - I N T E R C A L AT I N G D N A
7.1 force-extension curves of bis-intercalation
We pulled single dsDNA molecules (half λ-DNA, 24 kb, synthesis
details in Appendix D) in the presence of Thiocoraline in the opti-
cal tweezers setup (Figure 21a, Inset). DNA is tethered between two
beads and stretched at a low force (2 pN) until it reaches its equilib-
rium extension. The molecule is then repeatedly pulled by displacing
one bead relatively to the other, and the extension measured as a func-
tion of the applied force. In this way force-extension curves (FECs) are
recorded in the range 0-40 pN.
At a concentration of 100 nM, the intercalated DNA has a molecular
extension significantly longer (∼ 30%) than that of naked dsDNA (Fig-
ure 21a, red and black respectively), as expected from an intercalative
binding mode. Notably, DNA stretching experiments performed at
varying pulling speeds show a hysteresis that increases with decreas-
ing pulling speed, whereas hysteresis is not observed at the fastest
speed of 1.5 µm/s (Figure 21a, red, blue, green). The observation of
hysteresis in DNA pulling curves was previously reported for the
bis-intercalator dye YOYO-1 [178], and is caused by the fact that the
affinity constant and kinetic rates are force-dependent. It has been
shown that the affinity constant of DNA intercalators increases expo-
nentially with applied force [67], and therefore at equilibrium more
ligands are bound at higher forces. In a typical pulling cycle the force
is increased from a low value (2 pN) up to a high value (40 pN) and
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Figure 21: FECs of bis-intercalated DNA. (a) DNA pulling curves before (black)
and after flowing 100 nM Thiocoraline at varying pulling speeds: 1.5 µm/s (red),
100 nm/s (blue), 40 nm/s (green). Dark (light) colors correspond to the stretching
(releasing) parts of the cycle. The equilibrium FEC (black points, mean± SD, N>5) is
recovered from force jump experiments. (Inset) Scheme of the DNA stretching setup.
(b) In force-jump experiments the relaxation of the molecular extension (green) is
measured at constant force values starting from different initial conditions in bidi-
rectional experiments (arrows). The equilibrium extension at each force (crosses) can
then be inferred. A metastable FEC (1.5 µm/s) is shown in red as a reference. (c)
Illustrative scheme of the hysteresis observed in FECs as a function of pulling speed.
Thiocoraline (cyan) shows an optimal range to measure metastable FECs, as com-
pared to mono-intercalators (yellow) that reach equilibrium over shorter timescales.
then decreased again, enhancing intercalation during a pulling cycle.
Two are the relevant timescales in a pulling experiment: the equilibra-
tion time of the binding reaction (τeq) and the observational time (the
duration of a pulling cycle, τobs). If pulls were done slowly enough
(τobs > τeq), the equilibrium FEC would be obtained. In this case we
would expect the fraction of bound ligands to increase with force. In
the opposite regime (τobs 6 τeq), the molecular extension cannot re-
lax to its equilibrium value at each force, and a positive hysteresis is
observed (blue and green FECs in Figure 21a). Remarkably enough, if
the pulling speed is increased (v >1 µm/s, red) metastable FECs are
measured, where non-equilibrium but reversible curves are obtained.
Along these metastable FECs the number of bound intercalators re-
mains quenched, and the FEC does not show hysteresis (Figure 21b).
To the best of our knowledge, this metastable state was not attainable
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Figure 22: Typical bidirectional force-jump experiment. The force (red) is increased
stepwise up to a maximum value using force-feedback and then decreased down to
the initial value using a reversed protocol. In this way, the relaxation of the molecular
extension (green) is obtained in the forward and backward direction for different
force values. (b) Relaxation of the molecular extension (green) for two forces from
panel (a). Data is fitted to a single exponential function (purple) from which the
equilibrium extension x[Thio]eq (F) at each force is determined. Experiments correspond
to 100 nM Thiocoraline.
with previously studied mono-intercalators and bis-intercalators due
to their faster kinetic rates. In section 7.2, we will exploit this feature
of metastability to determine the elastic properties of bis-intercalated
DNA for a fixed fraction of ligand.
On the other hand, the slow kinetics of Thiocoraline does not allow
us to obtain an equilibrium FEC using a standard pulling protocol
(Figure 21b). To do so, we performed force-jump experiments in the
range 5-60 pN (Figure 21c). In these experiments, the molecule is
maintained at a constant force using force-feeedback, and the relax-
ation of the molecular extension is measured at each force in bidi-
rectional experiments (black arrows in Figure 21c). As shown be-
low (section 7.1.1), relaxation curves of force-jump experiments are
well-described by a single-exponential function, and their asymptotic
value can be used to determine the equilibrium extension at each
force (Figure 21a, black points). A comparison between the recon-
structed equilibrium FEC and the metastable FEC (Figure 21a, red
curve and black points respectively), illustrates the pronounced effect
of force in shifting the binding equilibrium of Thiocoraline.
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Figure 23: Typical unidirectional force-jump experiment. (a) The force (red) is in-
creased from 2 pN to a preset value, and the relaxation of the molecular extension
(green) is measured until reaching saturation. Then the force is decreased again to 2
pN and the measurement repeated for a set of different forces. (b) Relaxation of the
molecular extension (green) at two forces from panel (c). Data is fitted to a single
exponential function (purple), obtaining x[Thio]eq (F) and the total kinetic rate ktot at
each force. Experiments correspond to 100 nM Thiocoraline.
7.1.1 Force-jump experiments
The experiments were performed in two ways: (i) bidirectional step-
wise force-jumps, and (ii) unidirectional force-jumps from low force.
In the first type of experiments (Figure 22a), the force was increased
stepwise every ∼5 min up to a maximum preset force. Then the proto-
col was reversed and the force stepwise decreased down to the initial
value. By doing so, we obtained a forward and backward relaxation
curve for each force. The relaxations were well described by a single-
exponential function, from which we obtained the forward and back-
ward asymptotic extensions (Figure 22b,c). The equilibrium extension
at each force x[Thio]eq (F) was estimated as the average of both values.
To show that x[Thio]eq (F) does not depend on the stretching history, we
independently measured this value from unidirectional force jumps
(Figure 23a). In these experiments, the force was increased from 2
pN to a preset value, and the relaxation of the molecular extension
was followed until reaching saturation (∼ 10 min). Consecutive force-
jumps between 2 pN and the different preset forces were performed
in this way, and fitted to a single-exponential function (Figure 23b,c).
The x[Thio]eq (F) values obtained with both methods were fully compat-
ible. Moreover, from the unidirectional force-jump experiments we
also obtained the total kinetic rate ktot(F) at each force (see section
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Figure 24: Metastable FECs. Metastable FECs at different Thiocoraline concentra-
tions: 10 nM (red), 20 nM (blue), 40 nM (purple), 100 nM (cyan) and 200 nM (green).
A FEC of naked dsDNA is shown in black as a reference.
8.1). All force jumps were performed with a force-feedback operating
at 1 kHz in which force was changed in less than 0.1 s and maintained
constant to the preset value.
7.2 thermodynamics of binding and elastic properties
of intercalated dna
7.2.1 Metastable FECs and analysis with elastic polymer models
The slow kinetics of Thiocoraline makes possible to determine the
elastic properties of intercalated DNA in conditions of metastability
for a fixed fraction of bound ligand. In our experiments, such fraction
is initially equilibrated at a force of 2 pN and the molecule is repeat-
edly pulled up to 40 pN fast enough to have that fraction quenched
along the pulling cycle (v=1.5-3 µm/s). We performed pulling exper-
iments over 3 decades of ligand concentration (0.5-1000 nM, Figure
24), and fitted the metastable FECs to the extensible worm-like chain
(WLC) model (Equation 56). For each tethered molecule we deter-
mined the l0, Lp and S values by fitting a set of consecutive pulling
cycles (typically more than 5). The reported values at each concentra-
tion is the average of a set of different molecules (N> 7).
The contour length increased with Thiocoraline concentration (Fig-
ure 25a) reflecting the varying fraction of bound intercalator [63].
As explained below (section 7.2.2), these results can be fitted to the
McGhee-Von Hippel (MGVH) model (Figure 25a, cyan), from which
characteristic equilibrium values of the interaction (the binding affin-
ity Kd and binding-site size n) are obtained. As explained in the fol-
lowing chapter (section 8.3) we also developed a three-state kinetic
model that explains the kinetics of binding of the ligand. Remarkably
enough, the equilibrium elongations predicted by this model at dif-
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Figure 25: Elastic properties of bis-intercalated DNA. (a) Contour length (l0) of
DNA as a function of [Thiocoraline] in optical (red squares) and magnetic tweezers
(blue squares) experiments. The optical tweezers data is fitted to a MGVH binding
isotherm (cyan, Eq. 21) to obtain the equilibrium affinity and binding-site size at low
force (Kd = 77± 13 nM, n=3.84± 0.12 bp). A fit to a three-state model as explained
in section 14.4.1 is shown in purple. (b) Persistence length (Lp) of DNA as a function
of [Thiocoraline]. Lp remains independent of [Thiocoraline] both in optical tweezers
(red) and magnetic tweezers (blue) experiments. (Inset) Lp remains also unaffected
when the bound fraction is changed by equilibrating the molecule at a different
force. (c) Stretch modulus (S) of DNA as function of [Thiocoraline]. S monotonically
increases with [Thiocoraline]. Values are reported as mean±SD (N>7), and are deter-
mined by fitting metastable FECs (v=1.5-3µm/s) to the extensible (optical tweezers)
or inextensible (magnetic tweezers) WLC model. Reference values from experiments
without Thiocoraline for each technique are shown at the lowest concentration (red
and blue crosses).
ferent ligand concentrations agree very well with these experimental
measurements (Figure 25a, purple).
Fits to the WLC model also yielded the persistence length (Lp) and
stretch modulus (S) of a bis-intercalated DNA molecule. The persis-
tence length remained constant within experimental errors over the
whole range of concentrations investigated (Figure 25b). This is in
contrast with previous studies for other mono and bis-intercalators
in which a strong decrease of the persistence length with ligand con-
centration was reported [67, 171, 177, 178, 188]. In these works, equi-
librium FECs were used to obtain the elastic properties of interca-
lated DNA. However, in the equilibrium ensemble, the fraction of
intercalated drug changes as force is increased, leading to a contin-
uously changing contour length within a pulling cycle, thereby giv-
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Figure 26: Elastic parameters for individual molecules. (a) Persistence length (Lp)
as a function of contour length. Lp is independent of the contour length of the bis-
intercalated DNA molecule. (b) Stretch modulus (S) as a function of contour length.
S monotonically increases with contour length, demonstrating that S is directly re-
lated to the fraction of bis-intercalator bound to the DNA molecule. A set of consec-
utive pulling cycles for each molecule are used (N > 5), and results are shown as
mean± SD. Experiments are performed at varying concentrations between 0.5-1000
nM Thiocoraline.
ing lower effective persistence lengths in the fits. A constant persis-
tence length has also been reported for YOYO-1 in recent studies
performed at low forces (F < 10 pN) and low salt condition (10 mM)
where force-dependent intercalation is negligible [87]. We confirmed
our observation by performing experiments with a magnetic tweez-
ers setup in the low-force regime (0.01-10 pN), obtaining equivalent
results (Figure 25b, blue). Furthermore, we performed experiments in
which the fraction of bound intercalator was increased by equilibrat-
ing the molecule at a higher initial force (Figure 25b, Inset), finding
again that persistence length is independent of the fraction of inter-
calated drug regardless of the method used to increase the binding
ratio (i.e. ligand concentration or force). Finally, from our high-force
(F > 10 pN) measurements we also obtained the stretch modulus of
bis-intercalated DNA, finding a systematic increase in the stretching
rigidity with ligand concentration (Figure 25c and Figure 26).
7.2.2 Analysis of equilibrium parameters using the MGVH model
The elongation of the DNA molecule at each Thiocoraline concentra-
tion (l[Thio]0 − l
DNA
0 ) is directly proportional to the number of interca-
lators bound to the molecule, and to its equilibrium binding fraction
(ν):
ν =
# bound ligands
# of DNA bp
=
l
[Thio]
0 − l
DNA
0
∆l0Nbp
=
l
[Thio]
0 − l
DNA
0
2lDNA0
(20)
where lDNA0 = Nbpd (d being the base-pair rise, 0.34 nm) and
∆l0 the DNA elongation induced by one bis-intercalator. We have
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assumed that each bis-intercalator elongates the DNA molecule a
distance twice d (∆l0 = 2d) [63, 67]. For ligands that bind non-
specifically and non-cooperatively to a one-dimensional lattice such
as DNA, the MGVH model [189] predicts that the equilibrium bind-
ing fraction satisfies the implicit equation:
ν =
[L]
Kd
(1−nν)n
(1−nν+ ν)n−1
(21)
where Kd is the ligand affinity constant, n is the binding-site size
(number of bp covered by each ligand), and [L] the ligand concen-
tration. By combining Eqs. 20 and 21 we can fit the titration results
(Figure 21c), and obtain the equilibrium affinity constant Kd = 77±13
nM and binding-site size = 3.84± 0.12 bp of Thiocoraline (compatible
with 1 ligand every 4 base pairs). The latter is in good agreement with
the values previously determined for other DNA bis-intercalators and
from X-ray crystallography [77, 79, 173]. A Levenberg-Marquadt algo-
rithm was used both for the WLC and MGVH fitting routines.
7.3 pulling experiments in the overstretching region
The DNA pulling curves presented in the previous sections are per-
formed up to a maximum stretching force of 40 pN. This force is
below the overstretching transition (FOS ∼63 pN at 100 mM NaCl),
and allows us to obtain metastable FECs at the highest pulling speed
of 1.5 µm/s for all Thiocoraline concentrations ([Thio]61 µM). How-
ever, if the maximum pulling force is increased to 70 pN, FECs show
longer molecular extensions and larger hysteresis as compared to 40
pN, due to the greater intercalation achieved at the highest forces
(Figure 27a). In fact, at 100 nM hysteresis is observed also at the
fastest pulling speed of 1.5 µm/s (Figure 27b), and we cannot pull
fast enough to reach the metastable regime at this higher force (in
contrast to the metastable FECs obtained at this same concentration
when the maximum force was 40 pN, Figure 21). As previously ob-
served for other intercalators [178, 190], a tilted plateau related to the
overstretching transition is observed. If experiments are performed
at lower bis-intercalator concentrations, the equilibration time of the
binding reaction τeq increases and the metastable FECs can be ob-
tained again at the fastest pulling speed (Figure 27d-f, red). As ex-
pected, when we decrease ligand concentration the molecular exten-
sion becomes shorter (due to the lower fraction of ligand bound at
low forces), and the slope of the force plateau decreases approach-
ing the overstretching curve of naked dsDNA. These findings are in
agreement with a mechanism in which the bis-intercalator binds to
B-DNA, elongating and unwinding the double helix, and increasing
the energy required to force-melt or fully unwind the bis-intercalated
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Figure 27: Hysteresis in Thiocoraline pulling experiments. FECs of DNA at six
different Thiocoraline concentrations: 200 nM (a), 100 nM (b), 20 nM (c), 10 nM (d),
3 nM (e), 500 pM (f). Experiments are performed up to a maximum force of 70
pN at three different pulling speeds: 1.5 µm/s (red), 100 nm/s (blue) and 40 nm/s
(green), and dark and light colors correspond to the stretching and release part of the
pulling cycle respectively. A FEC of naked dsDNA is shown as a reference (dotted
black).The sudden force drop to 0 pN in the 40 nm/s (green) experiment in panel (f)
corresponds to the breakage of the bead-DNA attachment.
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DNA (converting B-DNA into S-DNA). At concentrations below 10
nM, fast pulling experiments show a molecular extension slightly
longer (<5%) than naked dsDNA and an overstretching plateau that
is slightly tilted, indicative of a few bound intercalators (Figure 27e, f).
Remarkably, at this low concentrations slower pulling rates show neg-
ative hysteresis along the overstretching region (the force is higher in
the releasing as compared to the stretching part of the pulling cycle,
Figures 27d-f). These results suggest that Thiocoraline is able to bind
either force-melted regions or S-DNA, stabilizing the DNA double
helix and therefore reducing the molecular extension at forces above
the overstretching transition. In these experiments, once the force is
reduced below the overstretching transition, the molecular extension
remains longer than during stretching, confirming that Thiocoraline
has bis-intercalated DNA at forces above the overstretching plateau.
This is particularly visible in the 3 nM experiment (Figure 27e). In
this condition, the stretch part of the cycle for the fast (dark red) and
slow (dark blue) pulling rate are very similar below the overstretch-
ing region. However, during releasing at the slow pulling rate (light
blue) the apparent molecular extension is ∼700 nm longer than that
observed at a fast pulling rate (light red), suggesting that most of the
binding has happened at F > FOS. Recent evidence that force-melted
DNA and S-DNA coexist at physiological conditions, and their simi-
lar extension, makes difficult to unambiguously attribute binding to
any of both [47, 48].
CHAPTER 8
R E S U LT S : K I N E T I C E X P E R I M E N T S O F
T H I O C O R A L I N E B I S - I N T E R C A L AT I O N
8.1 total kinetic rate and direct off-rate measurements
To characterize the remarkably slow kinetics of Thiocoraline we per-
formed force-jump experiments at two different concentrations (Fig-
ure 28a, b). The relaxation of the molecular extension at each force
allowed us to characterize the total kinetic rate of intercalation as
a function of force. Relaxation curves are well described by single-
exponential kinetics, with a total rate that increases exponentially
with force at both concentrations (Figure 28c). For a bimolecular reac-
tion where kon is much larger than koff, the total rate (ktot = kon +koff)
should be proportional to ligand concentration. However, the total ki-
netic rates observed at 1 µM were found to be only ∼2-fold faster than
those obtained at 100 nM, whereas at 10 nM we observed a ∼10-fold
decrease in relation to 100 nM, suggesting that binding is not a purely
bimolecular process.
To verify this hypothesis, we directly measured the off-rate koff (F)
from wash-off experiments. In these experiments, an intercalated DNA
molecule is hold at a constant force in the optical tweezers setup,
while the chamber is flushed with peptide-free buffer (Figure 29).
However, the low solubility and hydrophobicity of Thiocoraline makes
difficult to fully remove the peptide from the chamber in such ex-
periments. In order to create an effective depletion of ligands, we
flushed scavenger DNA. Thus, ligands that unbind from the teth-
ered molecule or from the microfluidics chamber are sequestered and
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Figure 28: Total macroscopic kinetic rate (ktot) from force-jump experiments. (a,
b) DNA extension as a function of time after increasing the force from 2 pN to a
preset value of: 15 pN (red), 25 pN (blue), 35 pN (purple), 45 pN (green), 55 pN
(yellow). Relaxations are well-described by a single-exponential function and allow
us to obtain ktot at the two concentrations investigated: 100 nM in panel (a) and 1
µM in panel (b). (c) Force-dependence of ktot at the two investigated concentrations.
The intercalation-rate increases exponentially with force with similar slopes for both
concentrations.
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Figure 29: Wash-off experiments at constant force. DNA extension as a function of
time (green) in a wash-off experiment performed at 12 pN (orange) using peptide-
free buffer. The extension decreases with time due to the unbinding of Thiocoraline.
However, upon increasing the force after 2 hours, an exponential elongation is ob-
served, showing that small amounts of ligand remained in the microfluidics chamber.
This effect can be suppressed by transiently flushing a high concentration of scav-
enger DNA (purple).
dragged away. For instance, in the experiment shown in Figure 29,
even after 2 hours of peptide-free buffer flush, force-induced interca-
lation occurs if the force is increased to 40 pN. However, a brief flush
of 10 µM bp DNA largely blocks this effect in a subsequent force-
jump (Figure 29, purple). This shows that ligand-free buffer flow is
not sufficient to wash the chamber in constant-force experiments.
The scavenger DNA solution used for the wash-off experiments
was prepared by digestion of λ-DNA with a blunt-ended restriction
enzyme (EcoRV) that creates fragments sized 250bp-6kb. In this way,
a randomly assorted distribution of sequences equivalent to those in
the tethered DNA molecule was obtained. The digested DNA was
dissolved to a 10 µM bp concentration in the same buffer than the
ligand samples (Tris-EDTA [TE] buffer 100 mM NaCl, pH7.5) and
flowed into the experimental area using an auxiliary capillary glass
tube. A low flow was maintained during the experiments (Fdrag 62
pN) to ensure ligand removal.
8.1.1 Verifying ligand depletion during wash-off experiments with DNA
unzipping
To test how reliable is this approach to generate ligand depletion,
we performed unzipping experiments with a long DNA hairpin (6.8
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Figure 30: Wash-off experiments using scavenger DNA. (a) Unzipping the DNA
hairpin (6.8-kb) without ligand shows a characteristic quasi-reversible sawtooth pat-
tern due to base-pair disruption (gray). In the presence of Thiocoraline, a series of
force peaks are observed during pulling (dark blue) indicative of binding events.
During refolding (light blue), kinetic states that temporarily block the hairpin rezip-
ping are sometimes observed (*). (b) To test the wash-off method, we flushed the
scavenger DNA in, and removed the bound ligands by unzipping and rezipping the
hairpin (blue). If the hairpin is immediately unzipped again (red), very few binding
events remain. (c) Consecutive unzipping cycles performed during the following 10
min do not show binding (cycles shifted upwards for clarity), and only occasionally
(< 20%) individual binding events are observed (arrow).
kb). In DNA unzipping experiments the hairpin is pulled from the
two ends and base pairs are sequentially disrupted (Figure 30a). In
the absence of ligands, the unzipping shows a characteristic sawtooth
pattern at a force ∼ 15 pN that is quasi-reversible at the experimental
pulling speed (Figure 30a, dark gray is unzipping and light gray rezip-
ping). In the presence of 100 nM Thiocoraline (Figure 30a, dark blue),
the unzipping pattern shows a series of peaks at F > 20 pN due to
the increased DNA stability at the positions where bisintercalators are
bound. In these experiments, the molecule can be rezipped again by
decreasing the distance between beads (Figure 30a, light blue), recov-
ering the typical sawtooth pattern that indicates DNA hybridization.
Interestingly, in the presence of Thiocoraline, a few specific locations
of the hairpin (indicated with an ∗) require lower forces to refold. We
attribute this rare events to the formation of competing non-native
structures that are locally stabilized by Thiocoraline, and delay the
formation of the native hairpin. The molecule can then be repeatedly
pulled in the presence of 100 nM Thiocoraline, obtaining equivalent
unzipping (dark blue) and rezipping (light blue) curves.
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Figure 31: DNA unzipping at 10 nM Thiocoraline and wash-off with scavenger
DNA. (a) Unzipping of the 6.8-kb DNA hairpin at 10 nM Thiocoraline (dark blue)
shows a lower fraction of binding events than at 100 nM (Figure 30a, blue) as ex-
pected. The number of bound intercalators can be kinetically increased by waiting
100 s between consecutive pulling cycles (dark red). Interestingly, at this much lower
concentration the kinetic stabilization of non-native structures at specific locations
(*) is also observed in the rezipping curves (light red and blue). (b) The bound lig-
ands are removed by unzipping (dark blue) and rezipping (light blue) the hairpin,
after flowing the scavenger DNA solution for 3 min. If the hairpin is immediately
unzipped again (red), we do not observe any binding event showing that the exper-
imental area is free of ligand. (c) Consecutive unzipping cycles performed during
the following 15 min are indistinguishable from naked DNA (cycles are shifted up-
wards for clarity) and only very occasionally individual binding events (blue arrow)
are observed. Pulling speed is 500 nm/s.
To test the DNA wash-off method, we flushed the scavenger solu-
tion while holding the intercalated DNA molecule partially unzipped.
After a 3 min flush, the molecule is unzipped to remove all the interca-
lated peptide and rezipped again (Figure 30b, blue). In the following
unzipping cycle, only 3 binding events are detected (Figure 30b, red).
Successive pulling cycles are indistinguishable from naked DNA un-
zipping experiments (Figure 30c), and only individual binding events
(e.g. red FEC in Figure 30c) are occasionally observed (<20%). This
assay is therefore particularly well suited to detect subnanomolar con-
centrations of ligands, as even single binding events give a clear foot-
print in the DNA unzipping pattern (i.e. over 6800 potential binding
sites). We conducted similar experiments starting with a lower initial
concentration of 10 nM Thicoraline with equivalent results (Figure 31).
Consequently, by using scavenger DNA in the wash-off experiments,
it is possible to create a depletion of ligand in the experimental area
and, as shown below, perform accurate off-rate measurements at dif-
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Figure 32: Off-rate kinetics of Thiocoraline. (a,b) DNA extension as a function of
time in wash-off experiments starting at a [Thiocoraline] of 100 nM (a) and 10 nM (b).
Note the initially shorter molecular extension in the latter. The unbinding reactions
are well-described by a double-exponential function (dotted gray). (c) Molecular ex-
tension as a function of time (green) in a wash-off experiment (initial [Thiocora-
line]=100 nM, F=10 pN). A double exponential function (yellow) fits well the data,
whereas a single-exponential function (blue) does not. A reference of the extension
of a naked dsDNA molecule at 10 pN is indicated in gray. (d) Force-dependence of
the macroscopic kinetic rates: fast off-rate (blue), slow off-rate (purple). In red the
total kinetic rate from force-jump experiments is plotted as a reference. A fit to Eq. 22
(solid lines) yields the macroscopic zero-force rates (koff,slow(0) = 6.2(7) · 10−4 s−1,
koff,fast(0) = 3.4(4) · 10−3 s−1) and transition-state distances (x†off,slow = −0.48(5) nm,
x
†
off,fast = −0.15(4) nm) for each process. Values are reported as mean±SD, N>3.
ferent forces even for an initially high concentration of Thiocoraline
(100 nM).
8.2 the kinetic off-rate (koff ) reveals an intermediate
We investigated the off-rate kinetics of Thiocoraline at different forces
in the DNA stretching setup. We first followed the unbinding reac-
tion in DNA molecules equilibrated at 100 nM Thiocoraline, where
the initial binding density is large (Figure 32a). The off-rate kinetics
are remarkably slow at all forces (in the order of hours), showing a
strong force-dependence. A single-exponential function fails to fit the
experimental data (Figure 32c), but experiments are well-described
by a double-exponential relaxation whose amplitude A is dominated
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Figure 33: Off-rate kinetics. Wash-off experiment in which different forces (yellow)
are sequentially tested within the same kinetic trace. The molecular extension (green)
is initially followed at a constant force of 12 pN. Increasing the force from 12 pN
(shadowed in gray) to a higher force value (40 pN, 25 pN), causes a decrease on the
slope and hence in koff, whereas decreasing the force to 5 pN causes the opposite
effect. We also indicated the decrease in molecular extension (blue bars), when the
12 pN force is recovered after a few minutes at 40 pN, 25 pN and 5 pN, showing
that ligands unbind faster as the force is decreased. The DNA molecule was initially
equilibrated at 12 pN and 100 nM Thiocoraline.
by the slower off-rate process (Aslow > 75%, for all forces). The force-
dependence of the two off-rates determined in this way are shown in
Figure 32d.
To verify that the observed off-rates (koff, fast and koff, slow) are in-
dependent of the initial binding fraction, we repeated measurements
with DNA molecules equilibrated at a much lower Thiocoraline con-
centration (10 nM, Figure 32b), finding rates that are compatible with
the ones obtained at 100 nM (Figure 32d). The strong force-dependence
of the off-rate kinetics can also be observed by changing the applied
force in the course of a wash-off experiment (Figure 33). In such ex-
periment, the slope of the molecular extension is proportional to the
number of bis-intercalators that unbind from DNA per unit time and
hence it is indicative of how the off-rate (koff) changes with force.
When force is increased, the unbinding rate slows down (as it can be
deduced from an almost flat slope), whereas a force decrease acceler-
ates unbinding (i.e. shows a steeper slope).
What is the origin of the two timescales observed in the wash-off ex-
periments? The presence of two off-rates, together with the previous
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observation of an on-rate that is not proportional to ligand concen-
tration, can be rationalized by considering the existence of an inter-
mediate state in the binding reaction. A minimal model in which the
binding of Thiocoraline proceeds through a mono-intercalated inter-
mediate state and that considers three microscopic kinetic rates (αon,
α ′on and αoff) is sufficient to reconcile all observations.
We propose a model in which the binding reaction has an on-
pathway intermediate state in which only one of the two interca-
lating moieties is bound to DNA (Figure 34a). The model considers
two different rates for binding: one rate corresponding to binding
one chromophore when the ligand is unbound (αon) that leads to
the mono-intercalated intermediate state. This rate is expected to be
concentration-dependent. Then there is a second binding rate (α ′on)
that corresponds to intercalate the second moiety (once Thiocoraline
is in the mono-intercalated intermediate state) in order to reach the
fully bis-intercalated state. This kinetic rate is expected to be inde-
pendent of ligand concentration. Finally, we consider that there is
a third kinetic rate (αoff) that corresponds to the rate at which any
of the intercalating moieties de-intercalates. For simplicity reasons,
we considered a minimal model in which this unbinding rate is the
same both to remove an intercalating moiety from the fully bound
bis-intercalated state, or the mono-intercalated intermediate state.The
model can be analytically solved (section 8.3), and the values of α ′on(F)
and αoff(F) directly determined from the macroscopic rates koff, fast(F)
and koff, slow(F) measured in wash-off experiments (Figure 34b). The
microscopic kinetic rates depend exponentially with the applied force
F and can be fit to the expression
αon’/off/on(F) = αon’/off/on(0) exp(Fx
†
on’/off/on/kBT), (22)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. Using the
microscopic rates determined in this way, the master equations can
be solved to reproduce three types of experiments with different ini-
tial conditions: (i) wash-off experiments, (ii) force-jump experiments,
and (iii) intercalation kinetics starting from naked DNA. Remarkably
enough, the amplitudes (Aslow and Afast) observed in the wash-off ex-
periments, are in excellent agreement with the amplitudes predicted
by the model if the intermediate state is assumed to have an extension
0.4 times that of a bis-intercalated state (Figure 35a), supporting the
hypothesis that the intermediate state is mono-intercalated (with an
elongation ∼50% that of the bis-intercalated state which is 0.68 nm).
Similarly, the fractional elongation χ(t) (0 for naked DNA, and 1 for
fully bis-intercalated DNA) can be calculated from the molecular ex-
tension x(t) of kinetic experiments (see section 8.3) and compared
to the prediction of the model. The model describes well the equilib-
rium extensions and kinetics of the force-jump experiments (Figure
35b), and of constant-force experiments that start with a naked DNA
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Figure 34: A kinetic three-state model with microscopic rates αon,α ′on and αoff. (a)
Scheme of the kinetic model representing the different accessible states: unbound lig-
and (green), fully bis-intercalated (blue), and mono-intercalated intermediate (red).
The binding of the first intercalating moiety is bimolecular (with a rate αon propor-
tional to ligand concentration), whereas the transition from the mono-intercalated
intermediate to a fully bis-intercalated state is unimolecular (with rate α ′on). On the
other hand, the removal of any of the two intercalative moieties is driven by a single
off-rate αoff. (b) Microscopic rates α ′on, αon and αoff that best describe the experi-
ments. The values of α ′on (blue points) and αoff (red points) are determined from
the macroscopic rates measured in wash-off experiments (Figure 30f). A fit to Eq. 22
(red and blue lines) is used to extrapolate the high force values and their associated
uncertainty range (shaded area). The rates αon are determined from intercalation
experiments with naked DNA (Figure 35c and section 8.3).
molecule (Figure 35c). Overall, this three-state model, captures the
essential features of the experiments providing a mechanistic expla-
nation for the binding kinetics of Thiocoraline.
The observed increase of α ′on with force is characterized by a dis-
tance x†on’ = 0.12(5) nm, whereas αoff steeply decreases with force
(x†off = −0.29(2) nm). An off-rate that decreases with force is in strik-
ing contrast with previous studies of the mono-intercalator Actino-
mycin [174] and a threading intercalator [176], were no intermediate
was observed. Whereas force facilitates both the binding and unbind-
ing of these ligands due to base pair destabilization [174, 176], this
is not the case for Thiocoraline. Our data shows that DNA stretching
kinetically stabilizes the bound state, suggesting that bis-intercalators
behave like a molecular “wedge” (i.e. applying force clamps the lig-
and, whereas compression pushes the intercalator out). According
to our model, the characteristic elongation of each intercalating moi-
ety can be inferred from the transition-state distances (x†on’ and x
†
off).
For the transition between the intermediate state and the fully bound
state, this yields a value (∆xeq = x
†
on’ − x
†
off = 0.41(8) nm). This is in
good agreement with the expected distance change for this transition
∼ 0.4 nm (equal to the additional 60% of elongation to reach a full bis-
intercalated state). From the value of αon we can also infer the rate of
association at zero force (ka =
αon(0)
[Thio] = 1.7(3) ·104M−1s−1). This rate
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Figure 35: Agreement between experiments and model. (a) Ratio of amplitudes
of the fast and slow macroscopic off-rates measured in the wash-off experiments
(black) compared with the model prediction (red). (b) Fractional elongation of the
force-jump experiments from Figure 28a (solid lines) and comparison to the kinet-
ics predicted by the model (dashed lines). (c) Fractional elongation of intercalation
experiments (100 nM Thiocoraline) starting from a naked DNA molecule at 5 and
15 pN (solid lines) and comparison to the kinetics predicted by the model (dashed
lines).
is slow if compared to mono-intercalators or charged bis-intercalators
(YOYO-1) [191, 192], but is in good agreement with other structurally
similar non-charged bis-intercalators [82, 193].
8.3 solution of the three-state kinetic model
The kinetics of the model (Figure 34a) can be described by means of
the following master equations:
dP++
dt
= α ′on(P+− + P−+) − 2αoffP++ (23a)
dP+−
dt
= P−−αon + P++αoff − (αoff +α
′
on)P+− (23b)
dP−+
dt
= P−−αon + P++αoff − (αoff +α
′
on)P−+ (23c)
dP−−
dt
= αoff(P+− + P−+) − 2αonï¿œP−− (23d)
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where P++, P+−/−+ and P−− correspond respectively to the prob-
abilities of a site to be: in the fully bound state (bis-intercalated), in
the intermediate state (mono-intercalated), or non-occupied (naked
DNA). The occupancy of the intermediate state can be grouped by
defining P1 = P+− + P−+:
dP++
dt
= α ′onP1 − 2αoffP++ (24a)
dP1
dt
= 2P−−αon + 2P++αoff − (αoff +α
′
on)P1 (24b)
dP−−
dt
= αoffP1 − 2αonP−− (24c)
8.3.1 Determining the microscopic rates α ′on and αoff
For wash-off experiments it can be assumed that αon=0 (as no free-
ligand is present in the buffer), and the set of equations can be an-
alytically solved by finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the
reduced system:
(
P++
P1
)
=
(
−2αoff α
′
on
2αoff −(αoff +α
′
on)
)(
P++
P1
)
(25)
The eigenvalues of this system are determined as:
λ+− =
−(3αoff +α
′
on)±αoff
√
1+ 6αoff/α ′on + (αoff/α ′on)2
2
(26)
The system therefore shows two characteristic timescales (a faster
one, λ− and a slower one λ+) that correspond to the two off-rates ob-
served in the wash-off experiments (λ=koff,fast, λ+ = koff,slow), finding
that:
αoff =
√
koff,fastkoff,slow
2
(27a)
α ′on = koff,fast + koff,slow − 3
√
koff,fastkoff,slow
2
(27b)
From the experimental values koff,fast and koff,slow at different forces
(Figure 32d) we can determine the force-dependence of the intrinsic
rates α ′on(F) and αoff(F) (Figure 34b). Using these rates, the master
equations can be solved for any set of initial conditions (P++(0), P1(0)
and P−−(0)), finding solutions that will be of the form:
P++/1/−−(t) = Afaste
−koff,fastt +Aslowe
−koff,slowt +A∞ (28)
where Afast and Aslow are the amplitudes of the fast and slow relax-
ation modes.
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8.3.2 Comparing model predictions with experimental relaxations.
In our experiments, we have access to the change in molecular exten-
sion as bis-intercalators bind or unbind. From the model depicted in
Figure 34a, the change in molecular extension x(t) can be related to
the probability of the bis-intercalated and intermediate states as:
x(t) ∝ P++(t) + fP1(t) = Aoff,faste−koff,fastt+Aoff,slowe−koff,slowt (29)
where we have assumed that the intermediate state contributes to
a fractional extension, f, of that corresponding to a fully bound bis-
intercalator (as we will later see f ∼ 0.4 maximizes the agreement
between model and experiments). Consequently, it is useful to de-
fine the normalized fractional elongation of the molecule χ(t), that
goes from 0 (naked DNA) to 1 (maximal elongation due to full bis-
intercalation):
χ(t) = P++(t) + 0.4P1(t) (30)
For the wash-off experiments, the kinetics of the system (Eq. 24)
can be analytically solved using the α ′on(F) and αoff(F) values shown
in Figure 32d. By assuming, that the molecule is initially in the fully
bisintercalated state (P++(0) = 1, P1(0) = P−−(0) = 0), we can deter-
mine the expected amplitude of the slow and fast decay rates (Aoff,fast
andAoff,slow). The ratio between these amplitudes (Aoff,slow/(Aoff,slow+
Aoff,fast)), can be compared to the experimental values obtained, find-
ing compatible results (Figure 35a). The agreement between theory
and experiment is maximized for an intermediate state that has an
extension 0.4 times that of a fully bound bis-intercalator. This value
is close to half that of a fully bound bis-intercalator, supporting the
hypothesis that the intermediate state is mono-intercalated.
CHAPTER 9
R E S U LT S : S I N G L E - M O L E C U L E F O O T P R I N T I N G
E X P E R I M E N T S O F P R E F E R R E D B I N D I N G S I T E S
To determine the preferred binding sites of Thiocoraline, we devel-
oped a single-molecule footprinting assay based on DNA unzipping.
As we have previously shown in the wash-off experiments, DNA un-
zipping allows to detect the binding of intercalators due to the in-
creased stability of the DNA duplex at the positions were ligands
bind (section 8.1.1). In this section we will show that the position
of these binding events can be localized with near base-pair accu-
racy, and this information used to determine the sequence-selectivity
of the ligand. In fact, unzipping-based methods have proven useful
to locate binding of nucleosomes and restriction enzymes [194, 195].
However, to the best of our knowledge this is the first time that an
unzipping-based method is used to directly determine the binding
site of small ligands to DNA.
9.1 localizing binding events in dna unzipping
We repeatedly unzipped a 480-bp DNA hairpin (synthesis details in
Appendix D) in the presence of 5 nM Thiocoraline (Figure 36a). In the
absence of ligand the unzipping and rezipping curves fully overlap
(Figure 37a, top). However, in the presence of ligand, the unzipping
curves show a series of force peaks indicative of individual binding
events (Figure 36a, marked with *). A statistical analysis of the FDCs
allows us to determine the position of these binding events [182, 196].
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Figure 36: Single-molecule footprinting using DNA unzipping. (a) DNA unzip-
ping (blue) and rezipping (red) of a 480-bp DNA hairpin in the presence of 5 nM
Thiocoraline. Pulling speed is 70 nm/s and data is recorded at 1 kHz (light col-
ors) and filtered to 10 Hz (dark colors). The binding of a ligand brings an extra
stabilization energy, causing a force peak in the unzipping curve (*). A theoreti-
cal prediction of the equilibrium FDC is shown in black and used for alignment.
A freely-jointed chain (FJC) curve corresponding to a fully unzipped hairpin (n=
480 bp, cyan dashed) and one that passes close to a binding event (n=311 bp, green
dashed) are plotted as a reference. (Inset) For each datapoint of the unzipping/rezip-
ping curves we found the most probable number of open base pairs n, by finding
the theoretical curve that passes closest to it. For the highlighted datapoint (blue),
the distance is minimized for n=312 bp (blue line). (b) Histogram of n values of the
unzipping (blue), rezipping (red) and theoretical (black) curves from panel (a). The
histograms match each other except for the positions in which there is a binding
event (highlighted in gray, *). (Insets) Zoom of a binding peak and fit to a Gaussian
function (cyan).
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First, the experimental FDCs are aligned to a theoretical predic-
tion based on the nearest-neighbor model (Figure 36a, black) [62].
The elastic parameters (lk, S) used to model the ssDNA are obtained
by fitting the relaxation curve of the fully unfolded state (n =480
bp) to the extensible freely-jointed chain (FJC), and are in excellent
agreement with previous results for the same ionic condition (chap-
ter A) [197]. A small calibration correction (below 5%) on the experi-
mentally measured distance and force is allowed to fully overlap the
theoretical and experimental FDCs between the initial rip (n=27 bp)
and the fully unzipped state (n=480 bp).
For every data point (xexp, fexp) of a FDC, we then determine the
most probable apparent number of open base pairs (n) by finding
the theoretical curve that passes closest to that point at the force fexp
(Figure 36a, Inset):∣∣xexp − xth (n, fexp)∣∣ = min
m
(∣∣xexp − xth (m, fexp)∣∣) . (31)
The theoretical extension (xth
(
n, fexp
)
) is determined from the dif-
ferent contributions to the total distance:
xth
(
n, fexp
)
= xh
(
fexp
)
+ xb
(
fexp
)
+ xssDNA
(
n, fexp
)
(32)
where xb is the displacement of the bead from the center of the opti-
cal trap, xh the extension of the 29 bp dsDNA handles, and xssDNA the
extension of released ssDNA during unzipping. The term xssDNA
(
n, fexp
)
is the only term that depends on the number n of unzipped base pairs,
and is modeled with a FJC of 2n bases with the aforementioned elas-
tic parameters. The other terms do not depend on n and are modeled
as: xb = fexp/ktrap (where ktrap is the stiffness of the optical trap), and
xh using a WLC (Eq. 56) with the generally accepted parameters for
dsDNA [182]. In this way, we assigned a number of open base pairs
n to each experimental data point.
The histogram of n for an unzipping curve and the following rezip-
ping curve can then be plotted (Figure 36b). FDCs are reversible at
this pulling speed, and consequently the unzipping and rezipping
histograms (Figure 36b, red and blue respectively) overlap except for
those positions in which there is a binding event (Figure 36b and Fig-
ure 37b, blue peaks). By fitting these extra peaks to Gaussian distribu-
tions, the position of each binding event is determined from the mean
value of the Gaussian fit (Figure 36b, Insets). A correct matching be-
tween the other regions of the histogram is checked and compared to
the histogram of the theoretical FDC (Figure 36b, black line) to ensure
a correct alignment.
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Figure 37: Typical unzipping curves in footprinting experiments. (a) Set of three
FDCs showing none (top) and 2 (middle and bottom) binding events. Pulling speed
is 70 nm/s. At this speed the unzipping (blue) and rezipping (red) curves are fully
reversible in the absence of binding events (top). FDC’s are aligned to a theoretical
curve (black), and a FJC curve of a fully unfolded molecule (480 bp) is plotted as
a reference (brown). If an individual Thiocoraline molecule binds to the hairpin, its
binding site can be identified from the position of the observed force peak (indi-
cated with an *). Data is obtained at 1 kHz (light blue and red), and a 10 Hz average
shown in dark colours. (b) Histogram of the number of open base pairs (n) of the
FDCs shown in panel (a). As expected, the histograms of the unzipping (blue) and
rezipping (red) curve fully overlap for pulling cycles without binding events (top).
Binding events are easily identified in the unzipping histogram as peaks that do not
have a counterpart in the rezipping curve (middle and bottom, *). These peaks are
well described by a Gaussian distribution (cyan, middle inset), and the binding po-
sitions determined from its mean. Note for instance, that two binding events closely
spaced in the same FDC (middle, inset) can be easily resolved with this technique.
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9.2 correlating binding events with sequence prefer-
ences
As the sequence of the DNA hairpin is known (Appendix D), we
can correlate the binding positions n determined in this way, with
the DNA sequence. The normalized probability of binding for each
sequence Bi is determined as:
pnorm(Bi) =
Ni/Si∑
iNi/Si
(33)
whereNi is the number of binding events observed at the sequence
i, and Si is the number of times that the sequence is found in the DNA
hairpin (i.e. degeneracy).
In this way, we determined the probability of binding for each dif-
ferent dinucleotide pair (Figure 38a, black). Remarkably, we find that
Thiocoraline bis-intercalates all 10 possible dinucleotides, but shows
a clear preference to clamp CpG steps. Moreover, by analyzing the
neighbouring bases we also find that flanking A-T base pairs are
favoured (i.e. ACGT, TCGA, ACGA) (Figure 38a, Inset). The sensi-
tivity of the technique can be increased by only selecting events that
show rupture forces greater than a given threshold (e.g. 5 pN) above
the local unzipping force. As expected, this analysis shows a higher
peak at the specific binding sites (Figure 38a, red), confirming the se-
lectivity of Thiocoraline for clamping CpG steps. An estimation of the
measurement error can be found by considering alternative distances
between the position of the binding peaks and the clamping positions
(Figure 38b). By considering different relative distances between the
binding peak and the clamping site (i.e. different reading frames), we
observe that the sequence-selectivity is only observed for the correct
“reading frame” 0. Alternative reading frames, show a distribution
compatible with a random binding, and only a low peak is observed
for the neighbouring reading frames ±1. Overall, the fact that a se-
quence correlation is only clearly observed for the reading frame 0
supports the fact that binding sites are located with ∼ one base-pair
resolution.
9.3 comparison to previous measurements and techniques
So far, the existence of specific binding sites for Thiocoraline was
rather controversial. Although the peptide showed a general prefer-
ence for G-C rich regions, protected sites were not observed in clas-
sical DNA footprinting experiments, suggesting that it had little se-
quence selectivity [185]. On the other hand, fluorescent melting ex-
periments with short oligonucleotides showed a clear preference for
G-C rich oligos and particularly those containing CpG steps [186].
Our direct measurement of binding positions from unzipping ex-
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Figure 38: Sequence-selectivity of Thiocoraline clamping positions. (a) Normal-
ized probability of clamping sites XX: including all binding events (black), or by
selecting events with rupture forces 5 pN higher than the average unzipping force
(red). The dashed line indicates the distribution expected for a ligand that unifor-
mously binds all sites. (Inset) Normalized probability of observing A-T bp or C-G
bp flanking the preferred binding site XCGY. (N=142 binding events, 104 unzipping
curves and ∼1 binding event per cycle). (b) Normalized probability of clamping sites
XX if different reading frames are considered. Binding at the tetranucleotide posi-
tion were blockage is observed (reading frame 0, red) is compared to alternative
distances from the peak position (black, blue, purple, cyan). Sequence-selectivity is
only observed for the reading frame 0, whereas other reading frames show proba-
bilities compatible with a random distribution (dashed gray). Only for the reading
frames ±1 (black and blue) a lower peak at CG is also observed, indicative of the
error associated with the method.
periments, demonstrates that Thiocoraline has a specific affinity for
CpG steps (particularly those flanked by A-T base pairs), although it
can also clamp a large number of alternative dinucleotide steps, in
agreement with our stretching results that show binding saturation
at high enough concentrations (Figure 25a). Moreover, this binding
pattern seems remarkably similar to that exhibited by the quinoxa-
line bis-intercalator Echinomycin, that shares several structural simi-
larities with Thiocoraline that might confer specificity for these mo-
tifs [76, 81, 198].
Finally, our footprinting assay gives direct access to individual bind-
ing events of ligands due to the higher thermodynamic stability that
they induce upon binding DNA. Consequently, specific and non-specific
binding sites are observed in a single experiment, without relying on
indirect measurements such as differential access of cleavage agents,
shifts in gel-mobility (difficult for small ligands), and/or radiolabel-
ing [179, 180, 199]. Similarly, DNA templates can be much longer than
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typical gel footprinting assays, and a statistically-significant amount
of data can be collected in a few hours. We therefore anticipate that
this method may be widely applicable to determine the sequence-
specificity of a large number of small ligands that are difficult to char-
acterize with traditional assays.

CHAPTER 10
D I S C U S S I O N O F T H E R E S U LT S
Thiocoraline, an anticancer peptide that bis-intercalates DNA, exhibits
an unusual slow kinetics of binding. We have exploited this feature
to clarify the mechanical properties of bis-intercalated DNA in the
low and high-force stretching regimes [87, 171, 178, 188]. Contrary
to previous studies in which equilibrium FECs were used, we have
worked with reversible metastable FECs in which the fraction of lig-
and is kept constant. We found that the bending rigidity of DNA
remains unchanged, which we interpret in terms of a compensation
between the electrostatic effect of unwinding the DNA double he-
lix (larger interphosphate distance) and the straightening induced by
base-stacking interactions with the intercalated chromophores.
We also showed that Thiocoraline has a high binding affinity to
DNA finding compatible values from equilibrium and kinetic mea-
surements (Kd = 77 ± 13 nM) and reaching the nearest-neighbour
exclusion limit of n=4 at submicromolar concentration [200]. Remark-
ably enough, the affinity to DNA is dominated by a very slow macro-
scopic off-rate (koff(0) = 6.2(7) · 10−4 s−1) that steeply decreases with
force. This allows us to kinetically control drug unbinding by chang-
ing the applied force, obtaining extremely long-lived complexes at
even moderate stretching forces (F < 20 pN). From a structural point
of view, this indicates that a pulling force further accommodates the
bound ligand, stabilizing the bis-intercalated tetranucleotide motif.
This might be common to other cytotoxic DNA bis-intercalators (e.g.
Echinomycin, Triostin), and we hypothesize it is very likely related
to the high toxicity of this family of anticancer drugs, that show ac-
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tivity at concentrations much below their Kd values (e.g. Thiocora-
line IC50 ∼ 200 pM [185]). To accurately determine these unbinding
rates, we have used a combination of stretching and unzipping exper-
iments that allowed us to ensure that subnanomolar traces of drug
did not remain in the wash-off experiments. This might be particu-
larly relevant in future studies of other highly hydrophobic and low
solubility ligands [182]. Our experiments also reveal that the binding
pathway proceeds through a long-lived mono-intercalated intermedi-
ate (lifetime ∼ 10 min) which elongates DNA by 0.28 nm (which is 0.4
times the elongation of a fully bis-intercalated ligand, 0.68 nm) con-
tributing to the long lifetime of the peptide (hours). The stretching-
unzipping methodology allows us to extract the force-dependence
of the microscopic rates (αon(F), α ′on(F) and αoff(F)) from the char-
acteristic timescales of kinetic experiments performed with varying
conditions.
To determine the sequence-selectivity of the ligand, we developed
a novel DNA unzipping assay to perform single molecule DNA foot-
printing experiments. Using this assay we could directly locate single
binding events finding that Thiocoraline shows a higher preference
to clamp CpG steps, particularly those flanked by A-T base pairs. We
foresee that this assay might be of extreme utility to determine the
binding site of small ligands as it gives direct access to thermody-
namically stabilized sites without requirement of cleavage enzymes
and radiolabelling techniques, allowing to rapidly recover the bind-
ing sites in DNA fragments tenfold longer than typical footprinting
templates [179, 180, 199].
So far, Thiocoraline has been observed to interfere with primer ex-
tension by DNA polymerase α, showing a very prolonged inhibition
of DNA replication even after 48 h removal of the drug [201], in con-
trast with the typical topoisomerase inhibition mechanism of most
DNA intercalators (e.g. doxorubicin). However conclusive studies are
lacking, being unclear how its selectivity for cancer cells arises [198,
201]. In view of these results, we suggest that the increased bind-
ing stability of the ligand at moderate stretching forces, might cre-
ate long-lived kinetic roadblocks that stall the progression of repli-
cation and transcription enzymes at picomolar drug concentrations.
Moreover, we have shown that these roadblocks might also happen
through the stabilizaton of non-native kinetic structures that are par-
ticularly present in DNA-melted regions during transcription and
replication. More importantly, the determined sequence-specificity
suggests that Thiocoraline might accumulate at specific genomic lo-
cations rich in CpG steps. Notably, CpG sites are sparsely distributed
in human genomes, accumulating in many regulatory regions and
having much lower frequencies elsewhere [202]. We hypothesize that
this inhomogenous distribution of CpG islands might be related to
the selectivity of Thiocoraline for carcinogenic cell lines [201].
CHAPTER 11
C O N C L U S I O N
In the work explained in this chapter, we show for the first time
that Thiocoraline bis-intercalates DNA via a long-lived intermediate
(lifetime ∼10 min) that confers unusual properties to the intercalated
DNA. To experimentally demonstrate the existence of the interme-
diate, we designed novel wash-off experiments where the peptide
was removed in the fluidics chamber by flowing scavenger DNA.
This allowed us to characterize the unbinding kinetics of Thiocora-
line at different forces ensuring that traces of ligand did not remain
in the chamber. De-intercalation shows a two-step (fast and slow) re-
laxation process that steeply decreases with force, where most of the
relaxation signal (∼70%) comes from a long-lived intermediate where
only one of the moieties binds DNA. We exploit the large lifetime of
the intercalative DNA-Thiocoraline complex to determine the elastic
properties (persistence length and stretch modulus) of the interca-
lated DNA from pulling experiments. Till now this kind of measure-
ments (previously carried out with other mono and bis-intercalative
molecules) was not feasible as the DNA intercalative state changed
with force along the pulling cycle, due to the much faster binding
kinetics, leading to inaccurate conclusions. The right combination of
elastic measurements and kinetic experiments allows us to character-
ize the equilibrium dissociation constant and microscopic rates of the
three-state intercalative reaction, providing a model and a powerful
methodology applicable to other cases. Finally, by doing unzipping-
based footprinting assays we have discovered a specific binding mode
of Thiocoraline, that preferentially clamps CpG di-nucleotides along
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the DNA sequence. This unzipping assay turns out to an accurate,
reliable and fast footprinting method capable of identifying binding
motifs of small ligands to DNA with one-base pair resolution. Over-
all the results of this work, strongly suggest that this specific binding
mode together with the slow unbinding kinetics, plays a key role
on the high toxicity of this and other cytotoxic bis-intercalators (e.g.
Echinomycin, Triostin) at sub-nanomolar concentrations much below
their equilibrium Kd values (∼80 nM for Thiocoraline). Ultimately
our results strongly suggest that the interspersed CpG regions along
the DNA crucially enhance the selectivity of Thiocoraline for carcino-
genic cell lines.
CHAPTER 12
F U T U R E P E R S P E C T I V E S
The combination of DNA stretching and unzipping assays explained
in this part of the thesis opens exciting perspectives to determine the
binding pathways of biomedically relevant drugs. In particular, the
applications of the single-molecule footprinting technique presented
in chapter 9 holds exciting prospects. To develop a single-molecule
high-throughput footprinting platform, we have adapted the exper-
imental design explained in chapter 9 to a magnetic tweezers in-
strument, and present it here as a future perspective. As a proof-
of-principle of the technique we show its application with the bis-
intercalator Echinomycin, which has well established preferred bind-
ing sites determined from classical gel footprinting assays [81, 76,
198].
As explained in section 1.2.1.3, using magnetic tweezers it is possi-
ble to simultaneously track >100 beads, greatly simplifying the par-
allelization of measurements. This allows to achieve high statistics
in very short timescales (∼ hours). However, the experimental design
and footprinting protocol must be adapted to the characteristics of
magnetic tweezers setups. Particularly, magnetic tweezers are a nat-
ural force-clamp, and unzipping experiments must be performed by
controlling the force applied to the molecule instead of the trap po-
sition. In a typical DNA unzipping experiment with magnetic tweez-
ers, the force is ramped from a low force value (where the hairpin
is folded) up to a high force value (where the hairpin is unfolded).
As DNA unzipping happens in a narrow range of forces (∼13-16 pN),
the hairpin unfolds in a cooperative fashion in this force range (i.e.
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Figure 39: Unfolding a DNA hairpin with magnetic tweezers. (a) Experimental
setup. (b) A DNA hairpin can be cooperatively unfolded by changing the force from
a low force value (F1), to a high force value (F2). The large change in molecular ex-
tension (Ze) corresponds to the unfolding of the 151 bp of the hairpin. The extension
of the fully unfolded hairpin at the force F2 is highlighted in purple (Zopen). Fur-
ther increasing the force to F3, causes a small change in extension due to the elastic
stretching of the ssDNA.
a sudden increase in molecular extension is observed). If the proto-
col is reversed and the force decreased to its initial value, the hairpin
folds back to its native structure. Such pulling cycles typically show a
large hysteresis due to the cooperative unfolding (refolding) of large
DNA segments when force is increased above (decreased below) the
critical force of the hairpin (∼13-16 pN), and are not well suited to ap-
ply the methodology explained in chapter 7. However, a footprinting
protocol can be developed by performing force jumps.
Figure 39a shows the basic experimental setup, in which a DNA
hairpin is tethered between a magnetic bead and the glass surface. At
a low force (F1) the hairpin is in the folded configuration and has a
short molecular extension (Figure 39b). If the force is increased to a
high force value (F2), the hairpin unfolds in a single step reaching a
much longer extension indicated as Zopen (Figure 39b, purple). If the
force is then increased to a value F3, a small change in extension is
observed due to the compliance of the ssDNA. The hairpin can be
folded back to its native state by decreasing the force to its initial
value (F1), recovering the initial molecular extension.
In order to perform footprinting experiments with magnetic tweez-
ers we developed a protocol in which these three force values (F1−3)
are alternated (Figure 40a,b). First the force is jumped from the low
force (F1 ∼ 6 pN, hairpin folded) up to a force high enough to un-
fold the full hairpin (F2 ∼ 17 pN). This force (F2) is chosen to be high
enough to unfold the hairpin in a single step in the absence of lig-
ands (as previously shown). However, if a ligand (e.g. Echinomycin)
is bound to the hairpin, a temporally blocking event that delays the
unfolding of the hairpin is observed at the position were the ligand
is bound (three blocking events -red, blue and green- are observed
in Figure 40b). The position of these blocking events can be deter-
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Figure 40: High-throughput footprinting using magnetic tweezers. (a) Experimen-
tal setup. (b) Protocol for DNA footprinting using MT. Three force steps (F1−3) are
used to repeatedly unfold the DNA hairpin and detect the position of binding events
(Z1−3block, red, blue, green) in relation to the fully unfolded state (Zopen, purple) (c) The
protocol is repeated several times in order to obtain high statistics of the preferred
binding sites. (d) Histogram of blocking events observed for the bis-intercalator Echi-
nomycin. By using the method explained below, molecular extensions (in nm) are
transformed to positions (in bp), and the preferred binding sites are determined
by fitting the peaks to Gaussian functions. (e) Mean position of the binding peaks
(〈z1〉 = 2.0 bp, 〈z2〉 = 47.4bp, 〈z3〉 = 69.2 bp, with σ ∼ 2.7− 3.2 bp) compared to the
expected binding sites for Echinomycin at 2, 47 and 69 open bp (dashed lines).
mined from the measured extension Ze if the blocking events are long
enough (∼ 1 s.). After ∼20 s, the force is increased to the higher force
value (F3 ∼ 25 pN) to remove any remaining ligands bound to the
template and reach the fully unfolded configuration. The force is de-
creased to its initial value in two steps: first it is maintained for a few
seconds at the testing force (F2) and then decreased down to the low
force value (F1) to refold the DNA hairpin. The intermediate step at
F2 is performed to obtain the reference extension (Zopen) of the fully
unfolded hairpin at the same force at which blocking events are ob-
served (Figure 40b, purple). This measurement is used to determine
the location of the binding events relative to the end of the hairpin
(in nanometers). By repeating this footprinting protocol several times
(Figure 40c), statistics of the preferred binding sites of the ligand can
be collected. The blocking events determined in this way can then be
plotted in an histogram (Figure 40d), and the peaks fitted to a Gaus-
sian function. The position of the binding peaks (red, blue, green)
are aligned with the reference peak corresponding to the unfolded
hairpin (Figure 40d, purple). From the mean value of the Gaussian
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Figure 41: Conversion of measured extensions (nm) into basepairs positions. (a)
Experimental setup to measure the extension of the fully folded (Zclosed) and un-
folded (Zopen) state at the testing force F2 using an oligonucleotide complementary
to the ssDNA handles of the hairpin. (b) In the presence of the blocking oligonu-
cleotide, the unfolding of the hairpin at the force F2 is delayed. In this way, the refer-
ence extension of the folded hairpin (Zclosed, cyan) and the unfolded hairpin (Zopen,
purple) at the force F2 can be simultaneously measured. As the hairpin contains 151
bp, the number of open base pairs of binding peaks can be directly determined.
fits, the preferred binding sites of the ligand are determined with one
basepair resolution (Figure 40e).
The conversion of the measured distances from nanometers into
basepairs is achieved by performing measurements with a blocking
oligonucleotide that delays the opening of the hairpin structure at
F2 (Figure 41a). This provides a reference measurement of the ex-
tension of the unfolded hairpin with respect to the folded hairpin (
(Zopen − Zclosed, 151 bp)) at the same forceF2 at which ligand bind-
ing is tested (Figure 41b). These references can be used to set a con-
version factor in bp units at the force F2, from which the position
of the binding peaks is then determined. These measurements with
the blocking oligonucleotide can be performed simultaneously to the
footprinting experiment, providing a precise measurement of the ex-
tension of the fully folded (Zclosed) and fully unfolded (Zopen) hairpin
for each tracked bead.
Proof-of-principle experiments have been performed with a hair-
pin of 151 bp with a sequence that contains binding sites for several
small ligands with varying binding modes (groove binders, interca-
lators), recognition sequences (AT-rich, CG-rich), and affinities (pM-
µM). The sequence of the hairpin is engineered to have a flat free
energy landscape in its initial 120 bp (Figure 42). This is done to
ensure that the observed blocking events are exclusively due to the
extra stabilization energy brought by the bound ligands, and not by
the DNA sequence itself (e.g. kinetic barriers due to CG-rich regions).
Indeed, the development of DNA hairpins that contain all the possi-
ble tetranucleotide combinations but that at the same time have a flat
free-energy landscape is an important development to make single-
molecule footprinting with magnetic tweezers fully competitive with
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Figure 42: Sequence and free-energy landscape of the hairpin. Free-energy land-
scape of the 151 bp hairpin used for the footprinting experiments at its critical force
(F ∼ 13.1 pN). The free-energy is mostly flat and does not show peaks larger than
2-3 kBT (in the order of thermal fluctuations) along the central region of the hair-
pin. The location of potential binding sites of a series of small ligands is indicated
in colored dashed lines. The sequence of the DNA hairpin is indicated above, and
potential binding sites are indicated using the same color code. Overlapping sites
are indicated with two colors. Note as well the existence of two juxtaposed sites for
the bis-intercalator Echinomycin (position 69), where the ligand is expected to show
cooperative binding [83].
other techniques. Consequently, although the parallelization of mea-
surements is a strong advantage of magnetic tweezers, the require-
ment of a flat free-energy landscape, might make optical tweezers a
preferred method to footprint specific DNA sequences and ligands.
A throughout comparison between both single-molecule footprinting
techniques (e.g. studying the ligands depicted in Figure 42) would be
very helpful to make single-molecule footprinting useful to the chem-
ical biology community. As a long term perspective, the possibility to
develop assays in which epigenetic modifications (e.g methylations),
or reconstituted nucleosomes are incorporated, would provide infor-
mation currently inaccessible with other techniques.

Part III
F O R C E - S P E C T R O S C O P Y O F P E P T I D E - D N A
A G G R E G AT I O N A N D C O M PA C T I O N
“The union of opposites, in so far as
they are really complementary,
always results in the most perfect
harmony; and the seemingly
incongruous is often the most
natural.”
Stefan Zweig (Ungeduld des Herzens)

CHAPTER 13
I N T R O D U C T I O N
13.1 motivation
The formation of proteinaceous aggregates has been observed since
the pioneering experiments on the physical chemistry of proteins by
Fischer and Hofmeister in the first years of the XXth century. In fact,
aggregation is tightly coupled to protein folding and stability, and it
was not until 1911 that Chick and Martin first distinguished the pro-
cess of aggregation from that of denaturation [203], setting the bases
for the forthcoming experiments that unveiled protein secondary and
tertiary structures and its thermal stability. Indeed, whether proteins
were formed by long polypeptide chains or by colloidal aggregates of
small peptides remained controversial for almost 30 years, until the
advent of Svedberg’s ultracentrifuge in 1924 which allowed to deter-
mine that proteins are formed by highly homogenous populations of
large molecules [204].
For a long time, protein aggregation and the formation of inclusion
bodies (i.e. large cytoplasmatic accumulations of protein aggregates)
remained as a disturbance to by-pass during the overexpression of
proteins for in vitro studies, and little attention was paid to its rele-
vance. However, in the last 30 years there has been a growing recog-
nition that the prevalence of protein aggregation is much higher than
generally thought. This renewed interest has been due to several rea-
sons. On the one hand, the growing concern on diseases related to
protein aggregation (e.g. Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases, prion
diseases) lead to the discovery of the beta-amyloid (Aβ) in 1985 [205]
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and boosted studies on the formation and structure of amyloid fib-
rils and its relation to disease. On the other hand, the major eco-
nomic impact of protein and compound aggregation in the biotech-
nological (e.g. large-scale protein purification [206, 207]) and pharma-
ceutical industries (e.g. nonspecific inhibition of target molecules by
small drug aggregates [156], immunogenic response against aggre-
gated drugs [208], drug delivery [209]), has also encouraged research
on the principles behind molecular aggregation in order to develop
more accurate prediction and profiling tools for early stages of drug
development [210]. Finally, and in a more imaginative fold, their use
as building blocks for biotechnological applications such as electro-
chemical devices has also been recently proposed [211, 212, 213].
A main challenge in investigating aggregates lies in their high het-
erogeneity: aggregates may differ in size (from a few nm to mm),
morphology (amorphous or fibrillar), type of intermolecular bonding
(covalent vs. non-covalent), reversibility, and in the case of proteins
also structure (native vs. denatured) [115]. This inherent complexity
has been addressed during the last decades with the development
of new techniques that have proved very useful to characterize the
structure and kinetics of formation of these species in a reproducible
way [121, 149, 214]. For example, developments such as solid-state
NMR (ssNMR) spectroscopy and advances on X-ray crystallography
have dramatically improved our knowledge of amyloid structure [215,
216]. Still, a proper understanding of their mechanism of action re-
quires not only knowing how aggregated species are formed but also
tackling down how they interact with other molecules present in their
biological context (e.g. in the cellular milieu or the extracellular ma-
trix) [119, 129, 217, 157].
For instance fibrils obtained from amyloid deposits in in vivo sam-
ples are usually found complexed with polyanions (especially polysac-
charides and nucleic acids). In vitro experiments have shown that in-
deed, polyanions electrostatically bind to amyloid peptides (e.g. hu-
man lysozyme, Aβ-40, α-synuclein) and promote their aggregation
by reducing their electrostatic self-repulsion [107, 129, 130, 131, 132,
218, 219, 220]. Even if it is still unclear how these complexes might
relate to disease, such ubiquitous interaction has triggered discussion
on its connection to neurodegenerative disorders, and also on the hy-
pothetical role of aggregating peptides as scaffolds for polynucleotide
assembly in early prebiotic life [129, 221]. Yet, similar questions are
also being faced by the pharmacological industry, where colloidal ag-
gregates of organic compounds non-specifically bind and sequester
molecular targets through hydrophobic interactions, affecting the re-
sults of high-throughput assays [156, 157, 222]. Similarly, latest exper-
imental evidences relate amyloid cytotoxicity to the binding of early
unstructured oligomers to the plasma membrane through exposed
hydrophobic patches [147]. Overall, a deeper understanding of the
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forces that drive self-aggregation and how these compete with bind-
ing to other molecules is becoming a topic of increasing interest in a
variety of fields (from physical chemistry and biochemistry to phar-
macology and nanotechnology).
In this sense, it is important to recall that two main forces con-
trolling these interactions are hydrophobic and electrostatic interac-
tions. The former trigger self-assembly of molecules with exposed
hydrophobic residues due to the "hydrophobic effect" (see section
4.2); the latter prevent self-association of -locally or globally- highly
charged proteins, and favor interactions with macromolecules which
exhibit a high compensatory charge. It is therefore a trade-off between
these two main forces that largely drives both self-association and
molecular interactions of aggregating species [117, 129, 223].
Unfortunately, the complex and nonspecific nature of these inter-
actions makes difficult to quantitatively determine key parameters
such as the binding affinities and kinetic steps during the interaction
process. Indeed, a full characterization of the interaction between hy-
drophobic peptides and polyanions in aqueous buffer is especially
challenging due to the competition between peptide-peptide self-aggre-
gating interactions and peptide-substrate electrostatic binding forces,
as well as due to the transient and heterogenous nature of the formed
complexes [132, 223].
Consequently, one of the main focus of this thesis has been pre-
cisely to obtain quantitative information of such interactions by using
single-molecule force spectroscopy techniques. This part of this the-
sis (Part II) describes how optical tweezers can be used to dissect the
kinetic steps involved in the interaction between an hydrophobic an-
ticancer agent with a high tendency to aggregate -Kahalalide F-, and
a highly charged polyanion such as DNA. The selection of this 13-
residue peptide, which contains a single positive charge, allowed us
to begin to differentiate between electrostatic and hydrophobic effects
in the complexation process (see section 13.2 for details on Kahalalide
F). As a polyanion, DNA is an excellent template to test such inter-
actions in force-spectroscopy experiments due to its well-established
chemistry for optical tweezers manipulation. Finally, and as a future
perspective, we also show that similar experiments can be conducted
with more complex peptides such as the amyloid Aβ-40 peptide, and
consequently an introduction on amyloid structure and formation is
also presented in section 4.1. From a physical point of view, under-
standing how this trade-off between electrostatic and hydrophobic
forces regulates self-assembly and binding appears as a challenging
and exciting goal.
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13.2 kahalalide f
13.2.1 Isolation and structure
In the last decades the highly competitive environment of the sea has
arised as a powerful source of bioactive compounds (e.g. antitumoral,
antifungal, antiviral and anti-inflammatory molecules) that can be
used to treat a large number of human conditions [224]. These highly
cytotoxic compounds are usually found as secondary metabolites in
small invertebrates and algae that use them as a first-line of protection
against fish predation.
Kahalalide F (KF) is a 13-residue cyclic depsipeptide originally iso-
lated from the Hawaiian mollusk Elysia rufescens and its diet Bryopsis
sp. (Figure 43) [225]. KF and its derivative elipsidipsin (Irvalec®) are
the most promising compounds of the family of the kahalalides due
to their potent cytotoxic activity against several tumour cell lines [226,
227, 228]. The peptide (Figure 43b) contains several non-proteinogenic
modifications such as two non-coded amino acids (ornithine -Orn-
and dehydroaminobutiric acid -Dhb-), and amino acids with D-stereo-
chemistry (e.g. D-isoleucine) [229]. It has an overall complex chemical
structure that is composed by:
• A 6-amino acid cyclic part closed by an ester bond that links the
carboxylic acid of a L-Valine (C-terminus of the peptide) and the
secondary alcohol of a D-Threonine;
• and a 7-amino acid exocyclic tail that ends with a saturated
aliphatic acid at the N-terminus (methylhexanoic -MeHex- tail).
Altogether, KF has a highly hydrophobic structure (contains 10 hy-
drophobic amino acids and the MeHex tail), and just a single pro-
tonable group (L-ornithine) that is positively charged at neutral pH
(pKa ∼ 10.76). This makes KF a low solubility compound with a high
tendency to self-assemble and aggregate in aqueous solution. Still,
and as we will later see, the single positive charge of the ornithine
residue also allows KF to establish electrostatic interactions with neg-
atively charged substrates such as nucleic acids.
13.2.2 Mechanism of action and activity
Compared to other anticancer drugs, KF presents a novel mechanism
of action that 20 years after its first isolation is still far from being
fully understood. Although new promising strategies based in anti-
body therapy are in the pipeline [230, 231], most current anticancer
agents effect their cytotoxic activity by inducing apoptosis (i.e. pro-
grammed cell death) of carcinogenic cells either through activation of
cell death receptors on the membrane [232, 233], by interfering with
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Figure 43: Kahalalide F. (a) The nudibranch E. rufescens from which Kahalalide F was
isolated. Picture by F. Michenet. (b) Kahalalide F structure. The peptide is mainly
composed of nonpolar and hydrophobic amino acids, being the ornithine residue
(L-Orn) the only protonable group (MW: 1477.87 g/mol).
the cytoskeleton dynamics [234], or by producing DNA damage and
interfering with the DNA machinery [112].
KF instead induces cell death through a process that does not show
any of the typical features of apoptosis, but whose main fingerprints
are dramatic cell swelling, vacuolization, and severe alteration of lyso-
somal membrane morphology [226, 227, 228] (Figure 44a). It also in-
duces mithocondrial damage, plasma membrane rupture and endo-
plasmatic reticulum vesiculation [227]. In contrast, the nuclear mem-
brane seems to remain unaltered and DNA fragmentation (typical
of apoptotic cell death) is not observed in KF-treated cells, although
chromatin clumpling into small condensates has been reported [227,
235]. Moreover, the mechanism of action of KF appears to be caspase-
independent and does not show other hallmarks of apoptosis such as
cell cycle arrest [227]. As previously stated, these results suggest that
KF does not induce apoptosis as most anticancer agents [237], but that
the peptide induces a necrosis-like cell death whose specific molecu-
lar mechanism remains to be clarified. Moreover KF shows a high
selectivity for tumour cells over normal non-cancer cell lines [227],
indicating that it targets a specific molecular property of carcinogenic
cells that is not exploited by current anticancer agents. Although the
peptide is safe and showed activity in patients with solid tumours in
phase I clinical trials, its development has been recently halted due to
the low incidence of these tumours.
The high hydrophobicity of the peptide together with the large ef-
fects observed on membranes of KF-treated cells, has encouraged re-
search on finding molecular mechanisms somehow related to the cel-
lular membrane [228]. Some groups have reported that KF interferes
with several signalling pathways (ErbB3, EGFR, TGF-α, PI3/AKT) [235],
finding that the sensitivity of cancer cells to KF strongly correlates
to the expression levels of the membrane receptor tyrosine kinase
ErbB3 [238, 239]. This cell surface receptor is involved in the epithelial-
mesenchymal transition (i.e. a mechanism by which epithelial cells
loose adhesion to the extracellular matrix and are able to migrate
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Figure 44: KF cytotoxicity. (a) Three phase-contrast video-microscopy images of
HeLa cancer cells treated with 10 µM (top images) and 1 µM (bottom images)
Irvalec® at different treatment times. At the cytotoxic concentration cell swelling
and blebbing are clearly seen (arrows). (b) Dose-response cytotoxic curves for two
different cancer cell lines after 30 min (black) and 72 h (white) treatment. Irvalec®
shows an all-or-none mechanism and rapidly kills cancer cell above a critical con-
centration (∼ 10 µM). log(M) represents the logarithm of the peptide concentration.
Reproduced from [236].
to other organs), essential in the process of tumor progression and
metastasis [240, 241, 242]. Although these cell surface receptors are
a good indicator of response to KF treatment, it has been recently
shown that this sensitivity is an indirect consequence of the overall
reorganization that KF induces on the structure of the plasma mem-
brane [243]. Indeed KF causes alterations on the order and fluidity of
the plasma membrane immediately after administration (Figure 44a).
The peptide rapidly inserts and permeabilizes the membrane altering
the cellular homeostasis and its conductivity [236]. It is remarkable
that these alteration are accompanied by cytotoxic curves with a very
step dose-response: whereas at 1 µM KF does not cause any visible
effect, at 10 µM cells show the characteristic membrane disruption
and blebbing and end up with necrotic cell death after just a few
minutes (Figure 44b). Such an all-or-none mechanism is characteris-
tic of cooperative processes in which molecules must self-assemble
into oligomers or higher order structures (see section 4.1.1.2). Indeed,
fluorescence experiments also showed that KF oligomerization is a
required step for its cytotoxicity [236]. At cytotoxic concentrations
(10 µM) the peptide is found to self-assemble in the plasma mem-
brane disrupting it, whereas at low concentrations (1 µM) it evenly
distributes into it without visible effects. The formation of these KF
oligomers was mainly observed on the plasma membrane, but also in
some locations near the nucleus [236].
Such nonspecific membrane disruption mechanism might seem at
odds with the strong selectivity of KF for cancer cells. It is known,
though, that carcinogenic cells have characteristic changes in their
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phospholipid, glycoprotein and glycolipid composition (i.e. proteins
or lipids containing covalently-linked oligosaccharides) compared to
normal healthy cells [244, 245, 246, 247]. Even if a clear target has not
been identified so far, it might well be that one or several of such mod-
ifications are responsible of its high selectivity for carcinogenic cells.
As a final remark, although our work does not focus on the mech-
anism of action of the peptide, to our knowledge it is the first one
to investigate in detail its aggregation, which has just very recently
seen to be at the core of its cytotoxicity, and particularly on how it
interacts with a highly charged polyelectrolyte such as DNA. Indeed,
our results on its aggregation kinetics and complexation with nucleic
acids suggest that KF aggregates form oligomers that could interact
in in vivo conditions with polyanionic molecules present on the extra-
cellular matrix (e.g polysaccharides) or certain phospholipids.

CHAPTER 14
R E S U LT S : I N T E R A C I O N O F K A H A L A L I D E F W I T H
d s D N A
In this chapter we describe the interaction between the hydrophobic
peptide KF and dsDNA. We first performed a set of experiments in
the optical tweezers set-up in which we show how KF electrostati-
cally binds to dsDNA inducing its condensation. We then show how
the hydrophobicity and self-aggregating properties of the peptide af-
fect the formation of the complex, leading to a phenomenology that
has no counterpart in previous force-spectroscopy DNA condensa-
tion experiments. To rationalize the experimental results we build a
simple theoretical framework that takes into account this interplay be-
tween electrostatic binding forces and hydrophobic self-aggregating
forces, and perform further experiments to validate the hypothesis.
The single-molecule results are complemented with AFM images and
DLS measurements that give further insight on the complexation pro-
cess. Finally a simple theoretical model is used to simulate the exper-
imental FECs and determine important parameters of the interaction
such as the spectrum of binding affinities, kinetic barriers and lengths
of DNA segments sequestered within the complex.
14.1 kf compacts dsdna
To study how KF binds DNA we stretched a single half λ-DNA (24-
kb, synthesis details in Appendix D) in the presence of KF in the
optical tweezers set-up. First a DNA molecule was tethered between
two beads and its elastic properties measured using the WLC model
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Figure 45: DNA pulling curve of a 24-kb dsDNA molecule at 100 mM NaCl. The
FEC (blue) is well described by the inextensible WLC model at low forces (green) and
up to a higher force of 40 pN by introducing a stretch modulus (magenta). The force
plateau at ∼62 pN corresponds to the overstretching transition. Data is recorded at
1 kHz (light blue) and smoothed to 10 Hz bandwidth (dark blue). (Inset) Log-scale
representation emphasizing the force-region relevant for the WLC fits.
(Figure 45)[248]. The persistence length (lp) and stretch modulus (S)
of each dsDNA molecule were determined before flowing KF finding
average values of lp = 44.7± 2.0 nm and S = 1419± 240 pN (N=10),
in accordance with the generally accepted parameters [249, 250, 251].
A compatible value of lp = 43.0± 2.0 nm was also found using the
inextensible WLC model (for details on elastic models and fitting see
Appendix A). The stretching curves also showed the characteristic
overstretching plateau at a force of 62.5± 0.5 pN with an extension
∼70% of the contour length. Molecules that showed an abnormally
high hysteresis on the overstretching transition (generally attributed
to highly nicked DNA molecules) were discarded.
Next the DNA molecule was rinsed with 40 µM KF while it was
maintained at an end-to-end distance of 6 µm. In this configuration
the tethered molecule can explore bended conformations due to ther-
mal fluctuations, as the force remains below 0.4 pN at this extension.
The flow was temporarily stopped after 5, 15 and 30 min in order to
record a series of FECs (Figure 46a).
After flowing KF for 5 min, DNA maintained at low tension was
compacted by the peptide. In order to stretch the compacted molecule,
the KF-DNA complex must be unraveled, and therefore a sawtooth
pattern with many force rips was observed (Figure 46a, purple). This
suggests that KF behaves as a DNA condensing agent, inducing kinks
and loops on the DNA. The relaxation curves however do not show
peaks. In fact, they were similar to those obtained for naked DNA
(Figure 46a, black) indicating that DNA compaction only took place
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Figure 46: KF binds to dsDNA. (a) DNA pulling curves before (black) and after flow-
ing KF at different waiting times: 5 min (purple), 15 min (green) and 30 min (blue).
The molecule is maintained at an extension of 6 µm (vertical dashed line), and the
flow is temporarily stopped to perform pulling cycles between a minimum exten-
sion of 4.5 µm (dotted line) and a maximum force of 45 pN. The sawtooth pattern
observed indicates that KF induces the compaction of DNA. Pulling cycles reaching
end-to-end distances lower than 4 µm are shown in yellow. Data is filtered at 10 Hz
bandwidth, v=500 nm/s. (Inset) Experimental set-up. (b,c) Persistence and contour
length of five DNA molecules after flowing KF (black corresponds to naked DNA).
The changes in the elastic parameters are a signature of the two regimes observed in
KF-DNA complex formation: electrostatic binding and hydrophobic collapse.
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Figure 47: Reproducibility of KF-DNA FECs. Pulling cycles of a 24-kb DNA
molecule before (black) and after flowing 40 µM KF at different waiting times: 5
min (purple), 15 min (green), 30 min (blue). Similar trends to those reported in Fig-
ure 46a are seen. Data is filtered at 10 Hz bandwidth, v=500 nm/s.
after the extension of the molecule was reduced (i.e. compaction lags
behind the elastic response of the DNA). Consequently, the relaxation
curves were well described by the WLC model, but showed a persis-
tence length 25% lower (Figure 46b, Inset, purple) than that of naked
dsDNA. This reduction of the persistence length is likely due to the
positively charged ornithine residue that decreases the self-repulsion
of the DNA phosphate-backbone.
In experiments where KF was flowed for 5 or 15 min, the whole
contour length of the DNA could be recovered after pulling up to
40 pN (Figure 46c). However, after 15 to 30 min, many interactions
could not be disrupted leading to an apparent shorter contour length,
that was correlated to an increase of the persistence length. These
results suggests that the KF-DNA complex started to collapse into a
more stable and stiffer structure after 15 min. Remarkably, a repulsive
negative force was detected after 30 min in most of the experiments
if end-to-end distances lower than 4 µm were allowed (Figure 46a,
yellow), suggesting the formation of a thick KF-DNA aggregate of 1-
3 µm of length. It was not possible to remove the bound KF by rinsing
the molecule with peptide-free buffer for more than 45 min, reflecting
the high stability of the final complex. We collected measurements for
at least ten different molecules finding a reproducible pattern (Figure
47).
Binding of KF to DNA exhibits two regimes. First, there is a weak
and fast regime apparently determined by the electrostatic attraction
between the positively charged residues of the KF particles and the
negatively charged backbone of DNA. According to our interpreta-
tion in this regime DNA binds to hydrophilic spots exposed on the
surface of KF particles. Unpeeling of DNA segments requires forces
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typically lower than 20 pN. We will refer to this mode of binding as
electrostatic binding (EB). This regime is observed in the first 15 min
of the experiments shown in Figure 46a, and is characterized by a
constant contour length, the presence of force rips associated to un-
peeling events and a reduced persistence length. The increased flex-
ibility of the filament indicates a charge compensation that reduces
self-repulsion of phosphates along the DNA backbone. There is a sec-
ond stronger binding regime that occurs over longer timescales, that
we attribute to the formation of an increasing number of stable hy-
drophobic contacts within the growing KF-DNA complex. Our inter-
pretation is that in this regime DNA gets buried inside the bulk of the
aggregate after being recruited by the hydrophilic spots exposed on
its surface creating a stiff filament (as suggested by its increased per-
sistence length). The slower timescales observed in this regime sug-
gest that this mode of binding requires the remodeling and growth
of a strongly hydrophobic complex. We will therefore refer to this
second regime as hydrophobic collapse (HC). It is characterized by
an irreversible decrease in contour length, an increase in persistence
length, and the final collapse of the KF-DNA complex that is even-
tually compressed by pushing the two beads closer than 4 µm. The
force required to disrupt such HC structure is above those accessible
with our set-up (∼ 100 pN), in agreement with previous AFM pulling
experiments of single hydrophobically collapsed polymers.[252]
What is the parameter that controls the prevalence of each binding
regime? We expect that DNA bending fluctuations determine its bind-
ing to KF and the subsequent stabilization of the complex. Therefore,
the molecular extension -or distance between beads- should be the
parameter controlling the transition between both regimes. To verify
this hypothesis we carried out experiments where the DNA was re-
peatedly pulled in the presence of KF between a maximum force of
40 pN and a minimum extension that progressively decreased from
8 µm to 2 µm in steps of 500 nm per pulling cycle (Figure 48a). Such
minimum extension controls the degree of compaction reached by
the complex. For each cycle we then measured the apparent contour
length at the maximum force (40 pN). The results (Figure 48b) con-
firm the presence of the aforementioned regimes, which are separated
by a threshold capture distance of 5.5 µm (corresponding to 66% of
the contour length of the molecule). In the EB regime (relative exten-
sion > 66%) the apparent contour length of the DNA fiber does not
change whereas in the HC regime (relative extension 6 66%) it de-
creases linearly with the minimum distance between the two beads.
The previous experiments provide evidence that the initial bind-
ing of the peptide to DNA is mediated by electrostatic interactions.
One would therefore expect the interaction to be highly dependent
on the ionic strength of the buffer; as increasing ionic strengths have
a higher concentration of counterions that cause a greater screening
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Figure 48: Experiments with decreasing minimum extension. (a) Traces of a typical
pulling experiment in which the minimum DNA extension is decreased at every
puling cycle in 500 nm steps. Each dotted line represents the minimum extension
reached before the shown FEC (color code). Only 5 pulling cycles are shown for
clarity. (b) Apparent contour length of a DNA molecule repeatedly pulled between
a maximum force of 40 pN and a minimum extension that decreases in steps of 500
nm per pulling cycle (mean±SD, N=10).
of electrostatic interactions (i.e. the Debye length is increased). So far
we have only investigated the binding of KF to DNA at a single salt
concentration (100 mM NaCl) which is near to physiological condi-
tions. Consequently, to confirm our interpretation we performed ex-
periments at varying NaCl concentration (10 mM - 500 mM). The salt
titration shows that the initial binding of KF to DNA and the subse-
quent DNA compaction is highly dependent on the ionic strength of
the buffer, in agreement with the proposed mechanism. Specifically,
it can be seen that:
• the forces needed to unravel the complex decrease with increas-
ing ionic strength (Figure 49a-d), and
• the level of compaction of the DNA (its apparent contour length)
decreases with increasing ionic strength (Figure 49e);
both facts being indicative of a weaker interaction when the ionic
strength of the buffer is increased. Indeed, at the highest ionic strength
(500 mM NaCl) we did not observe binding of the peptide to DNA,
except for one experiment in which we obtained the results shown in
Figure 49d.
Finally, to unambiguously establish the relation between the only
charged group of the peptide (ornithine) and the binding to DNA, we
investigated a KF analog in which the ornithine residue was replaced
by a negatively charged glutamic acid. The characteristic sawtooth
pattern induced by KF is not observed after flowing the analog, and if
FECs are fitted to the WLC model the obtained elastic parameters are
compatible with those of naked dsDNA. The fact that no interaction
between the KF analog and DNA was observed (Figure 49f), confirms
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Figure 49: Electrostatics of KF-DNA interaction. Effect of ionic strength: (a) 10 mM
NaCl. (b) 100 mM NaCl. (c) 250 mM NaCl. (d) 500 mM NaCl. In panels (a-d) we
show representative experiments at each salt condition in which a DNA molecule is
pulled before (black) and after flowing 10 µM KF (color). The DNA molecule was
repeatedly pulled between a maximum force of 45 pN and a minimum extension of
6 µm (purple), 4 µm (green) and 3 µm (blue). Data is filtered at 50 Hz bandwidth,
pulling speed v=500 nm/s. We performed at least 5 experiments at each condition.
(e) Apparent contour length of the DNA molecule (l0∗) relative to its original ex-
tension (l0=8.3 µm), after being pulled between a maximum force of 45 pN and
a minimum extension of 4 µm. The degree of compaction of the DNA molecule
increases with decreasing ionic strength (mean±SD, N=5). (f) DNA pulling curves
before (black) and after (red) flowing a KF analog (40 µM, 100 mM NaCl) in which
the ornithine residue has been replaced by a glutamic acid.
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Figure 50: AFM images of KF-DNA complexes. (a-c) AFM images of reactions of
1.65 ng linearized pGEM plasmid (2743-bp) and 100 µM KF obtained at 0, 20 and 30
min incubation times at room temperature, respectively. The number of free DNA
molecules decreases with incubation time and large compaction blobs are observed.
(d) DNA surface density at different incubation times, determined as the average
number of free individual molecules per image of 9 µm2 (mean±SD, N>6). (e, f)
AFM images of KF in the absence of DNA. 100 µM KF immediately after dilution
in aqueous buffer (e), and after 30 min incubation at room temperature (f). Small
aggregation spots are occasionally observed on the surface at both incubation times.
Bar scale is 600 nm. Bar scale is 600 nm (a, b, e, f) and 200 nm (c). Color scale (from
dark to bright) is 0-2 nm in all AFM images.
that the positive charge of this residue is essential for electrostatic
binding and provides further evidence that electrostatic interactions
are key for the initial binding of the peptide to DNA.
14.2 afm images of kf-dsdna complexes
The formation of KF-DNA aggregates was directly observed by AFM
imaging using a 2743-bp DNA fragment on spermine-treated mica
(Figure 50a-c). Formation of blobs was observed at the initial time
of mixing, and their average size and number increased with time.
Notably, after 20 min, a sharp decrease in the number of individual
molecules bound to the mica surface was observed (Figure 50d). We
attribute this to the formation of intermolecular complexes in which
several DNA molecules are recruited into a single aggregate. As a
consequence, no free DNA was observed after 30 minutes incubation
time.
In AFM images of KF samples without added DNA, we did not ob-
serve large peptide aggregates bound to the mica surface, and smaller
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Figure 51: AFM images with a long DNA (48-kb). (a, b) Full λ-DNA incubated with
100 µM KF for 30 min. DNA condensation and formation of blobs are also seen for
this larger DNA substrate. Bar scale is 600 nm (a) and 200 nm (b). Color scale (from
dark to bright) is 0-2 nm.
ones (i.e. smaller than those observed during KF-DNA complexa-
tion) were found to bind in a non uniform manner as large areas
appear free of peptide aggregates (Figure 50e,f). This non homoge-
neous adsorption can also contribute to decrease in the density of
DNA molecules with time, as large complexes of DNA and KF may
be adsorbed in non-imaged regions. Moreover, the capability of DNA
to bind to mica may be reduced when complexed with KF. In any case,
KF-DNA interactions clearly resulted in aggregation and compaction
of DNA molecules supporting the optical tweezers data. These re-
sults were further confirmed with the use of longer DNA molecules,
in which the formation of compaction spots and intermolecular com-
plexes is clearly observed (λ-DNA, 48-kb, Figure 51).
14.3 dls measurements of kf-dsdna complexes
The observed aggregation of KF and its complexation with DNA was
also characterized with Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS). DLS is a
bulk technique widely used to determine the size of sub-micrometrical
particles in a solution by measuring their Brownian motion (e.g. pro-
teins, micelles, polymers). This is done by measuring the decorrela-
tion time of the fluctuations of light scattered by the solution when a
laser beam is passed through it. Tiny particles diffuse faster through
the solution than larger ones and lead to faster fluctuations on the
scattered light. Therefore by measuring the autocorrelation time of
the light scattered by the sample, it is possible to determine the dif-
fusion coefficient of the particles and hence its hydrodynamic radius
(see Appendix C.3 for a detailed explanation).
We first measured the size of KF particles in peptide dilutions
and studied how they evolved over time without addition of DNA.
The measured autocorrelation function shows that KF aggregates are
found in the dilutions immediately after preparation (Figure 52a).
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Moreover, the increasing autocorrelation time of the measurements
(position of the shoulder in Figure 52a) indicates that their size also
increased with time. From these measurements the hydrodynamic ra-
dius of the aggregates can be determined using the Stokes-Einstein
relationship (Appendix C.3). The hydrodynamic radius of KF parti-
cles one minute after sample preparation was 170±20 nm (Figure
52b, red). The hydrodynamic radius increased linearly with time with
a growing rate of 3.2±0.6 nm/min, indicative of a rate of aggrega-
tion proportional to the surface of the aggregate. We attribute such
growth to the hydrophobic interactions between peptides that favor
the formation of a solid phase due to the hydrophobic effect. The
samples, though, have a high polydispersity (i.e. the aggregates are
heterogenous in size). This is inferred from the long tails observed in
Figure 52a, that causes a discrepancy between the experimental mea-
surements and a fit to a single exponential decay (Figure 52a, dotted
lines) at long autocorrelation times. This effect becomes more promi-
nent at longer incubation times, when the aggregates grow in size.
As the sample shows a distribution of sizes (and not a single size),
the autocorrelation function is better described by a distribution of
decay rates than by a single exponential decay. Assuming that the
distribution of sizes is monomodal, the width of the distribution of
sizes can be determined by fitting the autocorrelation data to a func-
tion that also considers a distribution of decay rates (i.e. cumulant
analysis) [253]:
g2(τ) = B+βe
−2Γτ
(
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µ2
2!
τ2 +O(3)
)
. (34)
where B is the baseline (B ∼ 0), β the instrumental response, Γ the
mean decay rate, τ the autocorrelation time, and µn higher order mo-
ments (see Appendix C.3). The error on the size measurements was
determined from the second moment (µ2) of a fit to Eq. 34, which is
related to the width of the distribution.
We then performed measurements of KF-DNA mixtures. In these
experiments a DNA concentration was added to the KF sample im-
mediately after preparation. Interestingly, the hydrodynamic radius
of KF-DNA mixtures remained constant within experimental errors
during 60 min after sample preparation (Figure 52a, black). This may
be explained by the stabilizing effect induced by the added DNA. In
fact, the average size of the particles could be stabilized by adding
DNA at a latter time-stage, and not immediately after preparation
(Figure 52c, arrow). DNA as a strongly charged polyelectrolyte in-
teracts with the positive charge of KF and might form an anionic,
water-soluble shell around the peptide.
Finally, we also measured the zeta potential of KF particles finding
a low positive value (Table 2) -too low to prevent aggregation-, but
suggesting that peptide aggregates might expose positively charged
residues on the surface. The addition of DNA to the sample shifts the
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Figure 52: DLS measurements of KF and KF-DNA complexes. (a) Autocorrelation
function of a KF dilution measured 5’ (green), 15’ (purple), 25’ (blue) and 45’ (cyan)
after sample preparation. The hydrodynamic radius of the particles can be deter-
mined from a fit to an exponential decay using Eq. 63 (dotted lines). The increasing
autocorrelation time indicates particle growth. (b) (red) Hydrodynamic radius of
KF particles in the buffer used for optical tweezers experiments (40 µM KF, 25◦C,
mean±SD, N=9). KF forms nanometer-sized aggregates whose size grows linearly
with time. The aggregation rate is obtained from a linear fit (red line). In black, hy-
drodynamic radius of KF aggregates when DNA is added to the sample immediately
after dilution (KF 40 µM, 48-kb λ-DNA 6.25 µg/ml, 25◦C, mean±SD, N=3). The size
of the KF aggregates remains constant up to 1 hour after dilution, showing that DNA
has a stabilizing effect on the size of the aggregates. A linear fit is shown in black. (c)
The size of the KF aggregates (black) can also be stabilized by adding DNA (arrow)
after 60 min (mean±SD, N>3). A linear fit is shown to highlight the stabilization of
the particle size after adding DNA.
zeta potential electrophoretic mobility
(mV) (µm·cm·V·s−1)
KF 7.3± 0.3 0.6± 0.1
DNA −46.1± 5.5 −3.4± 0.3
DNA/KF −30.1± 1.2 −2.4± 0.1
Table 2: Zeta potential measurements. Zeta pontential of KF (40 µM) and λ-DNA
(6.25 µg/ml, 0.2 nM) solutions as well as their mixtures in water at 25◦C (mean±SD,
N>3).
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Figure 53: Aggregation of KF dilutions. Size-exclusion chromatography of 40µM
KF dilutions at different waiting times: immediately after dilution (blue), after 30
min (green) and after 3 h (red). The width of the elution peak indicates peptide
aggregation at all times.(b, c) TEM images of a 4 µM KF sample prepared by freeze-
drying.
zeta potential to larger negative values, further supporting that DNA
binds to the peptide aggregates preventing their growth. In general,
significant differences are not observed between DLS measurements
of KF stock aliquots stored at −20◦C or solutions freshly prepared
from lyophilized KF.
14.3.1 Result with complementary techniques
The DLS results are also in agreement with size-exclusion high pres-
sure liquid chromatography (HPLC) measurements in which the for-
mation of KF aggregates was observed since the initial time of di-
lution (Figure 53a). To obtain further insight into the structure of
KF particles, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of cry-
ofractured KF samples were performed and compared to peptide-free
buffer samples, finding structures that resemble micelles of 100-200
nm (Figure 53b,c). The cryoprotectant properties of DMSO negatively
affect the solvent sublimation during the freeze-drying process, in-
ducing the formation of other structures that make difficult to image
the particles. However, similar doughnut-shaped structures were al-
ready seen in a previous characterization of KF in water dilutions
[254] suggesting that the structures seen in Figure 53b,c might be KF
aggregates.
14.4 kf-dna affinity measurements in the eb regime
Pulling experiments of DNA in the presence of KF show a FDC pat-
tern with force rips and hysteresis even if the pulling is performed
at very low speeds (Figure 54a, blue). Low pulling speeds are par-
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Figure 54: Statistical analysis of KF-DNA unpeeling. (a) Blue curve shows a typical
FDC in a KF-DNA pulling experiment (20 Hz bandwidth, v=30 nm/s).The release
cycle is fitted to the WLC model (black). The area in gray is zoomed in panel (b).
(b) For each data point (cyan) of the FDC we determine the apparent contour length
l0 that passes closest to it according to Eq. 35 (in this particular case l0 = 7415 nm,
red).
ticularly useful to characterize the affinity of DNA binding to KF
aggregates during the EB regime. In these experiments, the slope be-
tween two consecutive force rips reflects the elastic response of DNA
with a given apparent contour length l0. Each force rip is due to the
unpeeling of a DNA segment that was electrostatically bound to the
KF particle. A statistical analysis of force rips was used to determine
the length of the DNA segments released during the unpeeling pro-
cess [196]. This analysis is very similar to that previously used to
perform single-molecule footprinting experiments (chapter 9).
For every data point (xexp, fexp) of a FDC, we determined its most
probable apparent contour length (l0) by finding the theoretical WLC
[248] that passes closest to that point at the force fexp (Figure 54b):∣∣xexp − xWLC (l0, fexp)∣∣ = min
l
(∣∣xexp − xWLC (l, fexp)∣∣) . (35)
The theoretical extension (xWLC
(
l0, fexp
)
) was determined impos-
ing the elastic parameters (lp, S) obtained from a previous WLC fit
to the relaxation curve of the same pulling experiment (Figure 54a,
black). In this way, each experimental data point was associated to
an apparent contour length l0 (Figure 55a, red). A histogram of all
the l0 values showed a series of peaks that identify states that are sta-
bilized by KF-DNA contacts (Figure 55b). The distance between two
consecutive peaks is the length of the DNA segment released at every
unpeeling event. The histogram was then fitted to a sum of Gaussians
(Figure 55c), and the distance between the mean of consecutive peaks
was calculated. The experimental distribution of unpeeling events is
broad (from a few nm to ∼400 nm) and follows an exponential distri-
bution with mean size ∆l∗0 = 31± 6 nm (Figure 55d). An exponential
distribution of unpeeling lengths is known to correspond to the distri-
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bution of intervals expected in random partitioning a given contour
length, in agreement with our hypothesis that DNA binds KF aggre-
gates at hydrophilic spots in a random fashion.
A force vs. contour length representation (Figure 55e) emphasizes
the release of DNA segments in a stepwise manner during the unpeel-
ing process. To determine the mechanical work (W = F∆x) performed
to disrupt each KF-DNA contact in DNA stretching experiments, we
determined the average rupture force and the extension of DNA re-
leased at every unpeeling event. The average rupture force of each
unpeeling event can be determined as the mean of the average force
immediately before and after an unpeeling event. The rupture force
distribution is broad (from just a few pN’s up to the maximum forces
of the pulling experiment, 50 pN) with most unpeeling events hap-
pening at forces between 10 and 20 pN (Figure 56a). Once the average
force and unpeeling length of each event are determined, the mechan-
ical work performed to disrupt each KF-DNA contact can be directly
inferred (W = F∆x). However, this work is partially used to stretch
the released DNA up to the rupture force, whereas the rest of work
is dissipated into the solvent in the form of heat:
Wdissipated =
F∆F
k
−∆Gstretching (36)
∆Gstretching =
∆L
L
∫xrup
0
FWLC (x)dx (37)
where xrup is the molecular extension of the DNA fiber at the rupture
force. In the above expressions we use the fact that the FEC of the
WLC model is a sole function of x/L. A histogram of the dissipated
work (Figure 56b) shows an exponential distribution with average
unpeeling energy of 13.5± 5 kcal/mol. This value sets an upper limit
to the free energy of binding of KF to DNA.
14.4.1 Simulation of the FEC curves
To gain a better understanding of the affinity of DNA binding to
KF particles, we used a simple theoretical model that reproduces the
experimental FECs.
We considered a model previously used to characterize the DNA-
dendrimer condensation transition [255]. In this model KF-DNA stretch-
ing curves are simulated using a set of N non-interacting two-state
systems (Figure 57, Inset) that describe each of the contacts made
between KF and DNA. Each contact can be in two conformations:
formed or dissociated. The formed and dissociated states of contact
ith have extensions 0 and xi respectively. Initially the N contacts are
found in the formed conformation (i.e. zero extension). As the DNA
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Figure 55: Analysis of DNA apparent contour length during unpeeling. (a) FDC of
a KF-DNA pulling experiment (blue) and WLC fit to the release curve (black). Red
curve shows the apparent contour length l0 (right axis) for each experimental data
point of the FDC. (b) Histogram of l0 values. (c) Detailed view of the histogram (red)
and fit to a sum of Gaussians (blue). (d) Histogram of unpeeling segment lengths
∆l0 and fit to an exponential distribution (green). Inset shows a log-normal plot
(mean±SD, N=435 events, 3 molecules). (e) Force vs. apparent contour length repre-
sentation of the pulling experiment. Each color identifies a state (apparent contour
length) temporally stabilized by KF-DNA contacts during the unpeeling process. (In-
set) Sharp transitions between states are observed. Minimum and maximum forces
of every state are indicated with crosses and diamonds respectively.
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Figure 56: Rupture force and dissipated work in KF-DNA unpeeling (a) Average
rupture force of KF-DNA contacts.(b) Histogram of dissipated work in individual
unpeeling events (calculated using eq. 37). The histogram follows an exponential
distribution of mean 23±8 kBT (green). A rightmost tail corresponding to individual
unpeeling events with Wdissipated > 150 kBT is observed. Inset shows a log-normal
plot. Unpeeling events with dissipated work as large as 400 kBT are observed. Error
bars are the statistical error measured between different molecules (N=435 events
from 3 molecules for both pannels).
is stretched and force increased, the tilting of the free-energy land-
scape towards larger extensions favors the dissociated conformation,
releasing an extension xi. Transitions between both states are simu-
lated as a thermally activated process characterized by a critical force
fc, and force-dependent dissociation/association rates kF→D/D→F(f):
kF→D,i(f) = ka exp
[
−
(
Bi − fx
†
i/kBT
)]
(38a)
kD→F,i(f) = ka exp
[
−
(
Bi −∆Gi + f(xi − x
†
i)/kBT
)]
(38b)
where each segment is described by its free energy of formation ∆Gi,
activation barrier Bi, extension xi, and distance to the transition state
x
†
i . The rate ka is a microscopic rate that does not depend on the par-
ticular contact and is equal to the attempt frequency of the molecular
interaction (typically 105 − 108 Hz). The released extension xi is as-
sumed to follow the experimental distribution (Figure 55d), and we
introduced some structural disorder by assuming that ∆G and B are
also exponentially distributed.
The model reproduces the essential features of the experimental
curves (Figure 57) over a wide range of pulling speeds (30-500 nm/s).
Despite the apparent large number of free parameters, only certain
values in very specific ranges can reproduce these features1 (see sec-
tion 14.4.1.2). In brief, the experimental FECs could be well described
by assuming: (a) a low binding energy of DNA to KF aggregates
1 Simulation parameters that best describe the experimental curves: p (∆G) =
(1/w) e−(∆G−∆G0)/w with ∆G > ∆G0 = 10 kBT and w = 1 kBT ; x†i = 2± 1 nm;
p (B) = (1/w′) e−(B−B0)/w′ with B > B0 = 22 kBT and w′ = 5 kBT . The contact-
length distribution (xi) was assumed to follow the experimental distribution shown
in Fig. 55b: p (xi) = (1/w′′) e−(xi−xi,0)/w
′′
for xi > xi,0 (p (xi) = 0 otherwise) with
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Figure 57: Modeling of DNA stretching experiments. The black curve is an exper-
imental pulling curve after 15 min interaction with KF (v=500 nm/s). A set of six
simulations of the theoretical model is shown in red. (Inset) Scheme of the free-
energy landscape of a two-states system at different forces (f). The main parameters
describing the system are: the free energy difference (∆Gi) between the formed (F)
and dissociated (D) conformations, the height of the barrier (Bi), the distance (xi)
separating the two conformations, and the distance (x†i) from the transition state
(TS) to the formed conformation. As the force is increased the free-energy landscape
is tilted favoring the dissociated conformation above the critical force (fc).
(∆G ∼ 6± 2 kcal/mol); (b) a brittle unpeeling of the DNA segments
(x†i = 2±1 nm, the barrier lying close to the formed conformation);
and (c) a broad right-tailed distribution p (B) of high energy activa-
tion barriers given by p (B) = (1/w′) exp [− (B−B0) /w′] with B >
B0 = 22 kBT and w′ = 5 kBT .
From these values, the critical force of the interaction fc and the
kinetic rate at the critical force kF→D(fc) were also determined:
fc = ∆G/∆x ∼ 〈∆Gi〉/〈xi〉 ∼ 2 pN (39a)
kF→D(fc) = ka exp
[
−
(
B− fcx
†
i/kBT
)]
∼ 0.1− 10−4 Hz (39b)
where ∆x is the change in extension at fc. Note as well, that at the
critical force fc it is satisfied that kF→D(fc) = kD→F(fc).
14.4.1.1 Implementation of the simulation
The simulation is implemented as follows:
1. The molecule is partitioned between N segments where
N = (l0 − lslack)/〈xi〉 (40)
where lslack is the apparent DNA contour length when all the
contacts are in the formed conformation (i.e. the minimum ap-
parent contour length reached in a pulling experiment), and 〈xi〉
xi,0 = 8 nm and w′′ = 24 nm. From these parameters it can be shown that fc ∼ 2 pN
and kc ∼ 0.1− 10−4 Hz. Other specific parameters for these simulations: ktrap = 0.07
pN/nm, v = 500 nm/s, lp = 35 nm, lslack = 6500 nm. Errors are an estimation of
the range in which the features of the FDC are well reproduced by the model when
each parameter is independently modified.
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is the average contact length. A length xi, free-energy of forma-
tion ∆Gi, heigh barrier Bi and distance to the transition state
x
†
i are assigned to each segment following the aforementioned
distributions:
∆Gi = ∆G0 −w log (r) (41a)
Bi = B0 −w
′ log (r) (41b)
xi = xi,0 −w
′′ log (r) (41c)
x
†
i = 2 nm (41d)
where r is a random number (0 < r < 1). A parameter si is
assigned to each contact to indicate whether it is formed (si = 0)
or dissociated (si = 1). Initially all of the contacts are in the
formed conformation. The zero-force dissociation rate constant
kF→D,i(0) of each contact is also determined as:
kF→D,i(0) = ka exp (−Bi/kBT) (42)
2. The force f at the initial position of the optical trap xtrap,0 is
calculated using the WLC model (with parameters l0 = lslack;
lp; S; ktrap).
3. At every time-step dt,N contacts are randomly-picked and each
of them is tested against a thermal force:
• If a contact i is in the formed state (si = 0); a random num-
ber (0 < r < 1) is picked and compared to the probability
of dissociating the contact due to thermal fluctuations:
popen = kF→D,i(0) exp
(
fx
†
i/kBT
)
dt (43)
If r < popen the contact becomes dissociated (si = 1) and
the apparent contour length of the molecule l0 increases in
sixi.
• If a contact i is in the dissociated state (si = 1); a random
number (r) is picked and compared to the probability of
forming the contact due to thermal fluctuations:
pclose = kF→D,i(0) exp
[(
∆Gi − f(xiεWLC − x
†
i)
)
/kBT
]
dt
(44)
where εWLC is an entropic correction to the molecular ex-
tension of the segment (εWLC ≈ 1−
√
kBT/(4lpf)). If r <
pclose the contact is formed (si = 0) and the apparent con-
tour length of the molecule l0 decreases in sixi.
4. After every time-step the position of the optical trap and molec-
ular extension are updated using the pulling speed (xtrap,t+dt =
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xtrap,t + vdt), and the force f is calculated using the WLC model
(with parameters l0 = lslack +
N∑
i
sixi; lp; S; ktrap).
5. This procedure is iterated until reaching a maximum force of 50
pN; and then an equivalent time-reversed protocol is simulated
(i.e. relaxation curve) by reverting the pulling speed v.
14.4.1.2 Verification of optimal values of the simulation
The parameters that best reproduce the experimental FECs are de-
scribed earlier in section 14.4.1. Here we present a brief description
of how modifications in these parameters affect the simulated FECs,
and the overall match between experiments and simulations. As the
experimental FECs are of highly stochastic nature, this approach has
been most useful to determine the uncertainty on the optimal param-
eters. A set of figures in which a different parameter is modified in
each panel (the others being kept at the optimal value) is presented in
Figure 58. In each panel, the optimal simulation is presented in black,
whereas simulations with varying values of the modified parameters
are presented in colors.
In a typical KF-DNA pulling experiment the DNA molecule can
be repeatedly pulled between a minimum extension and a maximum
force, and the characteristic sawtooth pattern remains visible for sev-
eral consecutive pulling cycles. However, in simulations where ∆G0 6
5 kBT most of the contacts remain in the dissociated conformation
(60% for ∆G0 = 5 kBT ) at the end of a simulated pulling cycle (mini-
mum extension of ∼ 4.5 µm). This high fraction of dissociated contacts
cannot explain the sawtooth pattern observed in the FEC in subse-
quent pulls. This suggests that a value of ∆G0 6 5 kBT is too low
to reproduce the experimental curves. On the other hand, for ∆G0 ∼
10 kBT more than 90% of the contacts are formed again at the end
of a pulling cycle (minimum extension of ∼ 4.5 µm), in agreement
with the experimental results both at low (50 nm/s) and high pulling
speeds (500 nm/s). Finally, for free energies greater than 15 kBT a
sawtooth pattern is also observed in the relaxation curve, in disagree-
ment with the releasing part of the observed experimental FEC for
the same range of pulling speeds (Figure 58a).
Experimental FECs show a broad distribution of rupture forces
with most rupture events occurring at forces lower than 20 pN, but
with a large rightmost tail (Figure 56a). This phenomenology can be
well reproduced by considering: (i) that the transition state is close
to the formed conformation (Figure 58b); and (ii) that the process is
characterized by a disordered ensemble of barriers rather than a sin-
gle valued barrier. This structural disorder is introduced in the form
of an exponential distribution of barriers with a rightmost exponen-
tial tail of width w′ > 1 kBT (Figure 58c).
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Figure 58: Simulations of KF-DNA stretching experiments. (a) Simulations varying
∆G0 (minimum value of the exponential distribution of ∆G values, widthw =1 kBT):
∆G0=5 kBT (red), ∆G0=10 kBT (black, optimal value), ∆G0=15 kBT (green), ∆G0=20
kBT (blue), ∆G0=40 kBT (purple). (b) Simulations varying x
†
i : x
†
i=10 nm (red), x
†
i=8
nm (green), x†i=5 nm (blue), x
†
i=3 nm (purple), x
†
i=2 nm (black, optimal value), x
†
i=1
nm (yellow). (c) Simulations varying w′ (exponential tail of the barrier B): w′=0
kBT (red), w′=1 kBT (green), w′=3 kBT (blue), w′=5 kBT (black, optimal value),
w′=7 kBT (purple), w′=10 kBT (yellow) (d) Simulations varying xi (contact-length
distribution): experimental distribution p (xi) = (1/w′′) exp
[
−
(
xi − xi,0
)
/w′′
]
for
xi > xi,0 (p (xi)=0 otherwise) with xi,0=8 nm and w′′=24 nm (black) is compared to
a single-valued contact-length: xi= 10 nm (red), xi=30 nm (green), xi=100 nm (blue).
Simulations are shifted by 1 µm for clarity. (e) Optimal distributions for the different
parameters of the simulation (corresponding to the black lines in panels a-d).
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Figure 59: Kinetics of DNA binding to KF particles at a constant force. (a) DNA
compaction at 1 pN. A control without peptide (gray) and two equivalent exper-
iments at 40 µM KF (blue and yellow) are shown. The molecule was maintained
at an initial extension A that relaxed at constant force down to a final value B. (b)
Stretching of a DNA molecule before (black) and after (green, purple) the constant-
force experiment at 1 pN. (c) KF does not compact DNA at 5 pN. A DNA molecule
subjected at 5 pN is rinsed with KF and changes in the molecular extension are
monitored. A control experiment without peptide (gray), and two independent ex-
periments at 40 µM KF (blue and yellow) are shown. Large fluctuations indicative of
individual binding events are observed (arrows) (d) Stretching of a DNA molecule
only at forces higher than 5 pN immediately after the constant-force experiment at
5pN (purple). If the force was relaxed below 5 pN (green and yellow), the character-
istic sawtooth pattern was immediately recovered. The FEC of that molecule before
flowing KF is shown in black. For all plots, raw data (1 kHz) is shown in light colors,
and filtered data (1 Hz bandwidth for kinetic experiments, 10 Hz bandwidth for
pulling experiments) is presented in dark colors. Pulling speed is 500 nm/s.
To model the experimental FECs, we have assumed that the distri-
bution of released lengths (xi) follows the experimental distribution
shown in Figure 55d. In Figure 58d a simulation using the experi-
mental distribution is compared to simulations in which the system
is characterized by a single contact length (xi) rather than an expo-
nential distribution. Finally the optimal distributions for the different
parameters of the simulation are shown in Figure 58e.
14.5 electrostatic binding regime investigated in con-
stant force experiments
We followed the kinetics of DNA compaction by performing constant-
force experiments at forces such that EB prevails (molecular extension
> 5.5 µm, Figure 48b). In these experiments, the DNA molecule was
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Figure 60: KF binding does not change the overstretching transition. Four consec-
utive stretching curves (purple, green, blue and yellow) of a 24-kb DNA molecule
after incubation with 50 µM KF. The molecule is fully overstretched at each pulling
cycle. The sawtooth pattern at low extensions is clearly visible at each cycle. Data
was filtered at 100 Hz bandwidth, v=1000 nm/s.
maintained at constant force using a force-feedback, and we followed
the time-evolution of the molecular extension while KF was flowed
into the microfluidic chamber (details on the flow set-up are found in
Appendix B).
At 1 pN, a fast compaction took place (Figure 59a). The exten-
sion was reduced up to 40% in 20 min at a reproducible rate. This
compaction is characterized by intermittent drops of extension that
shorten the molecule by hundreds of nanometers in a few seconds
(Figure 59a, arrows). Pulling curves performed after this experiment
(Figure 59b) showed again the characteristic sawtooth pattern ob-
served in previous KF-DNA pulling experiments.
In contrast, at 5 pN the molecular extension remained almost con-
stant within 100 nm after flowing KF for more than 30 min (Fig-
ure 59c). Still, intermittent large fluctuations on the order of tens
of nanometers were often detected (Figure 59c, arrows). These large
fluctuations were never observed in controls without KF (Figure 59c,
gray), and we attribute them to individual binding events. Pulling cy-
cles performed between 5 and 40 pN immediately after the peptide
flow show a slight decrease in the persistence length and weak hys-
teresis effects suggesting very weak binding of KF to DNA (Figure
59d, purple). Only by further decreasing the extension and force of
the molecule full binding events were observed (Figure 59d, green),
recovering again the typical KF-DNA sawtooth pattern.
Interestingly an overstretching transition was not always observed
(Figure 59d, yellow). We attribute this to the recruitment of DNA seg-
ments close to both ends of the tethered molecule by KF particles
that induce a torsionally constrained fiber, inhibiting the overstretch-
ing transition (Figure 59d, Inset).[256] Otherwise, KF binding does
not suppress or tilt the overstretching plateau as observed for DNA
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intercalators.[67] Moreover, the characteristic sawtooth pattern of KF
remained visible after fully overstretching the DNA (Figure 60).

CHAPTER 15
R E S U LT S : D N A U N Z I P P I N G A N D I N T E R A C T I O N
O F K A H A L A L I D E F W I T H s s D N A
In this section we show that DNA unzipping experiments can also be
used to investigate the complexation process between KF and DNA,
providing complementary information to the results obtained in the
stretching configuration (previous section). First, we show how the
characteristic sawtooth pattern of DNA unzipping globally changes
after binding of KF, reflecting the increased stability of the complex.
Remarkably, DNA unzipping also provides experimental evidence
that KF binds to ssDNA. To further investigate this unexpected result,
we developed a method to generate a long ssDNA molecule for opti-
cal tweezers manipulation. We then performed experiments with this
template finding that binding of KF to ssDNA also proceeds in a two-
steps mechanism in which ssDNA compaction takes place first fol-
lowed up by a rigidification of the molecule. These two steps are then
related to the previously determined electrostatic and hydrophobic
binding mechanisms. Finally, we perform AFM images of KF-ssDNA
complexes observing the formation of aggregation spots, and finding
that binding to KF favors dsDNA hybridization; a result very similar
to what has been reported for aggregating amyloid peptides.
15.1 unzipping experiments reveal different binding modes
of kf to dsdna and ssdna
To perform DNA unzipping experiments we used the 6.8-kb DNA
hairpin construct previously used for the DNA wash-off experiments
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with Thiocoraline (chapter 8.1.1, synthesis details in Appendix D.2). A
single DNA hairpin can be specifically attached between an optically-
trapped antidigoxigenin coated bead and a streptavidin-coated bead
held by air suction in the tip of a glass micropipette (Figure 61a, In-
set).
In a DNA unzipping experiment, when the distance between the
beads is increased, a force is applied to the dsDNA handles that
is in turn transmitted to the hairpin fork. At a force of ∼ 15 pN
the basepairs cannot withstand this force and break releasing a cer-
tain amount of ssDNA bases. This increases the total length of the
molecule, causing a drop in the force exerted by the optical trap.
When the distance between beads is increased again, the force in-
creases and this same process is repeated for several cycles. This gives
rise to a sawtooth pattern (Figure 61a, gray) in which force rips are re-
lated to the base-pairing stability (DNA sequence), and gentle slopes
to the elastic response of the ssDNA generated during the unzipping
process [62]. Consequently, the unzipping pattern of a DNA molecule
is a fingerprint of its base-sequence, and changes of that pattern af-
ter flowing a ligand or KF indicate a direct interaction between the
peptide and DNA. Moreover, with this set-up we can explore the ef-
fect of KF on a DNA molecule maintained at zero force and forming
a random-coil (the force stretches the linkers but not the hairpin).
This is particularly useful to investigate the KF-DNA interaction as
it provides a set-up in which binding to DNA and the subsequent
compaction takes place in a similar fashion as it would for DNA in a
bulk solution (e.g. as in the molecules used for AFM imaging).
To perform the experiments a hairpin was tethered and partially
unzipped, maintaining at least half of the dsDNA stem open (Figure
61a, dashed line) and then KF was flowed into the chamber. In this
configuration the released ssDNA is long but rigid enough to severely
restrict thermal fluctuations in the molecular extension (
√
〈δx2〉 ∼ 20
nm).
Hence an advantage of this set-up is also that the long separation
between the hairpin and the polystyrene beads (∼ 4 µm) inhibits any
interaction between the beads and both the dsDNA region and link-
ers.
After flowing KF for 3 min, the unzipping pattern substantially
changed (Figure 61a) and forces up to 22 pN were needed to un-
zip the DNA. We attribute this to the increased force required to si-
multaneously break the base-pairing interactions and unpeel DNA
segments from the KF particles. Consecutive unzipping curves show
that ssDNA remains bound to KF particles at the maximum forces (25
pN). Surprisingly enough, the re-zipping trajectories overlapped with
the re-zipping curves of naked DNA over a wide range of extensions
(>1500 nm). This is in agreement with a re-annealing mechanism in
which re-hybridization takes place first, followed by the formation of
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Figure 61: Unzipping experiments show that KF binds both dsDNA and ssDNA.
(a) An unzipping pattern of the DNA hairpin before incubation with KF is fully rep-
resented in gray in each panel. The dashed line represents the position at which the
molecule remained unzipped during the peptide flow. Consecutive pulling cycles of
the dsDNA stem region after incubation with KF (blue, red) show a strong distortion
of the unzipping pattern. However, the re-zipping of the hairpin remains unaffected
indicating that the molecule can hybridize again. (Inset) A 6.8-kb hairpin is main-
tained partially unzipped leaving less than half of the dsDNA stem closed during
the incubation with KF. This configuration prevents KF-DNA interactions potentially
mediated by the beads. (b) The region of the hairpin that remained as ssDNA dur-
ing the peptide flow (left of dashed line) cannot hybridize again in contrast to what
happens without KF (gray curve) or in the region maintained as dsDNA during the
peptide flow (right of dashed line). Three pulling cycles are plotted in blue, red and
yellow. (c) If the hairpin is rinsed with KF and then submitted to several consecutive
pulling cycles, the non-hybridizing region increases with time. Four pulling cycles
that reflect this trend are shown (red, blue, yellow and purple). Data is filtered at 10
Hz bandwidth, v=50 nm/s.
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the complex. Similar results have been observed in the formation of
amyloid nucleic acid fibers, in which the binding of amyloid peptides
to oligonucleotides promotes their hybridization [107].
Note that in this experiment we only unzipped the region of the
hairpin that remained in double-stranded form while KF is flowed
(right of the dashed line in Figure 61b). However, when we tried to
rezip the region of the hairpin that remained as ssDNA during the
peptide flow (left of the dashed line in Figure 61b), we could not re-
cover the characteristic unzipping pattern of the molecule. This indi-
cates that KF can bind ssDNA in a way that prevents re-hybridization
of ssDNA strands. If the molecule was continuously submitted to
unzipping/re-zipping cycles, the region of the DNA hairpin that pre-
viously re-zipped progressively looses that capability (Figure 61c)
suggesting that KF is slowly binding to the stretched ssDNA (arrow
in Figure 61c).
These results suggest that KF binds to the phosphate backbone in
a configuration that does not interfere with base-pairing interactions
when DNA is in its double-stranded form. However, when DNA is in
its single-stranded form, KF can adopt configurations that interfere
with the re-zipping of the molecule. These experiments also show
that the interaction of the peptide with ssDNA is slow (in the order
of minutes), as only the ssDNA regions of the hairpin that remained
exposed for long times to the peptide were unable to re-hybridize.
15.2 interaction of kf with ssdna
15.2.1 Preparing a long ssDNA molecule for optical tweezers manipula-
tion
To characterize the interaction of ssDNA with KF aggregates we de-
veloped a simple method to generate a long ssDNA template (13-kb)
for optical tweezers manipulation (Figure 62a). First, a 6.8-kb DNA
hairpin is tethered with the optical tweezers and mechanically un-
zipped. Once the hairpin is fully unzipped, a solution containing a
30-base oligonucleotide complementary to the loop and its flanking
region is flushed into the microfluidics chamber (sequence details in
Appendix D.2). The binding of the oligo to the stretched ssDNA pre-
vents the re-zipping of the hairpin when the tension is released. In
fact, the entropic effect to close 30 bases within a loop and the large
bending rigidity of the dsDNA segment in the loop region creates
a large kinetic barrier that must be overcome thereby inhibiting the
refolding of the native structure at forces much lower than the aver-
age unzipping force (15 pN). By using this setup we could therefore
measure the elastic response of ssDNA down to forces lower than
1 pN (Figure 62a). It is important to take into account though, that
the blocking oligonucleotide can also nonspecifically bind to other
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Figure 62: Method used to generate a long ssDNA molecule. (a) The specific bind-
ing of an oligonucleotide to the hairpin inhibits the hybridization of the molecule
(blue) at forces lower than the average unzipping force. The full force-extension
curve of the hairpin is plotted as a reference (gray). (b) Effect of the blocking oligo
concentration in the elastic response of ssDNA due to nonspecific binding along the
molecule. “Flushing oligo” method (black) compared to a constant concentration
of 1 nM (red), 10 nM (cyan), 100 nM (blue) and 1000 nM (purple) blocking oligo.
Experiment at 1 M NaCl.
regions of the hairpin that are partially complementary to it. This
binding is not desired as it creates short segments of dsDNA that
modify the elastic response of the ssDNA and interfere with the for-
mation of random nonspecific secondary structures along the teth-
ered ssDNA at low forces (Figure 62b). This effect is strongest at high
ionic strengths due to the increased stability of duplex DNA. A way
to minimize nonspecific binding is to use a very low concentration
of blocking oligo, however this also increases the time required to
obtain a ssDNA tether. Consequently, we performed the experiments
using the “flushing oligo” approach. Briefly, once a DNA hairpin was
tethered and fully unzipped, we flushed a relatively high concentra-
tion of oligo into the microfluidics chamber (50-250 nM depending
on the ionic condition)1. In this way, the binding of the oligo to its
complementary sequence in the hairpin took place in a few seconds.
Then the DNA hairpin was briefly rinsed again with oligo free buffer
to remove oligos nonspecifically bound to other regions of the hair-
pin that are not fully complementary. By doing so, it was possible to
rapidly and reliably obtain ssDNA (Figure 62b).
This methodology allowed us to study in detail the interaction
of KF with ssDNA (detailed in the following section), as well as
the elastic response of ssDNA and the formation of non-specific sec-
ondary structure in ssDNA over a wide range of forces and salt condi-
tions (see Appendix A.3). As a future perspective this method should
be very useful to investigate the kinetics and thermodynamics of
non-specific secondary structure formation (e.g. investigating ssDNA
1 The oligo solution was sometimes incubated at 45◦C for 10 min to remove competing
secondary structures created after repeated freeze-thaw cycles.
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molecules of varying length and base-pair composition) as well as its
interaction with single-stranded DNA binding (SSB) protein.
15.2.2 Kinetics of binding of KF to ssDNA
To investigate the kinetics of binding of KF to ssDNA, first a ssDNA
molecule was tethered as previously described, and its elastic proper-
ties measured with the WLC and FJC models (WLC: lp = 0.87± 0.04
nm, lc = 0.69± 0.01 nm/bp; FJC: lk = 1.55± 0.04 nm, lc = 0.57± 0.01
nm/bp). These results being in agreement with previous measure-
ments in which alternative methods were used to generate the ss-
DNA [249, 62]. A detailed analysis and results at other ionic condi-
tions are found in Appendix A.3.
We then flowed KF into the microfluidics chamber (details on the
flow set-up in Appendix B) and followed the molecular extension
at a constant force using force-feedback. At 5 pN we observed a
slow compaction (∼20-30 min) with an absolute reduction in exten-
sion close to 16% (Figure 63a, upper panel), demonstrating that ss-
DNA binds KF. This effect was reproducible within different experi-
ments, and the slow kinetics agree with the results from unzipping
experiments (Figure 61c). We also measured the time evolution of the
stiffness of the KF-ssDNA fiber by recording the magnitude of the
thermally induced fluctuations in the molecular extension (details in
section 15.2.3). At 5 pN the molecule stiffened with time at a rate
of (13±5)·10−3 pN/(nm·s) (Figure 63a, middle panel). However this
change was only observed 10-15 min after compaction of the fiber
started, suggesting that stiffness changes are mostly due to the hy-
drophobic collapse of the KF-ssDNA aggregate rather than electro-
static binding of ssDNA to KF particles.
Pulling curves obtained after the peptide flow (Figure 63b) also
show force rips in the stretching curves. However the sawtooth pat-
tern was smoother than for dsDNA suggesting the occurrence of
fewer events and higher unpeeling forces (Figure 63b). We attribute
this to the increased hydrophobic forces that stabilize the KF-ssDNA
complex, that also lead to a systematic shortening of the effective
contour length of the ssDNA. At a higher stretching force of 10 pN,
KF did not induce compaction of ssDNA though, but intermittent
jumps in the extension were observed, indicative of individual bind-
ing events. However, KF-ssDNA compaction could be induced by
lowering the force down to 5 pN (Figure 63c) reproducing the results
reported in Figure 63a, and confirming that KF compacts ssDNA at 5
pN but not at 10 pN. At this higher force moreover, the stiffness of the
molecule remained constant within the resolution of measurements
(Figure 63d).
Binding of ssDNA to KF aggregates was further corroborated by
AFM. ssDNA molecules (2743-bp) were generated by heat denatura-
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Figure 63: Kinetics of ssDNA binding to KF particles. (a) Compaction and stiffen-
ing of ssDNA at 5 pN are representative of EB and HC respectively. (Top) Extension
of a ssDNA molecule rinsed with KF at 5 pN. Three independent experiments at
40 µM KF (blue, red and yellow) and a control without peptide (gray) are shown
(compaction starts at t=0). (Middle) Average stiffness of the ssDNA molecule at 5
pN during the peptide flow (red) and a control without peptide (black). Three in-
dividual experiments are shown in light red. The stiffness is measured from the
fluctuations in the trap position. (b) Stretching curves of a ssDNA molecule before
(gray) and after incubation with 40 µM KF at 3 pN for 25 min (purple, green, blue).
(c) A ssDNA molecule is maintained for more than 50 min at a constant force of 10
pN with a flow of KF, without observing a significant decrease in extension (blue).
However, when the force is lowered to 5 pN (t = 52 min) a compaction equivalent to
that reported in panel (a) is seen. A negative control without peptide in the flowed
buffer does not show DNA compaction (gray). (d) Average stiffness of ssDNA at 10
pN during the first 30 min of the peptide flow (red) compared to a negative control
without peptide (black). Three individual experiments are shown in light red. In
contrast to the results shown in panel (a), the molecular stiffness remains constant
in time.
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Figure 64: AFM images of KF-ssDNA complexes. (a) ssDNA molecules (1.8 nM
molecules, 5 µM nucleotides) are adsorbed on a mica surface showing a much com-
pact conformation than dsDNA due to its lower persistence length. (b) Immediately
after mixing KF (100 µM) with ssDNA molecules (5 µM nucleotides) we observe the
formation of aggregation spots and a substantial decrease in the number of ssDNA
molecules per image. (c) After 30 min incubation at room temperature, these effects
are more evident as big aggregates are seen. (d) Histogram of ssDNA molecules at
different incubation times (0 and 30 min) with and without KF, determined as the
average number of free individual molecules per image of 4 µm2 (mean±SD, N>6).
tion and fast cooling down to 4◦C (Figure 64a). Addition of KF to
the ssDNA preparation triggered the formation of aggregation spots
immediately after mixing (Figure 64b). Interestingly enough, longer
incubation times yielded a reduction of free ssDNA molecules, to-
gether with the formation of large aggregates of KF surrounded by
double stranded DNA (Figure 64c-d). This observation suggests that
KF induces the rehybridization of ssDNA, as ssDNA molecules do
not anneal after 30 min incubation at room temperature in the ab-
sence of KF. This is in agreement with the unzipping results (section
15.1), and is likely due to the fact that KF traps and maintains close
in space different ssDNA molecules that are occasionally able to re-
hybridize.
15.2.3 Measuring tether stiffness from distance fluctuations
We have seen that KF induces an increase of the molecular stiffness of
ssDNA after long incubation times. In this section we present a brief
explanation on how the molecular stiffness is determined from the
width of the thermal fluctuations of the optically trapped bead in the
presence of a force-feedback.
A bead confined in an optical trap fluctuates around its equilibrium
position due to thermal fluctuations. By the equipartition theorem the
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fluctuations of the bead position along the stretching direction are
directly related to the effective stiffness of the system formed by the
tethered molecule and the optical trap [257]:
< δy2 >=< y2 > − < y >2=
kBT
ktrap + kmol
. (45)
In the KF-ssDNA experiments performed at 5 pN, the width of the
fluctuations of the position of the optical trap decreases with time
(Figure 65a). This is in agreement with an increase of the molecular
stiffness as derived from Eq. 45.
Indeed, in an ideal force-feedback the stiffness of the trap vanishes
and the bead fluctuations are only determined by the stiffness of the
tether:
< δy2 >=
kBT
kmol
. (46)
In this case the fluctuations of the position of the optical trap are
expected to match those of the bead (< δy2 >). However, in our ex-
perimental set-up a finite frequency feedback of 1 kHz is used (i.e. the
force-feedback corrects the position of the optical trap by moving the
piezoelectric actuators at a 1 kHz rate), and Eq. 46 is not satisfied. To
extract the value of kmol we followed a phenomenological approach
that uses a modified version of Eq. 46 containing a proportionality
constant c:
< δy2 >= c
kBT
kmol
. (47)
The constant c includes all effects of the finite frequency of the
feedback. The value of c has been obtained by fitting a set of measure-
ments of ssDNA and dsDNA tethers at different average forces. The
fluctuations in the position of the optical trap remain inversely pro-
portional to kmol in the investigated range of stiffness (1− 10 · 10−3
pN/nm) (Figure 65b), verifying the validity of the method based on
Eq. 47. This calibration method has been used to estimate the changes
in stiffness that KF induces in ssDNA. The stiffness of the molecule
during the peptide flow is measured in short time-windows to ensure
reliable measurements of < δy2 >.
Data is recorded at 1 kHz and low frequencies are filtered out to
remove instrumental drift as experiments run for long times (30 min).
Filtering low frequencies is also important to correct the changes in
extension due to the compaction of the DNA with KF. A time-window
of 3 s has been found to be the optimal value to reduce drift without
affecting the measurements (vertical dashed line in Figure 65c). Us-
ing a shorter time-window removes fluctuations that are relevant to
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Figure 65: Stiffness determination from trap-position fluctuations. (a) In a constant-
force experiment the molecular extension fluctuates around its equilibrium position
(∆xi = xi − x) due to thermal fluctuations. Fluctuations in extension of a tethered
naked ssDNA molecule at 5 pN (black) and after flowing KF for 10 min (red), 20 min
(blue), and 30 min (cyan). Fluctuations show a decreasing width, and hence an in-
creasing stiffness. A negative control without KF is plotted in dark gray and overlaps
with naked ssDNA. (b) Phenomenological calibration of the molecular stiffness. The
experimental variance of the trap position for a set of ssDNA and dsDNA molecules
at different average forces was measured with the force-feedback protocol. The stiff-
ness of the molecule (kmol) was determined as the derivative of the force-extension
curve at each force. (c) Drift correction of the experimental data. The position of the
trap is recorded at 1 kHz, and drift is removed by subtracting the average position
using time-windows in the range 0.01-60 s (black). A window of 3 s (dashed line)
is the optimal value to remove drift without distorting the measurement of the fluc-
tuations. Data is fitted to an arctangent function (red). Measurements correspond
to a 13-kb ssDNA molecule at 5 pN (N=5). (d) Autocorrelation function of the dis-
tance during two constant force experiments at 8 pN for a ssDNA molecule after
subtracting the drift (baseline). Data with (red) and without (black) a buffer flow are
shown.
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determine the stiffness of the tether due to the large autocorrelation
time shown by the data (Figure 65d) presumably caused by the force-
feedback.

CHAPTER 16
D I S C U S S I O N O F T H E R E S U LT S
By combining single molecule techniques and bulk measurements
we showed that KF forms particles that bind and compact DNA. Our
measurements reveal that this process is characterized by two distinct
phases controlled by the molecular extension of the DNA. First, there
is a fast and weak binding regime determined by electrostatic binding
(EB) to positive residues exposed on the surface of the KF particles
(Figure 66a). This binding is triggered by spontaneous bending fluctu-
ations along DNA. Upon reduction of the molecular extension a slow
remodeling of the KF-DNA complex takes place; we propose that this
new regime is led by the formation of new hydrophobic contacts that
stabilize a hydrophobically collapsed (HC) structure.
A capture distance separating both regimes is identified, corre-
sponding to a relative extension of 66%. Remarkably enough, theo-
retical studies between spherical charged aggregates and oppositely
charged polymeric chains predicted a capture distance leading to the
irreversible adsorption of the chain to the aggregates [258]. The re-
cruitment of DNA segments along the surface of the aggregate (EB)
is driven by the electrostatic attraction between the negative charge of
DNA and the positive charge of L-Orn residues that are most likely
exposed on the surface of the particle forming hydrophilic spots (Fig-
ure 66b). This interpretation is supported by the following facts: (i)
The persistence length of DNA is reduced during the initial bind-
ing of the peptide, suggesting a charge compensation that reduces
self-repulsion of the DNA phosphate backbone (ii) A KF analog with-
out a positive charge does not bind to DNA (Figure 49f), providing
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Figure 66: Model of KF-DNA complex formation. (a) Scheme of the two kinetic
steps during the formation of the KF-DNA complex: Electrostatic binding (EB) and
Hydrophobic collapse (HC). At low forces DNA (blue) binds to KF particles (yellow)
due to the electrostatic attraction of the phosphate backbone to positive residues
exposed on the aggregate surface (EB). This process is followed by the formation of
new hydrophobic contacts between aggregates that form a larger collapsed structure
(HC). (b) Pictorial representation of how bending fluctuations induce the EB of DNA
(black) to electrophilic spots (blue) on the aggregate surface, and how hydrophobic
interactions between peptides drive to a collapsed structure in which DNA becomes
entrapped within the aggregated complex.
evidence that the positive charge is essential for binding (iii) A salt
titration shows that binding of KF to DNA is inhibited at high salt
condition, and that the strength of the interaction increases with de-
creasing ionic strength (Figure 49) (iv) The zeta potential value of
KF, DNA, and KF-DNA complexes (Table 2) indicate different sur-
face charge densities depending on whether DNA is complexed with
KF or not. In addition, the phenomenology observed during the EB
regime cannot be understood from the isolated action of KF peptides
(each bearing a single positive charge). It must be due instead to the
concurrent action of several positive charges that are contained in
each peptide aggregate, which are then able to electrostatically in-
teract with DNA in a similar fashion that dendrimers or other poly-
cationic agents do. Modeling of the experimental results shows that
EB of DNA to KF particles is consistent with an exponential distri-
bution of unpeeling lengths (average value ∆l0 = 31± 6 nm), a low
binding energy (∆G ∼ 6 ± 2 kcal/mol), a brittle unpeeling process
(x†i = 2±1 nm), and a disordered collection of activation barriers
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Figure 67: Phase diagram of KF-DNA compaction Phase diagram showing condi-
tions that trigger DNA compaction due to EB of KF in constant force experiments.
Average stiffness of the dsDNA (red) and ssDNA (green) molecules before flowing
KF in the constant force experiments (2 6 N 6 9, mean±SD). We only observe DNA
compaction in the region highlighted in gray, suggesting that compaction depends
directly on DNA bending fluctuations via template stiffness. A WLC model (red
line) and FJC model (green line) with the parameters determined in the main text
for dsDNA and ssDNA respectively are plotted as a reference.
higher than B0 =22 kBT with an exponential right tail of widthw′ = 5
kBT . These values are comparable to those obtained for nucleosomal
particles that show a single characteristic unpeeling length of 26 nm
and a single energy barrier of 36-38 kBT [259]. The force at which
we observe dsDNA compaction (1pN) is in the same range of forces
that has been reported for other DNA compacting molecules such as
histone-like FIS and HU proteins [260, 261] or polycationic condens-
ing agents [255, 262, 263] .
Unzipping experiments show that KF also forms complexes with ss-
DNA. Interestingly, unzipping experiments together with AFM show
that KF promotes dsDNA hybridization. These results agree with pre-
vious studies on the formation of amyloid nucleic acid fibers, which
showed how charged surfaces of peptide complexes recruit oligonu-
cleotides and promote their hybridization [107]. The two distinct phases
observed in the formation of KF-dsDNA complexes (EB and HC)
were also seen for ssDNA, showing that the mechanism of complexa-
tion is similar in both polyelectrolytes. Yet, our experiments suggest a
stronger stabilization of the complex for ssDNA, which is likely due
to its increased hydrophobicity and lower persistence length. Indeed,
we have found that KF can compact ssDNA at higher forces than ds-
DNA does, indicating the role of spontaneous bending fluctuations
to initiate EB. Finally, constant-force experiments with both DNA sub-
strates show a correlation between the degree of compaction of the
molecule and the effective rigidity of the tether (Figure 67).
In relation to its biological activity, and as previously showed for
amyloid fibrils [129, 130, 220], the enhanced positive charge of KF
aggregates could allow them to interact more effectively with other
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polyanionic molecules such as polysaccharides (e.g. glycosaminogly-
cans). Whether or not the cytotoxic effects of KF are related to its
interaction with polyanions, we hypothesize that these interactions
could play a role in modulating the activity of the peptide either in-
tracellularly or in the extracellular matrix. In particular KF might also
interact with the phospholipids of the plasma membrane inducing
the formation of pores and cell necrosis (see section 13.2.2) [236].
CHAPTER 17
C O N C L U S I O N
The work shown in this part of the thesis represents the first attempt
to extract quantitative information about the binding affinity and ki-
netic steps involved in the interaction between a nucleic acid (DNA)
and an anticancer self-aggregating peptide (KF) at the single molecule
level [182]. To date most studies of aggregation kinetics have been
performed using ensemble techniques where the individual behav-
ior of molecules cannot be distinguished. Using optical tweezers, we
have shown that KF binds DNA in two kinetic steps (an initial elec-
trostatic binding that is followed by an hydrophobic collapse of the
peptide-DNA complex), and characterized the spectrum of binding
affinities, kinetics barriers and lengths of DNA segments sequestered
within the KF-DNA complex. The proposed methodology is not lim-
ited to the characterization of amorphous aggregates [120]. Protein
aggregation, a topic of major interest due to the role of the aggrega-
tion of misfolded proteins in neurodegenerative diseases [264], might
be well addressed using single molecule force spectroscopy. As well,
AFM images of the nucleoid-associated proteins Dps [265, 266] and of
the drug cisplatin [267] are very similar to those we found here for KF-
DNA, suggesting that many biochemical studies of protein complexes
that face similar aggregation or compaction phenomena are suscepti-
ble of being studied with this approach. For instance, the aggregation
of the splicing factor MBNL1 by mutant mRNA hairpins is at the
core of Myotonic dystrophy type I [268, 269]. Research on the forma-
tion of these RNA-protein aggregates, and of peptides that disrupt
this interaction [270] could greatly benefit from the aforementioned
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approaches. The results shown here, confirm force spectroscopy stud-
ies of single aggregates as potentially very useful to characterize the
thermodynamic and mechanical properties of nucleic acid-peptide
complexes. On a longer term, the study of the mechanical response
of aggregates related to many relevant neurodegenerative diseases
could also be approached by using a peptide template instead of a
DNA molecule.
CHAPTER 18
F U T U R E P E R S P E C T I V E S : E X P E R I M E N T S W I T H
A M Y L O I D P E P T I D E S
The fact that polyanionic molecules bind and accelerate amyloid for-
mation due to a compensation of electrostatic repulsion (see section
4.1.1.1) has been reported by several groups in the last few years [107,
129, 131, 220]. Knowledge of such widespread and nonspecific interac-
tions is of increasing interest due to their hypothetical role on the cy-
totoxicity mechanism of amyloidogenic diseases (see section 4.1.1.3).
As a proof of principle we have investigated the binding of the Aβ-
40 peptide to dsDNA using the same DNA stretching set-up used
to characterize the KF-DNA interaction (see section 14.1). The Aβ-40
peptide (4.3 kDa) is a fragmentation product of the β-amyloid pro-
tein, and is usually found in amyloid plaques of Alzheimer’s disease
brains. It is a less fibrillogenic variant than the presumably more cy-
totoxic Aβ-42 peptide (see section 4.1.1.3) [144, 271], and is therefore
better suited to start exploring the interaction of amyloid peptides
with DNA in force spectroscopy experiments.
We first reproduced the experimental conditions that have been
previously shown to induce the association between aggregated Aβ-
40 peptide and DNA in electrophoretic shift assays [272]. The pep-
tide was dissolved in water at a 4 mM concentration and aged at
37◦C to induce its aggregation [273, 274]. Immediately before per-
forming an interaction experiment, the aged peptide was diluted to
100 µM in TBE buffer. These conditions have been reported to in-
duce peptide-DNA complexation for Aβ-40 that has been aged in
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Figure 68: DNA pulling experiments with Aβ-40 peptide. (a) FEC of a 24-kb DNA
molecule in TBE buffer before (black) and after flowing 100 µM Aβ-40 peptide for 5
min (purple, green and blue). The red line is a fit to the extensible WLC model. (b)
Snapshot of the experimental set-up when the experiment is performed in TE 100
mM NaCl instead of TBE buffer. The higher salt concentration enhances the rate of
fibril formation and experiments can not be performed due to the high abundance
of large fibrils (> 10 µm). This can be seen as objects indicated with arrows. In both
experiments the peptide had been aged for 72 hours in water at 37◦C.
water for 5 days [272]. Indeed, we expect such low salt condition1 to
(i) slow-down the self-aggregation of the Aβ-40 peptide due to elec-
trostatic self-repulsion, and (ii) favour its electrostatic binding to the
negatively charged nucleic acid.
To assess the binding of the aggregated peptide to DNA, a single
half λ-DNA molecule was stretched in the optical tweezers set-up in
TBE buffer and its FEC analyzed with the WLC model as in section
14.1. The freshly prepared 100 µM peptide solution was then flowed
into the fluidics chamber using the microfluidics set-up with a mi-
crotube shunt (see section B.2). Although we observed the presence
of aggregated species in the peptide flow after 24 hours of aging in
water, we did not observe binding of Aβ-40 to DNA until we used
samples that had been aged for at least 72 hours. In these experi-
ments, the FECs obtained after flowing the amyloid peptide were
very similar to those obtained for KF-DNA complexes, and showed
a series of force peaks that suggest peptide-DNA complexation and
compaction (Figure 68a). We also observed a repulsive net force at
large extensions (∼6 µm) probably due to the binding of long rigid
amyloid fibrils that are compressed when the two beads are closer
than 6 µm. On the other hand, these experiments did not show a sys-
tematic shortening of the DNA molecule during consecutive pulling
cycles indicative of a transition towards an hydrophobically collapsed
structure. This might be due to the higher rigidity and fibrillar struc-
ture of amyloid aggregates, or to the slower aggregation kinetics of
the peptide at these specific conditions. We repeated the experiments
1 Although TBE buffer does not contain NaCl or other cations in its composition,
we expect the ionic strength to be ∼ 30 mM due to the partial protonation of Tris
(pKa = 8.06) at this buffer pH (pH ∼ 8.4).
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at a higher ionic strength (100 mM NaCl) to enhance its aggregation
rate2. In these conditions it was not possible to conduct experiments
with the amyloid peptide as the sample had already aggregated onto
very large fibrils before flowing it into the chamber (Figure 68b).
As a further step, it would be interesting to perform experiments
in which unaggregated peptide is flowed in a condition in which the
kinetics of formation are moderately slow (hours), and wait several
hours to observe if the complexation of the unaggregated peptide
takes place onto the tethered DNA molecule. Another exciting but
challenging experiment, would be to use recently developed polysac-
charide bioorthogonal chemistry [275, 276, 277] to synthesize gly-
cosaminoglycan molecules (e.g. heparan sulfate) modified for optical
tweezers manipulation. Such templates would allow to investigate the
binding of the amyloid peptides in a substrate that has been recently
found to be largely associated to the cytotoxicity of amyloidogenic
disorders (see section 4.1.1.3)[132]. Such a set-up would also be use-
ful to asses the mechanism of action of certain anticancer agents that
might target specific glycosylation patterns of carcinogenic cells (see
section 13.2.2) [246, 245].
2 The peptide was aged for 72 hours in water at 4 mM concentration and then diluted
to 100 µM in TE 100 mM NaCl instead of TBE buffer

Part IV
C O N C L U S I O N
We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.
T.S. Eliot (Little Gidding)

C O N C L U S I O N
The development of single-molecule techniques has provided scien-
tists with a repertoire of tools that allow to measure physical quan-
tities and scrutinize experimental systems that cannot be accessed
in ensemble measurements. The ability to manipulate and observe
molecular entities one at a time, has substantially modified the way in
which we can approach the physics, chemistry, and biology of micro-
scopic processes, providing an experimental playground were these
traditional disciplines interlace. For instance, the stochastic nature of
most experimental variables in single-molecule experiments makes
useful to borrow tools from statistical physics to interpret biomolec-
ular reactions followed with these techniques (e.g. polymer elasticity
models used in chapters 7 and 14). In return, these same molecular
systems under study provide amenable but yet complex experimen-
tal systems to test -or discover- new physical laws of non-equilibrium
processes. Consequently, it seems likely that in the years to come,
these new tools to observe and measure natural phenomena at the
limit of thermal noise, will contribute to the emergence of unifying
frameworks that ultimately lead to new scientific paradigms within
these disciplines (physics, chemistry and biology).
A large part of this thesis is devoted to the first approach depicted
earlier: using instrumentation and models based in physical princi-
ples to understand biochemical interactions. In particular, we have
focused in developing tools to investigate the binding mechanisms of
small ligands to DNA. We have focused in two anticancer compounds
(Thiocoraline and Kahalalide F) were many bulk measurements failed
to provide reproducible results likely due to the their low solubil-
ity. Understanding the mechanisms by which these molecules bind
to DNA is important to determine their mechanism of action and
to design new ligands with improved characteristics. Moreover, the
experiments presented in these parts of the thesis (Parts ii and iii) re-
vealed unexpected features of interest to the eye of the physicist such
as metastability effects in DNA pulling experiments (chapter 7), or
the existence of two different phases in a peptide-DNA compaction
phenomena (chapter 14). This finding for instance has been recently
observed to be particularly relevant in a very different context as it is
gene delivery systems [278]. The experimental tools developed to in-
vestigate such interactions, have also been exploited to address more
basic questions such as the elasticity of ssDNA and the formation of
DNA secondary structures (Appendix A). Similarly, the DNA hairpin
constructs and experimental protocols developed in these sections
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have also been useful to test fundamental non-equilibrium theories
that fall out the main scope of this thesis (see Publication list).
The first ligand investigated in this thesis (Thiocoraline) was known
to bis-intercalate DNA, and to interfere with DNA replication in in
vivo experiments. However, the main determinants of its binding to
DNA (e.g. sequence preferences, kinetics) remained largely contro-
versial. Consequently, Thiocoraline represented a good model system
in which the potentialities of force-spectroscopy techniques could
contribute to unravel key aspects of its binding pathway to DNA.
Pulling experiments shown in chapter 7 demonstrate that the kinet-
ics of bis-intercalation are remarkably slow, which allowed us to per-
form experiments in conditions of metastability. In this way we have
determined the elastic properties of bis-intercalated DNA without
the perturbing effects caused by force-enhanced intercalation present
in previous measurements. From the elasticity measurements, we
also extract equilibrium quantitates of the interaction by using clas-
sical models of nonspecific adsorption to an unidimensional lattice
(MGVH model). As kinetics are an essential determinant of most
therapeutic agents, we then focus in developing a methodology to
study the kinetics of low solubility ligands in the optical tweezers
setup (chapter 8). By combining DNA stretching and unzipping as-
says, we show the importance of using appropriate wash-off proto-
cols to perform accurate kinetic measurements. Remarkably, we find
that the kinetics of bis-intercalation are strongly force-dependent and
experiments performed at different conditions show the existence of a
mono-intercalated intermediate state. The observation of this binding
intermediate also pinpoints the kind of information that many times
remains hidden in bulk experiments but that can be accessed with
single-molecule techniques. In this case, the ability to apply forces
to the tethered DNA, allows to slow down the unbinding reaction
making easier to observe the two timescales present in the experi-
ments. The existence of such mono-intercalated intermediates had
been suspected since the nearly 80’s but was not observed in classi-
cal bulk assays. In this sense, the presented three-state model offers
a theoretical framework from which the kinetic rates of the reaction
can be extracted, and that could be useful to characterize other bis-
intercalators. Similarly, we show how DNA unzipping experiments
can be used to determine the binding sites of Thiocoraline, providing
a single-molecule footprinting technique able to recover the preferred
binding sequences of small ligands with 1 bp resolution (chapter 9).
This methodology is potentially very useful as it provides direct ac-
cess to the preferred binding sites due to its thermodynamic stabil-
ity. Moreover, single-molecule footprinting could be applied to other
complexes difficult to study in bulk such as transcription factors or
multi-protein complexes binding to DNA or RNA. In this sense, chap-
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ter 12 provides an overview on how this technique could be adapted
to a high-throughput platform to speed up measurements.
The combination of DNA stretching and unzipping assays devel-
oped to study Thiocoraline is then used in part iii to investigate
how Kahalalide F self-assembles and compacts DNA. In this sense,
optical tweezers experiments with Kahalalide F represent a more
complex enterprise than those with Thiocoraline, as the interplay be-
tween peptide-DNA interactions and peptide-peptide self-assembly
come also into play. In this set of experiments we provide the first ex-
perimental evidence that Kahalalide F self-assembles into positively-
charged nanometric particles able to bind and condense polyanions
such as DNA. This interaction can be used as a model system to
understand how electrostatic binding forces compete with the hy-
drophobic forces that drive aggregation and collapse. We show that
elasticity measurements can be used to follow the initial compaction
of the KF-DNA complex, and its subsequent stiffening and collapse
into a highly hydrophobic structure. The existence of these two phases
(electrostatic binding and hydrophobic collapse) is shown both in
time-controlled and distance-controlled experiments, and the electro-
static origin of the initial binding is confirmed using uncharged pep-
tide analogs. The combination of quantitative force-spectroscopy mea-
surements with AFM images of the complexes and other bulk tech-
niques (DLS, EM) provides a consistent picture of the compaction and
aggregation process. In this sense, a statistical analysis similar to that
previously used for DNA footprinting, can be combined with a model
based on kinetic traps to determine thermodynamic parameters of the
interaction such as the binding energies and barriers to disrupt the
peptide-DNA condensate. Again, these results can be complemented
with kinetic experiments similar to those performed for Thiocoraline,
in which we follow DNA condensation at different forces. Impor-
tantly, we also show how unzipping experiments can reveal binding
to ssDNA, and propose a simple methodology to study the elastic-
ity of ssDNA using DNA hairpins. We exploit this methodology to
understand how the stiffness of the polyanion affects the compaction
kinetics, and later on, we also show its utility to study the elastic-
ity of ssDNA under varying ionic conditions (Appendix A). Overall,
this part of the thesis, provides a more complex framework in which
the different experimental configurations, data analysis, and models
developed in part ii can be used to unravel aspects of an unusual
DNA-ligand interaction. This provides a first basis to investigate the
self-assembly of aggregating molecules with force-spectroscopy tech-
niques, which might be relevant to obtain quantitive data of molecu-
lar interactions related to neurodegenerative disorders (chapter 18).
Overall, in this thesis we show that single-molecule optical tweez-
ers experiments can be used to address different types of interactions
that arise between small ligands and DNA. We shows that elastic-
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ity measurements using DNA pulling experiments can be used to
characterize very different DNA-ligand interactions (i.e. intercalation,
condensation, aggregation). Similarly, we propose different combina-
tions of DNA stretching and unzipping assays able to tackle down
the different contributions to these molecular interactions for drugs
where more usual bulk techniques failed to do so. The experimental
results are combined with theoretical models from which quantita-
tive thermodynamic and kinetic parameters are obtained (e.g. free-
energies of binding, kinetic rates, barriers), and that also provide a
mechanistic model for the binding pathway of the ligands. We hope
that the broad spectrum of results presented here might contribute to
approach single-molecule force spectroscopy techniques to the chemi-
cal biology community; particularly, by developing new technologies
useful for the biochemical and pharmacological industry (e.g. single-
molecule footprinting) and encouraging quantitative approaches to
molecular aggregation processes that are biomedically important (e.g.
characterizing the interactome of amyloid-like peptides).
Part V
R E S U M D E L A T E S I
Quina petita pàtria
encercla el cementiri!
Aquesta mar, Sinera,
turons de pins i vinya,
pols de rials. No estimo
res més, excepte l’ombra
viatgera d’un núvol.
El lent record
dels dies
que són passats per sempre.
S. Espriu (Cementiri de Sinera)

R E S U M D E L A T E S I E N C ATA L A
Les tècniques de molècula individual permeten seguir les reaccions
biomoleculars amb una resolució sense precedents, proveint als cien-
tífics d’una sèrie d’instruments per a mesurar magnituds físiques i
investigar sistemes experimentals difícilment accesibles amb les tradi-
cionals mesures en volum (és a dir a on les mesures es realitzen amb
mols de reactiu). Particularment, les pinces òptiques permeten ma-
nipular i aplicar forces a molècules individuals i determinar-ne així
les seves propietats elàstiques i termodinàmiques.
L’atrapament òptic es basa en l’ús d’un feix làser focalitzat per exer-
cir una força òptica a les microesferes (diàmetre ∼ 3 µm), que queden
confinades a prop del punt focal a causa de la conservació del mo-
ment lineal. Els experiments de micromanipulació es realitzen unint
els extrems de la molècula que es vol estudiar a la superfícies de
dues microesferes diferents, podent així aplicar forces a la molècula
quan desplacem una microesfera respecte de l’altra. Per ancorar les
molècules a la superfície de les microesferes s’utilitzen unions molec-
ulars que tenen una alta afinitat (p.ex. enllaç biotina-estreptavidina).
Típicament els experiments amb pinces òptiques consisteixen en la
micromanipulació d’àcids nucleics (ADN, ARN) o proteïnes de forma
individual. Per exemple, una molècula d’ADN pot ésser estirada per
a estudiar-ne les propietats elàstiques, o oberta mecànicament (sepa-
rant les dues cadenes que formen la doble hèlix) per a mesurar les
energies lliures d’aparellament entre bases.
Un gran nombre d’agents anticancerígens tenen com a diana els
àcids nucleics, a on s’hi uneixen a fi i efecte de dur a terme la seva
acció citotòxica (p. ex. interferint amb processos cel·lulars essencials
com són la replicació, la transcripció o els mecanismes de reparació).
Per entendre el seu mecanisme d’acció és important conéixer en quines
posicions, amb quina afinitat, i amb quina cinètica s’uneixen a difer-
ents seqüències d’ADN. Els experiments de molècula individual amb
pinces òptiques permeten determinar la termodinàmica i cinètica d’unió
de molts d’aquests lligands, especialment aquells difícils de carac-
teritzar mitjançant mesures en volum. És per això que un dels objec-
tius principals d’aquesta tesi, ha estat aprofitar les potencialitats de
les mesures de molècula individual per a caracteritzar pèptids anti-
cancerígens poc solubles i difícils d’estudiar amb tècniques alterna-
tives: des de la cinètica i termodinàmica d’unió, a l’especificitat en
seqüència i la cinètica d’autoacoblament.
La Tiocoralina és un d’aquests pèptids, i s’uneix a l’ADN a través
d’un procés conegut com a bis-intercalació. Els intercalants són petits
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compostos planars que s’uneixen a l’ADN insertant-se entre parells
de bases adjacents. En un bis-intercalant dos d’aquests anells inter-
calants es troben unitats per una cadena flexible, i la molècula per
tant s’insereix entre dos parells de bases consecutius (de forma sim-
ilar a una grapa), desenrotllant i allargant l’ADN una distància ∼6.8
Å. Tot i que es sap que la Tiocoralina interfereix amb la replicació de
l’ADN in vivo, el seu mecanisme específic d’unió continua sent poc
conegut.
Els experiments amb pinces òptiques mostren que la cinètica d’inter-
calació és molt lenta (hores) i que té una forta dependència amb la
força: mentre que l’aplicació de força accelera la unió del lligand,
també n’alenteix la cinètica de sortida. Combinant els experiments
d’estirament molecular amb els d’obertura mecànica de l’ADN mos-
trem la importància d’utilitzar protocols de neteja apropiats per a dur
a terme aquestes mesures cinètiques de forma acurada. Així mateix,
experiments cinètics duts a terme en diferents condicions, mostren
que la unió de la Tiocoralina succeeix a través d’un estat intermedi
mono-intercalat que causa la cinètica extremadament lenta del lli-
gand. La observació d’aquest intermedi remarca el tipus d’informació
que molts cops roman inaccesible en la majoria de mesures en volum,
però que pot ser observat amb tècniques de molècula individual. A
través de la observació d’aquest intermedi, es desenvolupa un model
cinètic de tres estats que permet explicar totes les observacions experi-
mentals i que pot ser d’utilitat per a caracterizar altres bis-intercalants.
La cinètica extremadament lenta de la Tiocoralina, també permet car-
acteritzar les propietats elàstiques de l’ADN bis-intercalat. Mesures
prèvies d’aquests paràmetres es trobaven afectades pel fet que el
nombre d’intercalants units depèn fortament en la força aplicada,
conduint a conclusions errònies. En el cas de la Tiocoralina, es po-
den realitzar experiments d’estirament molecular fins a forces altes
en condicions de metastabilitat, i obtenir-ne així les seves propietats
elàstiques de forma acurada. D’aquestes mesures, també n’extreiem
paràmetres d’equilibri de la interacció utilitzant models d’absorció
no-específica en una xarxa unidimensional (model de McGhee i Von
Hippel). Així mateix, també mostrem que els experiments d’obertura
mecànica de l’ADN es poden utilitzar per a determinar les seqüències
d’unió preferides de la Tiocoralina anb una resolució d’un parell de
bases, obtenint així “l’empremta” molecular del lligand a través d’una
tècnica de molècula individual. Aquesta metodologia té la singulari-
tat de mostrar les seqüències preferides del lligand en base a la seva
estabilitat termodinàmica i sense requerir l’ús d’enzims o mètodes
radioactius. Així mateix mostrem que la tècnica es pot paral·lelitzar
mitjançant instrumentació de pinces magnètiques, i que per tant po-
dria tenir potencials aplicacions per estudiar factors de transcripció
o complexos multi-moleculars difícils de caracteritzar amb mètodes
convencionals.
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Aquesta combinació d’experiments d’estirament molecular i d’ober-
tura mecànica de l’ADN també es pot utilitzar per seguir el procés
d’autoacoblament del pèptid Kahalalide F, i la compactació que aquest
indueix a l’ADN. En aquest cas, els experiments amb pinces òptiques
amb el Kahalalide F representen una empresa més complexa que
amb la Tiocoralina, ja que hi ha un equilibri entre les interaccions
d’unió pèptid-ADN i les interaccions d’agregació i autoacoblament
pèptid-pèptid. En aquesta sèrie d’experiments obtenim la primera de-
mostració experimental que el Kahalalide F forma partícules nano-
mètriques carregades positivament que poden unir-se i condensar
polianions com l’ADN. Aquesta interacció per tant pot ser utilitzada
com un sistema model per entendre com les forces electrostàtiques
d’unió competeixen amb les forces hidrofòbiques que porten a l’agre-
gació i el col·lapse. Les mesures d’elasticitat mostren que la inter-
acció té dues fases: una compactació inicial d’origen electrostàtic, i
una subsegüent rigidificació i col·lapse del complex en una estruc-
tura altament hidrofòbica. L’existència d’aquestes dues fases (unió
electrostàtica i col·lapse hidrofòbic) es pot observar tant en exper-
iments en què s’utilitza la distància o el temps com a paràmetre
de control. Així mateix, experiments realitzats a diferents concentra-
cions de sal, i amb anàlegs del pèptid no-carregat, mostren l’origen
electrostàtic de la interacció. La combinació de mesures quantitatives
d’espectroscòpia de forces amb imatges de microscopia de força atò-
mica i tècniques complementàries, proporcionen un marc consistent
del procés d’agregació i compactació. La modelització dels resultats
experimentals mitjançant un model de trampes cinètiques permet de-
terminar paràmetres termodinàmics de la interacció com són l’energia
d’unió i la barrera cinètica per a separar el complex. Aquests resultats
es complementen amb experiments cinètics per seguir la condensació
de l’ADN a diferents forces, i amb experiments d’obertura mecànica
de l’ADN que mostren que el Kahalalide F també interactua amb
la cadena simple d’ADN. A fi d’entendre aquesta interacció en de-
tall, proposem una tècnica senzilla per a estudiar l’elasticitat de la ca-
dena simple d’ADN mitjançant els experiments d’obertura mecànica.
Primerament utilitzem aquesta metodologia per a estudiar l’efecte de
la rigidesa del polianió en la cinètica de compactació, i posteriorment
demostrem que aquest mètode permet estudiar les propietats elàs-
tiques de la cadena simple d’ADN en diferents condicions iòniques.
En conjunt, aquests resultats constitueixen una primera base per a
estudiar els processos d’agregació i autoacoblament molecular mit-
jançant tècniques d’espectroscòpia de forces. Aquestes tècniques po-
den ser particularment rellevants per a obtenir informació quantita-
tiva d’interaccions moleculars relacionades amb malalties neurode-
generatives. En aquest sentit, la utilitat de la metodologia desenvolu-
pada, s’explora amb pèptids amiloides relacionats amb la malaltia
d’Alzheimer.

Part VI
A P P E N D I X

CHAPTER A
E L A S T I C P R O P E RT I E S O F d s D N A A N D s s D N A
M O L E C U L E S
a.1 elastic models of linear polymers
a.1.1 Freely Jointed Chain (FJC) model
The simplest model to treat the elasticity of a long, linear polymer
is the Freely Jointed Chain (FJC) model. In this model the molecule
is considered as a chain of perfectly stiff subunits that are linked to-
gether by totally free hinges (allowing free rotations in all directions)
(Figure 69a). In the FJC model, the energy EFJC of the chain in the
presence of an external force ~F in the zˆ direction is given by:
EFJC({tˆi}) = −
N∑
i
Fbtˆi · zˆ = −Fb
N∑
i
cos θi (48)
where each of the N monomers has a length b and points in the
direction of tˆi.
The molecule explores its configurational space due to thermal fluc-
tuations, and in the absence of external forces it performs a random
walk as all configurations have an equal energy. However, when an
external force is applied to its ends, there is a free energy cost as-
sociated with forcing the chain to adopt an entropically less likely
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Figure 69: Sketch of the FJC and WLC models. (a) The FJC model represents the
polymer as a collection of N identical uncorrelated segments of length b, each point-
ing in the direction of the vector tˆi and forming and angle θi with the direction of
the stretching force zˆ. (b) The WLC model represent the polymer as a continuous
elastic chain that has a bending rigidity, and whose configuration can be described
in terms of the position vector ~r(s) along its contour length s.
conformation. The partition function of the system is then obtained
by integrating over all possible configurations:
ZN =
N∏
i
∫2pi
0
dφi
∫pi
0
eFb cosθi/kBT sin θidθi = 4pi
kBT
Fb
sinh
(
Fb
kBT
)
(49)
From this result, the average end-to-end distance 〈z〉 along the stretch-
ing direction can be directly found:
〈z〉 = kBT ∂ lnZN
∂F
= Nb
[
coth
(
Fb
kBT
)
−
kBT
Fb
]
(50)
This force-extension relation for the entropic elasticity of a polymer
that follows the FJC model is usually expressed as:
x(F) = Lc
[
coth
(
Flk
kBT
)
−
kBT
Flk
]
(51)
where x is the end-to-end distance in the direction of the applied force
F, Lc is the molecular contour length (Lc = Nb), and lk is the Kuhn
length (lk = b) of the characteristic monomer.
As the monomers are inextensible, at a high stretching force the
polymer become fully aligned and the molecular extension x satu-
rates at the contour length value Lc. However, real polymers have
a certain deformability and can be extended beyond their contour
length. The FJC model can be modified to account for this extensibil-
ity by introducing a stretch modulus S:
x(f) = Lc
[
coth
(
Flk
kBT
)
−
kBT
Flk
](
1+
F
S
)
(52)
The FJC model is well-suited to characterise flexible polymers that
have a low bending energy (Ebend << kBT ) such as ssDNA. In this
case, a fit of an experimental FEC to the model yields values of lk
that are similar to the the characteristic monomer length (e.g. the in-
terphosphate distance for ssDNA), reflecting that the model gives a
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good physical description of the polymer. However, for stiffer poly-
mers such as dsDNA, where base-stacking interactions and hydrogen
bonds stabilise the double helix conformation, this model does not fit
well the experimental FECs even if a larger effective lk is used. For
such molecules, a model that accounts for the bending rigidity of the
polymer must be used.
a.1.2 Worm Like Chain (WLC) model
The WLC is a semi-flexible polymer model that describes the molecule
as a continuous inextensible rod (Figure 69b) that requires a certain
energy to be bent. Therefore the model considers that the energy of
the stretched polymer is given by an integral of two terms: the resis-
tance of the chain to bending, and the previous entropic term due to
the application of a force F that aligns the molecule [279]:
EWLC =
∫Lc
0
(
A
2
∣∣∣∣dtˆ(s)ds
∣∣∣∣2 − F cos θ(s)
)
ds (53)
where tˆ(s) is the unit tangent vector to the chain and cos(s) is the
angle between tˆ(s) and zˆ. In this model, the persistence length lp
is the parameter that controls the elasticity of the polymer and is
related to the factor A of the bending energy through: lp = A/kbT .
Consequently, lp gives a measure of how susceptible is the molecule
to bending by thermal fluctuations, and is the characteristic length
defining the correlation distance of the polymer at zero force (< tˆ(0) ·
tˆ(s) >∼ e−|s|/lp).
The partition function Z can then be calculated to derive a force-
extension relation analogously as done for the FJC model. However,
the resulting expression can not be solved analytically, and data is
usually fitted by means of the interpolation formula proposed by
Marko and Siggia [280, 281]:
F(x) =
kbT
lp
[
1
4(1− x/Lc)2
−
1
4
+
x
Lc
]
(54)
This model fits well dsDNA in the low force regime (F > 10pN)
but fails at higher forces due to the deformability of the DNA double
helix, that can be extended over its contour length. As done for the
FJC model, we can introduce a stretch modulus S that accounts for
the extensibility of the monomers. This is done by replacing the total
contour length Lc by a term Lc(1 + F/S). This enthalpic correction
gives the extensible WLC model that describes well the experimental
FECs of dsDNA up to forces of < 50pN:
F(x) =
kbT
lp
[
1
4(1− x/Lc + F/S)2
−
1
4
+
x
Lc
−
F
S
]
(55)
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Figure 70: From FDCs to FECs. (a) Schematics of the set-up. The total measured
distance (position of the optical trap) is expressed as the sum of the molecular exten-
sion (x), the trap elastic contribution (xtrap), and a constant offset (x0) that includes
all other contributions. (b) In a typical DNA pulling/unzipping experiment the FDC
is measured (gray). Conversion from distance to molecular extension is done by sub-
tracting first the compliance of the optical trap xtrap (purple), and then the distance
offset x0 (blue).
Finally, both the inextensible and extensible interpolation formulas
of the WLC model can be improved by adding a polynomial correc-
tion O(x/Lc)7 that reduces the error below 0.01% [248]. This is the
expression of the WLC formula used throughout this thesis that we
synthesize below:
F(l) =
kBT
Lp
(
1
4(1− l)2
−
1
4
+ l+
i67∑
i=2
αil
i
)
(56)
l = x/l0 − F/S(extensible)
l = x/l0(inextensible)
a.2 from experimental fdcs to fecs
In the minitweezers set-up we obtain a direct measurement of the
force applied to the tethered molecule (F) and of the relative position
of the optical trap (xtrap). Relative displacements of the position of
the optical trap are directly measured from the deflection of the laser
beam by means of position sensing detectors (PSD’s) with an accu-
racy of 1 nm. To infer the absolute molecular extension of the tethered
molecule (end-to-end distance x) the measured distance must be cor-
rected by two factors. First the elastic contribution of the optical trap
must be subtracted to obtain the relative molecular extension; then
the absolute molecular extension is inferred by subtracting a distance
offset x0 (Figure 70a).
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Figure 71: Trap stiffness determination. Power spectral density distribution of force
fluctuations using a bead sized 3 µm in diameter. Ten seconds output was recorded
at 50 kHz. An exponential average is shown in dark blue, and a fit to Eq. 57 in red.
a.2.1 Trap stiffness correction and zero-force baseline
In the explored range of forces, the optical trap is well described by
an harmonic well (V ∼ 12kx
2
trap). Consequently, the optical trap com-
pliance can be corrected by subtracting the quantity F/k (where k is
the trap stiffness) from the distance measurement (Figure 70b).
The trap stiffness can be determined by recording the Brownian
motion of the trapped bead at 50 kHz with a high-frequency data
acquisition system directly connected to the electronic board of the
optical tweezers as described in [257]. The power spectrum of the
force fluctuations is calculated using a fast fourier transform (FFT)
algorithm (Figure 71), and fitted to the following Lorentzian:
< ∆F2(ω) >=
2kBTk
2
γ(w2c +w
2)
(57)
where k is the trap stiffness, γ is the drag coefficient (γ = 6piηR for
a spherical particle), and wc is the corner frequency (wc = k/γ). The
fits are performed using a Levenberg-Marquadt algorithm with free-
parameters k and γ. Using this method the trap stiffness was found
to be 0.07± 0.005 pN/nm (N=6 beads).
The force measurement is not completely homogenous when the
optical trap is moved over a long distance range using the “wigglers”
(i.e. piezoelectric actuators that bend the tip of the optical fiber). Con-
sequently, a zero-force baseline that can be subtracted to the data is
usually recorded by moving a trapped bead along the full distance
range (∼10 µm) in the pulling direction (Figure 72). Force deviations
from the zero value are small (typically below 2 pN) and are only
important for pulling experiments involving long DNA constructs (a
few µm long). In the experiments shown in this thesis, this correc-
tion is only relevant to perform accurate elasticity measurements of
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Figure 72: Zero-force baseline. A trapped bead is moved along the full range of the
piezoelectric actuators to measure the zero-force baseline. Data is recorded at 1 kHz
(light blue), filtered to 10 Hz (dark blue) and fitted to a polynomial function (red).
Pulling speed 200 nm/s
dsDNA and ssDNA. Particularly, the high non-linearity of the elastic
response of dsDNA (see Figure 70b) makes very important to sub-
tract this zero-force correction to the FECs. In fact, to fit the FECs of
dsDNA to the WLC model, we also added an extra fitting parame-
ter f0 that could take values between ±0.5 pN. This fitting parameter
allows to fine tune the total shift of this zero-force correction, and
provides more consistent fits to the WLC model.
a.2.2 Relative molecular extension correction for ssDNA
To determine the distance offset in the unzipping and ssDNA experi-
ments, the zero extension is found by bringing the two beads in close
contact. This corresponds to x = 0 nm, and the DNA hairpin should
be fully formed at this extension. Then the DNA hairpin is unzipped
at a slow pulling speed (6 100 nm/s). The DNA unzipping pattern
is a fingerprint of the DNA sequence, and therefore we can deter-
mine if the DNA molecule was tethered in an optimal configuration
by checking that the full unzipping pattern of the molecule is seen.
The distance offset can then be corrected, or the molecule directly
discarded if the initial region of the hairpin is not visible due to non-
optimal tethering. This allows us to determine the absolute molecular
extension with an accuracy below 5%. For experiments with the long
DNA hairpin (6.8 kb), the contribution of the DNA handles and the
blocking loop oligo to the total molecular extension is omitted as
it corresponds to approximately 20 nm (well below 1% of the total
molecular extension).
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a.2.3 Relative molecular extension correction for dsDNA
Similarly, for the DNA stretching experiments, the absolute molecu-
lar extension can be found by bringing the two beads in close con-
tact. However in this set-up it is very likely to obtain multiple tethers
while the two beads are close to each other. For these experiments a
video-based method is preferred. The absolute molecular extension
is obtained by measuring the bead-to-bead distance from the CCD
camera images. The measurement is usually performed at a constant
force of 5-10 pN, and the value determined in this way is used to cor-
rect the relative measurement distance obtained from the light-lever
measurement. Indeed, at some point it would be interesting to imple-
ment a bead-tracking system to automatize this alternative method
to measure molecular extensions.
Still, for the DNA stretching experiments included in this thesis
it was not always needed to perform such offset measurements. The
half λ-DNA molecules used for these experiments were synthesized
by attaching to each end of the DNA molecule short oligonucleotides
labelled with digoxigenins or biotins. This method allows to know
with higher accuracy the expected contour length of the tethered
DNA molecule, at a price of a lower linkage strength than by using
PCR-based methods. By assuming a 0.32 nm/bp distance, the contour
length of the DNA molecule l0 can be inferred, and the offset x0 ob-
tained from a fit to the WLC model (Eq. 551) using as free parameters
lp, x0 and S.
a.3 elastic properties of ssdna at monovalent and diva-
lent salt conditions
Understanding the elastic behavior of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)
is of great relevance because of its major role in many biological pro-
cesses, such as replication, recombination, repair, transcription and
transposition of DNA [282]. In particular characterizing its elastic
response and the formation of secondary structure is an important
task in comprehending its physicochemical properties. Despite the
large number of papers in the single molecule field, the existing lit-
erature addressing the mechanical properties of ssDNA is scarce es-
pecially when compared to that focused on dsDNA [283]. Probably
this is due to the fact that ssDNA is difficult to manipulate because
it folds into non-specific secondary structures [284], and binds to sur-
faces (e.g. glass, polystyrene) due to the hydrophobicity of the ex-
posed bases [285, 286, 287, 288]. Using the blocking oligo approach
explained in section 15.2.1 we have studied the elastic properties of ss-
1 were x is replaced by x− x0
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Figure 73: FEC of 13-kb ssDNA at varying salt conditions. (a) FEC at varying NaCl
conditions: 10 mM (black), 25 mM (red), 50 mM (green), 100 mM (blue), 250 mM
(purple), 500 mM (orange), 1000 mM (yellow). In the inset, pictorial representation
showing how the formation of secondary structure reduces the apparent contour
length of the molecule (dashed lines). (b) FEC at varying MgCl2 conditions: 0.5 mM
(black), 1 mM (red), 2 mM (green), 4 mM (blue), 10 mM (orange). Both figures show
two release cycles at each condition to illustrate the variability between experiments.
Data is obtained at a pulling speed of ∼30 nm/s and filtered at 2 Hz bandwidth.
DNA under varying monovalent and divalent salt conditions2 [197].
This knowledge contributes to a better understanding of the elastic
parameters describing ssDNA and should be most useful to extract
the base pairing free energies of dsDNA in the presence of divalent
ions from mechanical unzipping experiments.
The FEC of a 13-kb ssDNA molecule in the presence of a varying
concentration of monovalent ions (NaCl) is show in Figure 73a. At
low forces (< 10 pN) and high salt (> 100 mM) a plateau compatible
with the formation of secondary structure is observed [289, 290]. The
formation of secondary structure at low forces reduces the effective
length of the tethered molecule (Figure 73a, pictorial draw), leading
to the observed force plateau. The increase in the height of the plateau
at higher salt concentration shows that base pairing is stabilized with
salt [291]. Moreover, at high salt concentration the Debye screening
length becomes shorter (' 0.3 nm at 1 M NaCl), and DNA-backbone
electrostatic self-repulsion cannot prevent non-native base pair for-
mation. In experiments performed with a varying concentration of
divalent ions (Figure 73b) a similar trend is observed, although the
relative height of the plateau is larger than for monovalent ions. For
instance, at 10 mM MgCl2 the height of the plateau is comparable to
2 Experiments with monovalent ions were performed at room temperature (25◦C) in
a buffer containing TE pH7.5 (Tris.HCl 10 mM, EDTA 1 mM), 0.01% NaN3 and a
varying concentration of NaCl (10, 25, 50, 100, 250, 500 and 1000 mM). Experiments
with divalent ions were performed at 25◦C in a buffer containing 10mM Tris.HCl,
pH 7.5, 0.01% NaN3 and a varying concentration of MgCl2 (0.5, 1, 2, 4, 10 mM). An
additional amount of 8 mM of monovalent cations contributed by the buffer (Tris
protonation and NaN3) must be added to all NaCl concentrations and considered
as potentially competing with divalent cations in the MgCl2 case. However, as dis-
cussed below, the latter effect turns out to be negligible in the range of divalent salt
concentrations studied in this paper.
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Figure 74: Elastic response and fit to the WLC model at various salt conditions. (a)
FEC at varying NaCl concentrations (black) and fit to the inextensible WLC model
(red). (b) FEC at varying MgCl2 concentrations (black) and fit to the inextensible
WLC model (red). Data is obtained at a pulling speed of ∼30 nm/s and filtered at
400 Hz bandwidth. Fits are performed on the force range 10-40 pN.
that observed for 1 M NaCl. Moreover, for MgCl2 the plateau extends
down to lower extensions (6 4 µm) falling to zero force more steeply
at very low extensions. This effect is neat at high divalent salt con-
ditions (Figure 73b); in contrast, in the other extreme conditions, the
equivalent FECs at low monovalent salt for NaCl (e.g. 10 mM) hardly
exhibit a plateau (Figure 73a).
To quantify the elastic properties of ssDNA, we fitted the FECs to
the inextensible WLC model (Eq. 54) using the persistence length lp
and contour length Lc of the molecule as fitting parameters (Figure 74
and Table 3). Even if our molecular construct contains a short stretch
of dsDNA (88-bp) serially linked to the ssDNA, the contribution of
these dsDNA parts to the measured elastic response of the ssDNA
is expected to be negligible (less than 1%) due to its much higher
stiffness (50-fold per base pair) and much shorter length. FECs have
been fitted in the range 10-40 pN in order to avoid the presence of
secondary structure. In fact secondary structure formation should be
suppressed at forces above 10-15 pN, large enough to unzip DNA.
The WLC model describes well the curves in the range of the fit, but
fails to describe the FEC at forces lower than 10 pN. In particular at
these forces, the formation of secondary structure induces positive
force deviations from the WLC at concentrations that are > 100 mM
for monovalent salt and in the whole range of divalent salt concen-
trations. Moreover, at monovalent salt concentrations that are < 50
mM, some negative deviations at forces < 10 pN are also observed.
These can be attributed to excluded volume effects [290, 292, 293].
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[NaCl] lp St.Dev. Lc St.Err.
(mM) (nm) (nm) (nm/base) (nm/base)
10 1.19 0.06 0.68 0.02
25 1.04 0.06 0.69 0.02
50 0.99 0.05 0.68 0.02
100 0.87 0.04 0.69 0.03
250 0.81 0.04 0.69 0.03
500 0.78 0.04 0.69 0.02
1000 0.76 0.05 0.70 0.02
[MgCl2] lp St.Dev. Lc St.Err.
(mM) (nm) (nm) (nm/base) (nm/base)
0.5 0.93 0.06 0.69 0.03
1 0.86 0.04 0.69 0.02
2 0.78 0.04 0.70 0.02
4 0.79 0.05 0.70 0.02
10 0.75 0.04 0.70 0.02
Table 3: Elastic parameters of ssDNA obtained from a fit of the FECs to the WLC
model (lp and l0) at varying NaCl and MgCl2 concentrations. A fixed amount of 8
mM of monovalent salt contributed by the buffer must be added to each condition.
In fact, at low concentrations, the Debye length can be larger than
the persistence length of ssDNA so electrostatic repulsion between
different DNA segments inhibits the bending of the filament. Finally,
in the explored range of forces, using the extensible WLC (Eq. 55)
does not appreciably improve the fits and the discrepancy on the
parameters is below 3% for lp and 1% for Lc. The FECs have also
been fitted to the extensible FJC model (Eq. 52) in the same range
of forces (Figure 75 and Table 4). Similarly to previous studies [249],
fits of the FECs were performed by fixing the contour length to the
crystallographic length l of ssDNA (l = 0.57 nm or Lc=7857 nm for
a 13650 bases molecule) [290], and using the Kuhn length lk and
stretch modulus S as fitting parameters. Our values for the Kuhn
length (Table 4) agree with those previously reported, which fall in
the range 1.5-1.6 nm at [NaCl]=150 mM and in phosphate buffered
saline (PBS) [249, 294, 295, 296]. The stretch modulus shows a non-
linear trend with concentration and ranges between 650-850 pN, be-
ing also compatible with previous results [249, 294, 295]. Moreover,
the values that we found for the Kuhn length and persistence length
using both models follow the relation lK = 2lp , as expected for semi-
flexible polymer models when the value of lp is comparable to the
segment length l.
It is known that the persistence length lp of a semi-flexible polymer
can be expressed as the sum of two terms:
lp = l
0
p + l
el
p (58)
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Figure 75: Elastic response and fit to the FJC model at various salt conditions.
(a) FEC at varying NaCl concentrations (black) and fit to the extensible FJC model
(red). (b) FEC at varying MgCl2 concentrations (black) and fit to the extensible FJC
model (red). Data is obtained at a pulling speed of ∼30 nm/s and filtered at 400 Hz
bandwidth. Fits are performed on the force range 10-40 pN.
where l0p is the intrinsic persistence length and lelp is an electrostatic
contribution that depends on the Debye screening length and con-
sequently on the inverse of the square root concentration of ions in
solution (lelp ∝ 1[Ion]ν/2 ) [297, 298, 299, 300, 301]. Figure 76a shows lp
as a function of the inverse of the squared root of salt concentration.
Remarkably, we observe a linear dependence for both types of salts
that collapse into a single linear trend if a factor of 100 between both
ions is considered (FEC[MgCl2] ∼FEC100[NaCl]).
These results confirm the hypothesis that magnesium is roughly
100 times more efficient than sodium in non-specifically screening
DNA and affecting the elastic properties of ssDNA. As has been previ-
ously suggested [302], such factor between monovalent and divalent
salt concentrations cannot be explained by a Debye-Hückel picture
of a diffuse cloud of screening counterions. However using strongly
correlated liquid models of counterion/macroions interaction [303] a
factor ranging from 50 to 200 is expected [302]. If we perform a fit
with ν as a fitting parameter we then obtain ν=1.15±0.25 in the case
of NaCl and ν=1.65±0.85 in the case of MgCl2. Our results are in
agreement with previous force spectroscopy measurements obtained
by chemical denaturation of a 3-kb dsDNA molecule (Figure 76a, blue
circles), albeit the present method provides significantly lower stan-
dard errors. These findings are also consistent with those reported in
the folding of a ribozyme [304], and in pulling experiments of RNA
hairpins [305, 306]. Figure 76a also shows the results of a fit with ν=1.
For both salts, a value of l0p equal to 0.7 nm is obtained. This value
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[NaCl] LK St.Dev. S St.Dev.
(mM) (nm) (nm) (pN) (pN)
10 1.91 0.04 760 50
25 1.78 0.06 670 50
50 1.68 0.05 700 50
100 1.55 0.04 630 70
250 1.43 0.06 707 60
500 1.38 0.05 710 50
1000 1.31 0.06 850 100
[MgCl2] LK St.Dev. S St.Dev.
(mM) (nm) (nm) (pN) (pN)
0.5 1.59 0.06 710 60
1 1.50 0.03 700 50
2 1.41 0.03 630 60
4 1.41 0.05 670 50
10 1.34 0.04 710 60
Table 4: Elastic parameters of ssDNA obtained from a fit of the FECs to the extensible
FJC model (lk, S) at varying NaCl and MgCl2 concentrations. A fixed amount of 8
mM of monovalent salt contributed by the buffer must be added to each condition.
is in good agreement with the previously reported values for single-
stranded nucleic acids, in particular for poly-U (0.67 nm) [307, 301]
and for chemically denatured ssDNA (0.6 nm) [293, 292].
Interestingly enough these results show that divalent cations have
a notably greater effect in screening electrostatic charge than mono-
valent ions, as has been observed in previous thermal- and tension-
induced base-pair melting experiments. Indeed, the intrinsic persis-
tence length is ∼ 0.7 nm for both types of salt and the effectivity of
divalent cations in screening electrostatic interactions appears to be
100-fold as compared to monovalent salt, in line with what has been
recently reported for single-stranded RNA [305]. The values of the
Kuhn length obtained from the extensible FJC model display a simi-
lar behaviour (Figure 76b), in agreement with these findings. The con-
tour length of the ssDNA shows a weak dependence with salt concen-
tration (Table 4), suggesting that the variation of the ionic force of the
medium does not affect the conformation of the sugars in the force
range explored; in fact, a fraction of the deoxyriboses could inter-
convert from C3 ′-endo (interphospate distance 0.6 nm) to C2 ′-endo
conformation (interphospate distance 0.7 nm) resulting in a change
in the contour length [308, 309]. The WLC is sufficient to describe
phenomenologically the elastic behaviour of ssDNA at forces below
40 pN but only if the contour length of the ssDNA is a fitting param-
eter to the elastic model. In contrast, if we fix the contour length of
the ssDNA using the crystallographic interphosphate distance, then
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Figure 76: Salt dependence of ssDNA elastic parameters. (a) Persistence length val-
ues for ssDNA at different salt conditions in NaCl (black squares) and MgCl2 (red
diamonds). In blue circles we show data obtained from [62]. Magnesium concentra-
tions along the x-axis have been multiplied by a factor 100. Solid black and dashed
red lines correspond to the linear fits to NaCl and MgCl2 data. The parameters ob-
tained from the fit lp=l0p+A·[Ion]−0.5 are: l0p= 0.68±0.04 and A= 2.19±0.10 (χ2=0.67)
in the case of NaCl; and l0p=0.70±0.04 and A= 1.6±0.6 (χ2=0.70) in the case of MgCl2.
(b) Kuhn length and stretching modulus (Inset) of ssDNA versus salt concentration
for NaCl (black squares) and MgCl2 (red diamonds) in normal-log scale. Magnesium
concentrations have been multiplied by a factor 100.
we must use an extensible model (such as the extensible FJC) to accu-
rately fit the FECs.
a.3.1 Secondary structure formation in ssDNA
The blocking oligonucleotide used to inhibit the formation of the hair-
pin (see section 15.2.1) does not prevent the formation of non-native
secondary structure at low enough forces (which are driven by stack-
ing and base pairing interactions). In fact, the shoulder observed in
the FECs at high salt concentrations suggests that ssDNA collapses
in a condensed phase. This effect is more prominent in the presence
of divalent cations indicating the successful coordinated action of the
doubly charged cations to bring distal segments of ssDNA close to
each other.
Despite the fact that we do not have a phenomenological model
describing this condensed phase, the large number of structural mo-
tifs that can be formed and their low energetic stability produces a
soft shoulder in the FEC without any visible force rips. The compe-
tition between the large number of possible configurations that can
be formed in such condensed phase suggests that configurational en-
tropy (rather than enthalpy) is the main driving force toward the for-
mation of secondary structure that prevents the reformation of the na-
tive hairpin. Several effects contribute to the soft shoulder observed in
the FEC: the large flexibility of the ssDNA due to its low persistence
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Figure 77: Secondary structure formation. (a) Fraction of unpaired ssDNA bases as
a function of force at different NaCl concentrations: 50 mM (green), 100 mM (blue),
250 mM (purple), 500 mM (orange), 1000 mM (yellow). Dashed lines are fits to Eq.
59. (b) Fraction of unpaired ssDNA bases as a function to Eq. 59. (c) Fraction of the
unpaired bases at zero force φ(0) at different NaCl (black squares) and MgCl2 (red
diamonds) concentrations. Magnesium concentrations are multiplied by a factor 100.
Lines are fits to the power law dependence, φ(0) ∝ (c− c∗)−γ.
length; the so-called compensation effect between different structural
motifs that unfold/fold independently due to thermal forces; and the
low cooperativity of the unfolding/folding transition expected for
such motifs.
In order to have a quantitative measure of the fraction of ssDNA
that forms secondary structure, we used the WLC model to estimate
the effective contour length LEffc as a function of force. For each FEC
we extracted the effective contour length by fixing the value of the per-
sistence length to that obtained by fitting the elastic response in the
range 10-40 pN. If the WLC model were to describe well the whole
range of measured forces, the effective contour length would be equal
to the one measured in the force range 10-40 pN (L10−40c ) and should
not depend on force even at low forces. The fraction of unpaired ss-
DNA bases is then simply given by the ratio φ(f) = L
Eff
c (f)
L10−40c
(Figure
77a, b).
Below 50 mM NaCl, LEffc increases at forces lower than 5 pN and
the fraction φ(f) becomes greater than 1 (data not shown). This odd
result indicates the inadequacy of the WLC model in this regime and
is related to excluded volume effects that become prominent at low
salt concentration. Above 100 mM NaCl, and in all explored concen-
trations of divalent salt, LEffc decreases with decreasing force. We at-
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Table 5: Parameters obtained from a fit to Eq. 59 of the curves presented in Figure
77a,b. For the NaCl case a fixed amount of 9 mM of salt concentration from the
buffer must be added at each condition.
[NaCl] f∗ δ φ(0)
(mM) (pN) (pN)
100 0.440 2.090 0.448
250 3.6 1.75 0.313
500 4.850 1.637 0.049
1000 5.322 1.520 0.029
[MgCl2] f
∗ δ φ(0)
(mM) (pN) (pN)
0.5 0.625 1.958 0.421
1 2.270 2.070 0.250
2 3.310 1.580 0.110
4 4.899 1.610 0.046
10 5.681 1.430 0.018
tribute this feature to the formation of secondary structure. At low
forces (< 5 pN), the higher the salt concentration the shorter the ef-
fective contour length, meaning that at high monovalent salt concen-
tration (or in presence of divalent salt) the fraction of paired bases
increases. At the lowest measured forces (1-2 pN), the fraction of un-
paired bases can reach up to 10-20% at the highest salt concentrations
(namely 1 M of NaCl and 10 mM of MgCl2).
In order to extract the fraction of unpaired bases at zero force, φ(0),
we fit data to the following phenomenological formula,
φ(f) =
1
1+ exp [−
(
f−f∗
δ
)
]
(59)
where f∗ is the critical force at which half of the nucleotides are paired
while δ is a measure of the width of the force region in which ssDNA
starts to form secondary structure. An analogous exponential depen-
dence of the fraction of secondary structures has been suggested on
the basis of mesoscopic models that take into account the formation
of multiple and degenerate structures [310]. Fits to the experimental
data using Eq. 59 are shown in Figure 77, and summarized in Table 5.
For both monovalent and divalent ions, f∗ increases whereas the
fraction of unpaired bases at zero force, φ(0), decreases with salt con-
centration, as expected. Figure 77c shows φ(0) as a function of salt
concentration. At both 1 M of NaCl and 10 mM of MgCl2 φ(0) has al-
most reached the minimal value of 0, meaning that at zero force and
high salt almost all bases contribute to secondary structure formation.
The dependence of φ(0) with salt concentration can be described by
a power law ∝ (c− c∗)−γ where c∗ stands for a critical concentration
and γ > 0 is an exponent. From the fit (Figure 77c) one gets γ ≈ 1 for
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both monovalent and divalent salt, but with a different value of c∗ (65
mM and 0 mM for NaCl and MgCl2). At high c we find f
∗ > δ mean-
ing that we can approximate φ(0) in Eq. 59 by exp(−f∗/δ) showing
that f∗ increases logarithmically with c, as indicated in the results of
Table 5.
Both the elasticity measurements and the secondary structure for-
mation in ssDNA shown in these sections rely on a trade-off between
filament flexibility and electrostatics. Electrostatic repulsion between
phosphate groups along the backbone stiffens the filament. Upon in-
creasing salt concentration, the backbone self-repulsion is screened
and hence its persistence length decreases. Moreover, the higher the
salt, the larger the screening of the backbone, facilitating base pair
formation. Overall, these effects contribute to the formation of non-
native secondary structure. As a further step, it would be very inter-
esting to apply this technique to study the FEC in presence other
kind of cations both monovalent and divalent, such as potassium
and calcium, or even multivalent cations such as hexamine cobalt
compounds and polyamines. Finally, a deeper understanding of the
kinetics and thermodynamics of non-specific secondary structure for-
mation could be obtained by applying the present methodology to
investigate ssDNA molecules of varying length and basepair compo-
sition.
CHAPTER B
M I C R O F L U I D I C S E T- U P F O R D N A - L I G A N D
E X P E R I M E N T S I N T H E M I N I T W E E Z E R S
This thesis focuses on the use of optical tweezers to investigate bind-
ing reactions between ligands (e.g. peptides, proteins, organic dyes)
and nucleic acids. In many of such experiments one wants to tether a
DNA/RNA molecule in ligand-free buffer, characterize the tethered
molecule, and then flow the ligand into the microfluidic chamber. For
instance, without this setup it would not be possible to perform the
DNA-KF condensation experiments shown in section 14.1, as DNA
molecules pre-incubated with the peptide form a strong condensate
that cannot be tethered with the optical tweezers. Consequently, to in-
vestigate such binding reactions it is essential to exchange the buffer
in the experimental set-up in a fast, but yet controlled way (i.e. with-
out breaking the tethered molecule).
b.1 microfluidic chamber assembly
The fluidics chambers used for this thesis (Figure 78) are assembled
using two coverslips spaced with two nescofilm layers1 that have been
previously cut with a laser engraver with the appropriate channels
design (Figure 78). An entry and exit hole for each channel are also
drilled in one of the coverslips in order to flow in the buffer and beads.
A glass micropipette and two dispenser tubes that connect the lateral
channels to the central channel are embedded between the nescofilm
layers, and the full assembly is heated for 5-10 min at 120◦C to melt
1 Nescofilm (Sealing film). Karlan Research Products Corporation.
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Figure 78: Microfluidic chamber. Picture of an assembled microfluidic chamber used
for ligand-binding experiments. Beads are differentially flowed through lateral chan-
nels, and experiments are performed by subjecting one bead on an embedded mi-
cropipette and the other bead on the optic trap. Ligands can then be flowed in
through a microtube shunt. The use of this delivery tubing directly placed on the
experimental area reduces surface adsorption and time lag due to the chamber dead
volume.
the nescofilm and stick everything together. Micropipettes are made
using a self-made pipette-puller2, and for most experiments a tip di-
ameter of ∼1 µm is used. The central channel has a volume of ∼30 µl,
and experiments are performed in it, near the tip of the micropipette.
The two lateral channels are used to flow into the central channel
beads or cells so they can be trapped with the lasers and experiments
performed. Finally, for experiments in which ligands must be flowed
into the chamber, a microtube shunt is also embedded3 (Figure 78).
b.2 delivery with microtube shunt or tube junction
For most experiments shown in this thesis, a microtube shunt has
been used to flow the ligands into the experimental area. The micro-
tube shunt is connected through a capillary polyethylene tubing4 to
2 A vertically subjected capillary glass tube (ID: 0.040(6) mm OD: 0.080(6) mm, King
Precission Glass, Inc) is locally melted using a platinum wire with a ramping current
protocol. A weight subjected to the end of the capillary tube pulls it creating the tip
on the melting region. The size of the tip can be changed by adjusting the ramping
speed.
3 Microtube shunt: ID: 0.080(6) mm OD: 0.13(1) mm. Bead dispenser tube: ID: 0.025(6)
mm OD: 0.10(6) mm. King Precission Glass, Inc.
4 Polyethylene Tubing PE-10 (ID=0.28 mm, OD=0.61 mm). Intramedic™, Clay
Adams™Brand.
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the syringe that contains the ligand solution. The use of a microtube
shunt to flow ligands in, is particularly useful as:
• Reduces the time lag required to fully equilibrate the chamber
with the new buffer as the dead volume of the chamber and con-
necting tubing is greatly reduced (<20 µl for usual conditions5).
• Reduces surface adsorption of peptides, proteins and organic
compounds, increasing the reproducibility of experiments at
low concentrations.
• Unbinding kinetics experiments of highly hydrophobic ligands
can be performed. This configuration allows to differentially
flow ligands and ligand-free buffer through the microtube shunt
or the central channel. This is specially useful for molecules
with high adsorption to plastic and glass surfaces (e.g. Thioco-
raline), as the washing out step can be performed through a
clean non-saturated tubing.
A syringe pump (PicoPump, KDScientific) is generally used to flow
ligand solutions6. For most experiments an air bubble is left at the end
of the syringe in order to create a pressure reservoir that smoothens
the flow, and flow-rates between 1-15 µl/min are used (causing a drag
force of ∼2-30 pN on a bead of 3 µm in diameter). To restrict and stop
the buffer flow a pinch clamp is used to compress the PE-10 tubing7.
Alternatively to the microtube shunt, buffers can also be flowed
into the microfluidics chamber through the inlet of the central chan-
nel (Figure 78, blue). To do so, a PE-10 tubing and a PE-50 tubing are
placed together into the silicone connector screw to create a double
inlet. The junction is tightened together with parafilm or epoxy-glue,
and in this way, buffer solutions can also be flowed into the chamber
at a low flow-rate using the syringe pump. This method is less accu-
rate and has a higher dead volume than the microtube shunt, but is
especially useful to flow a "ligand-free" or scavenger buffer solution
in unbinding kinetics experiments. In this way, the washing out step
is performed without the potential interference of ligand desorption
from the surfaces (relevant for highly hydrophobic compounds such
as Thiocoraline, YOYO-1 or Kahalalide F).
b.3 microfluidic chamber coating with mpeg
For experiments performed at subnanomolar ligand concentration or
with proteins known to strongly bind to surfaces, it is useful to pas-
5 Typically, ∼ 30 cm of PE-10 tubing are used to connect the microtube shunt to the
syringe.
6 Although gravity force can also be used by uncapping the syringe and controlling
its height.
7 The pinch clamp is assembled with a metallic support and an ultra-fine Hex adjuster
screw (Thorlabs).
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sivate the microfluidic chamber by coating it with mPEG (methoxy-
polyethylene glycol). This creates an homogenous hydrophobic layer
on the coverslip that strongly reduces nonspecific adsorption of pro-
teins onto the glass surface8. The protocol used to coat the coverslip
slides follows9.
• Set coverslips on a glass staining jar for slides or in a coverslip
Mini-Rack (Molecular Probes). Sonicate in acetone for 30 min.
On the meanwhile sonicate reaction containers for 20 min (two glass
staining jars and a 250 ml erlenmeyer) with 1 M KOH.
• Pour out acetone; sonicate coverslips in ethanol for 15 min. Pour
out KOH from reaction containers, rinse with MeOH, fill with MeOH
and sonicate for 20 min.
• Dispose ethanol, rinse coverslips with MilliQ water, and fill with
1 M KOH. Sonicate for <30 min10. Rinse reaction containers with
MeOH and let dry.
• Dispose KOH, rinse coverslips with MilliQ water11, and fill with
Milli Q water. Take out coverslips, dry with N2 and place in
empty containers.
• Burn coverslips for each side with propane for ∼ 1 sec to remove
organic residues, and place in reaction containers.
• Prepare reaction solution in clean erlenmeyer (scale as needed):
Pour 100 ml MeOH, add 5 ml glacial acetic acid and 1-1.5 ml
APTES12. Mix well and pour solution in reaction containers.
• Incubate reaction for 10 min. Sonicate for 1 min and incubate
again for 10 min.
• Rinse coverslips with MeOH and MilliQ water. Blow dry with
N2 and put in clean boxes. For next use, rinse reaction flasks with
MeOH, incubate for 20 min with 1M KOH and rinse with MilliQ
water.
• Make fresh buffer for pegylation: 84 mg sodium bicarbonate +
10 ml MilliQ water. Filter with 0.22 µm filter.
8 Specially if combined with other passivation/solubilization strategies (e.g. BSA, sur-
factants).
9 The glass capillary tubes used for the microtube shunt are also coated by flowing
the solutions through a PE-10 tubing. The initial wash steps with acetone and KOH
are omitted to avoid plastic tube melting.
10 Longer times might cause glass etching.
11 At this point a 45 min extra wash step with piranha solution (H2O2:H2SO4,
4:9) might be performed (dangerous, highly corrosive!). Equivalent results can be
achieved using a plasma cleaner if available.
12 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane, Sigma Aldrich. Store in vacuum/inert atmosphere.
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• Disolve 80 mg mPEG aliquot13 with 320 µl pegylation buffer.
Mix gently by pippete or rack.
• Place half of the coverslips on top of pipette tip boxes filled
with water, and drop ∼70 µl pegylation solution on each slide.
Place another coverslip gently on top of the slide sandwiching
the solution (no bubbles). Incubate at dark for 4h to overnight.
• Disassemble sandwiched slides, rinse with MilliQ water, and
store at dark (soaked in MilliQ water in containers sealed with
parafilm; or in vacuum after blow drying with N2). Use within
2 months.
Microfluidic chambers can then be assembled using the mPEG-
coated coverslips and microtube shunts similarly to non-pegylated
chambers. It is advisable however, to partly remove the mPEG coat-
ing from the sides of the coverslip to facilitate the assembly of the
chamber, as the mPEG coating strongly reduces the stickiness of the
glass surface. This is done by partially soaking the coated coverslips
in 1 M KOH for <30 min. To do so a crystallizer beaker is filled with
1 M KOH up to a height of 0.5-1 cm. Coverslip slides are then left
partially soaked into the beaker through its longest edge in order to
remove the mPEG coating from the region that conforms the lateral
channel and the nescofilm sticking area14 (Figure 78). The coverslips
are then soaked in MilliQ water and blow dried with N2, and the
same procedure is followed with the opposite side of the slide. In this
way, an hydrophobic strap in the central region of the slide (along
the central channel) can be created. The hydrophobic strap should be
easily identifiable then by soaking the coverslips in MilliQ water.
13 mPEG-succinimidyl carboxymethyl MW: 5000 (ref: m-PEG-SCM-5000, Laysan Bio
Inc.). Aliquots are stored at -20◦C sealed with dissecant pellets. Take out aliquot
from freezer and keep a few hours at dark and room temperature before use.
14 An old used chamber can be used as a reference.

CHAPTER C
M E T H O D S O F C O M P L E M E N TA RY T E C H N I Q U E S
c.1 kahalalide f and thiocoraline sample preparation
Stock solutions containing 2 mM KF were prepared by dissolving a
∼1-2 mg sample of pure lyophilized KF (gently provided by Pharma-
mar) in 100% DMSO (Sigma, Molecular Biology Grade). Stock solu-
tions were then vortexed at low speed for 20 min and filtered with
a 0.2 µm pore PTFE membrane filter (Millipore) that was pre-rinsed
with 300 µl DMSO to reduce filter extractables. Sample concentration
after stock filtration was verified by means of HPLC: An aliquot be-
fore and after filtering was collected and stored in ACN:H20 (50:50).
These samples were sequentially processed in an HPLC using a 5%-
100% acetonitrile gradient. The elution peak was monitored at 220
nm, and the integrated area was compared between both samples.
No sample loss happened during filtration. Ready-to-use Kahalalide
F stock solutions were stored at -20◦C as 20-60 µl aliquots. To pre-
pare diluted working solutions, a stock solution aliquot was thawed
and sequentially diluted in TE 100 mM NaCl (e.g. 40 µM). The fi-
nal DMSO concentration was always adjusted to 2%. Once thawed,
stock solutions were not stored again to avoid the problems related
to freeze-thaw cycles [311, 312]. Samples were always prepared in
glass vials, and a glass syringe used for sample filtering. Use of glass
material was preferred to avoid material leaching from disposable
plasticware [313], and the good performance of glass infusion de-
vices for low concentration samples of KF in clinical practice [314].
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A similar approach was used to prepare aliquoted stock solutions of
Thiocoraline.
c.2 mass spectrometry methods
Sample are introduced using an Automated Nanoelectrospray. Triversa
NanoMate (Advion BioSciences, Ithaca, NY, USA) sequentially aspi-
rated the sample from a 384-well plate with disposable, conductive
pipette tips, and infused it through the nanoESI Chip, which consists
of 400 nozzles in a 20x20 array. Spray voltage was 1.75 kV and deliv-
ery pressure was 0.5 psi. Mass Spectrometer: Synapt HDMS (Waters,
Manchester, UK). Samples were acquired with Masslynx software v.4
SCN 639 (Waters). MS Conditions for TOF results: NanoESI. Positive
mode TOF. V mode. Sampling cone: 20 V. Source temperature: 20◦C.
Trap Collision Energy: 10. Transfer Collision Energy: 10. Trap Gas
Flow: 8 ml/min. Vacuum Backing pressure: 5.89 mbar. m/z range:
300 to 5000, 500-15000. Instrument calibrated with CsI (external cali-
bration). MS Conditions for Ion Mobility results: NanoESI. Positive
mode Ion Mobility mode. V mode. Sampling cone: 20 V. Source tem-
perature: 20◦C. Trap Collision Energy: 10. Transfer Collision Energy:
10. Trap Gas Flow: 8 ml/min. IMS Wave Velocity: 300 m/s. IMS Wave
Height: 9.5 V. Transfer Wave Velocity: 200 m/s. Transfer Wave Height:
8 V. Vacuum Backing pressure: 5.89 mbar. m/z range: 300 to 5000,
500-15000. Instrument calibrated with CsI (external calibration).
c.3 dynamic light scattering
c.3.1 Principle of Dynamic Light Scattering
Dynamic Light Scattering (also referred to as Photon Correlation Spec-
troscopy) is a technique that allows to determine the size of submicro-
metrical particles in a solution by measuring their Brownian motion
(typical range of sizes: 1 nm-5 µm). Briefly, a laser light is passed
through the solution containing the particles, and the intensity of the
scattered light is recorded with a detector placed at 90◦. When the
laser beam travels through the solution, particles smaller than the
laser wavelength (633 nm) cause Rayleigh scattering in all directions.
The signal reaching the detector is the phase addition of light scat-
tered by several particles, and therefore bright and dark spots will be
seen across the detector due to constructive and destructive interfer-
ence respectively. As the particles are submitted to thermal fluctua-
tions, the intensity recorded in the detector will also fluctuate with
time (as the relative distance between emitting particles changes),
causing a speckle pattern. The time-scale relevant for such fluctu-
ations is that in which particles move by one wavelength of light.
From the Stokes-Einstein relation we know that for a spherical parti-
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cle D = µkBT = kBT6piηr (where D is the diffusion coefficient, µ the mo-
bility, η the medium viscosity and r the particle radius). For instance,
for particles of 100 nm one would expect fluctuations on the intensity
profile to occur on the order of t ∼ 50 ms (t ∼
〈
δx2
〉
/D ∼ λ2/D).
From the previous explanation follows that electric field fluctua-
tions in the detector are directly related to thermal fluctuations of
the particles in the solution. Hence, the electric field autocorrelation
function should be directly related to the particles Brownian motion:
g1(τ) =
〈E(t) · E(t+ τ)〉
〈E(t)〉2 (60)
Which for a system undergoing Brownian motion corresponds to an
exponential decay:
g1(τ) = e
−Γτ (61)
However, experimentally, we have access to the fluctuations of the
intensity on the detector (not the electric field). We can relate the
intensity correlation function to the particle movement by taking into
account that I(t) = ‖E(t)‖2 = ∑
m,n
Em(t) · E∗n(t) (m,n being particle
indexes), which is know as the Seigert relationship:
g2(τ) ≡ 〈I(t) · I(t+ τ)〉〈I(t)〉2 = 1+ ‖g1(τ)‖
2 (62)
This expression being more usually found as:
g2(τ) = B · [1+β‖g1(τ)‖2] (63)
where B corresponds to a baseline and β to the instrumental re-
sponse.
Consequently, by measuring the autocorrelation function of the
light scattered by a solution is it possible to determine the diffusion
coefficient of the particles in the sample, and if they are homogenous
in size, its hydrodynamic radius.
c.3.2 Dynamic Light Scattering Methods
A Photon Correlation Spectrometer (PCS) 3D from LS INSTRUMENTS
was used for DLS measurements. The instrument is equipped with a
He-Ne laser (632.8 nm). Measurements of at least 90 s were recorded
at an angle of 90◦. The hydrodynamic radius was calculated by an ex-
ponential fitting of the first cumulant parameter. Standard deviations
were calculated from the second cumulant. The measurement tem-
perature of 25◦C was maintained by a decaline bath, which matches
the refractive index of glass and does not therefore interfere with
the measurement. The evolution of the hydrodynamic radius was ob-
served during 1 hour. The time indicated corresponds to the minutes
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past after preparation of the sample and the beginning of the mea-
surement.
Zeta potential measurements were carried out at 25◦Cwith a Malvern
Instrument Zetasizer Nano Z by laser Doppler electrophoresis. Dis-
posable polystyrene cells were used. Solutions of peptide, DNA and
the mixture were measured at the same concentration as the light
scattering measurements were performed. Commercially available λ-
DNA (New England Biolabs) was used for the experiments.
CHAPTER D
S Y N T H E S I S O F D N A / R N A M O L E C U L A R
C O N S T R U C T S
This appendix describes the methods used to synthesize the DNA
and RNA molecular constructs for single-molecule manipulation used
in this thesis. This includes molecules for dsDNA stretching experi-
ments (section D.1); templates for DNA unzipping experiments (sec-
tion D.2 and D.3), short DNA hairpins (section D.4 and D.5), and
RNA motifs (section D.6). As a general remark oligonucleotides used
for the synthesis of the final molecular constructs are always pur-
chased purified by gel electrophoresis to avoid truncated products or
oligonucleotides with misincorporated bases. This is specially impor-
tant for the DNA hairpin synthesis, were long oligonucleotides (>40
nucleotides) are usually used.
d.1 24-kb dsdna molecule for stretching experiments
For the DNA stretching experiments we prepared a 24508-bp DNA
molecule with biotin and digoxigenin tags at the 3’-ends of the molecule
(Figure 79). The DNA template was prepared by cleaving N6-methyladenine
free λ-DNA (New England Biolabs) with XbaI restriction enzyme, and
purified using the Wizard DNA clean-up system kit1 (Promega).
1 This kit is well suited to purify DNA fragments >20 kb when using water or buffer
pre-warmed at 80◦C for elution. For the described synthesis the DNA was eluted in
50 µl Tris-Cl 10 mM, recovering ∼170 ng/µl.
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Figure 79: Scheme of the DNA stretching construct. Lambda-DNA (48-kb) is di-
gested with XbaI creating two half λ-DNA molecules. The 24-kb fragment contain-
ing the cosL cohesive end (12-nt) is used to create the molecular construct for single-
molecule manipulation. Oligonucleotides complementary to the cosL and XbaI co-
hesive ends are used to attach the digoxigenin and biotin tags respectively to each
end of the molecule.
λ-DNA digestion:
MilliQ water 62 µl
10X NEB reaction buffer 4 10 µl
100X BSA 1 µl
λ-DNA (0.5 µg/µl) 25 µl
XbaI enzyme (20 U/µl, NEB) 2 µl
Total volume: 100 µl
Incubate 3h at 37◦C.
The digoxigenin tag was prepared by annealing to the cosL end
of the molecule an oligonucleotide (SOC-LE) tailed at its 3’-end with
digoxigenin-labeled dUTP’s using terminal transferase (Roche). The
biotin tag was prepared by annealing two complementary oligonu-
cleotides designed to create an XbaI cohesive end. One of the oligonu-
cleotides (XbaI50) was tailed at its 3’-end with multiple biotins with
biotin-labeled dUTP’s using terminal transferase (Roche). The oligonu-
cleotides used for this synthesis are found in Table 6, and the protocol
used for the tailing reactions is as follows:
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Name Oligonucleotide sequence
SOC-LE 5’-Pho-AGG TCG CCG CCC AAA AAA AAA AAA-3’
XbaI50 5’-Pho-CTA GAC CCG GGC TCG AGG ATC CCC-3’
XbaI5D 5’-GGG GAT CCT CGA GCC CGG GT-3’
Table 6: Oligonucleotides used for the synthesis of a DNA template for stretching
experiments.
Oligonucleotide tailing reactions:
MilliQ water 8 µl
5X CoCl2 solution 4 µl
5X reaction buffer 4 µl
10 mM dATP 1 µl
1 mM DIG-dUTP or BIO-dUTP2 1 µl
100 µM oligonucleotide (SOC-LE or XbaI50) 1 µl
Terminal transferase (400U/µl) 1 µl
Total volume: 20 µl
Incubate 15’ at 37◦C. Add 1 µl EDTA 0.5 M to quench reaction.
Oligonucleotides were purified after tailing steps using the QIAquick
Nucleotide Removal Kit (Qiagen) and eluted in 50 µl Tris-Cl 10 mM.
The annealing of the oligonucleotides to the half λ-DNA was then
performed in two steps. First the two oligonucleotides that conform
the right-arm (XbaI50-biotinylated and XbaI5D) were annealed using
the following protocol:
Annealing of right-arm (biotin tag):
oligo XabI50 biotin-tailed (∼2 µM) 48 µl
oligo XbaI5D (100 µM) 1 µl
Annealing buffer 5 µl
Total volume: 54 µl
Annealing buffer:
1 M Tris pH7.5 100 µl (100 mM)
1 M MgCl2 10 µl (10 mM)
MilliQ water 890 µl
Total volume: 1000 µl
Protocol: 95◦C for 1’; cool down from 80◦C to 10◦C in steps of 0.5◦C every 10”
To anneal the final molecular construct, first the digoxigenin-tailed
oligo (SOC-LE) was annealed to the half λ-DNA molecule by incu-
2 Digoxigenin-11-dUTP 1 mM, alkali-stable; and Biotin-16-dUTP, tetralithium salt, 1
mM (Roche).
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bation for 10 min at 68◦C in a 10-fold excess oligonucleotide. Then,
the biotin tag (right-arm) was annealed by incubation for 1h at 42◦C
(using 20-fold excess oligonucleotides) followed by cooling down to
room temperature.
Annealing of molecular construct:
digested λ-DNA (170 ng/µl) 40 µl
oligo SOC-LE DIG-tailed (∼2 µM) 5 µl
Annealing buffer 5 µl
Total volume: 50 µl
Protocol: Incubate 10’ at 72◦C. Place in thermal bath at 42◦C, and add 10 µl of
right-arm construct. Incubate for 1h at 42◦C and let cool down to room temperature.
Finally the annealed construct is ligated using T4 DNA ligase in an
overnight reaction:
Ligation reaction:
MilliQ water 7 µl
Annealing product 50 µl
10X T4 DNA ligase buffer 7 µl
10 mM ATP 3 µl
T4 DNA ligase (400 U/µl) 3 µl
Total volume: 70 µl
Protocol: Overnight reaction at 16◦C.
The ligated construct is then thermally inactivated by incubation
for 10’ at 65◦C and aliquoted for storage at -20◦C. 1-2 µl EDTA 0.5 M
can also be added for storage.
d.2 6 .7-kb dna hairpin with short handles (29 bp)
For the DNA unzipping experiments a 6838-bp DNA hairpin with
a tetraloop at one end and two 29-bp dsDNA handles at the other
end was prepared. The synthesis is based on a previously described
method [62], but was modified to introduce double digoxigenin and
biotin tags at each handle to enhance tether lifetimes (Figure 80). The
sequence of the oligonucleotides used for the hairpin synthesis, to-
gether with the 30-base oligonucleotide used to generate the ssDNA
template are specified in Table 7. To create a 6.8 kb DNA hairpin, N6-
methyladenine free λ-DNA (New England Biolabs) is digested with
the restriction enzyme BamHI, and the fragment contained between
positions 41733 and 48502 (cosR end) used as the stem of the hairpin.
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λ-DNA digestion:
MilliQ water 123 µl
10X NEB reaction buffer 3 20 µl
100X BSA 2 µl
λ-DNA (0.5 µg/µl) 50 µl
BamHI enzyme (20 U/µl, NEB) 5 µl
Total volume: 200 µl
Incubate 4h at 37◦C.
The digested λ-DNA is then purified using the Wizard SV Gel and
PCR clean-up system (Promega) or equivalent (2 columns, elution in
50 µl Tris-Cl 2 mM), and phosphorylated3 with T4 polynucleotide ki-
nase (New England Biolabs).
λ-DNA phosphorilation:
MilliQ water 4 µl
10X PNK buffer 10 µl
10 mM ATP 10 µl
digested λ-DNA (∼180 ng/µ;) 75 µl
Total volume: 100 µl
Incubate 30’ at 37◦C.
After phosphorylation, the digested λ-DNA is purified with the
Wizard SV Gel and PCR clean-up system (1 column, elution in 50 µl
Tris-Cl 2 mM), and is ready for annealing with the oligonucleotides
that create the loop and handles structure. To create the end-loop
of the molecule, the stem is annealed to an oligonucleotide (BamHI-
loop2) that self-assembles into a hairpin structure with a tetraloop at
one end, and an overhang complementary to the BamHI restriction
site on the other end. To create the dsDNA handles, we used two par-
tially complementary oligonucleotides (cosRlong and Bio-cosRshort3)
that hybridize forming a protruding end complementary to the cosR
end. The Bio-cosRshort3 oligonucleotide was purchased 5’-biotinylated,
and the cosRlong oligonucleotide was tailed with multiple digoxi-
genins at its 3’-end with digoxigenin-labeled dUTP’s using terminal
transferase (Roche). To create the doubly biotynilated dsDNA han-
dle, a third oligonucleotide (splint3) complementary to the unpaired
regions of BIO-cosRshort3 was also tailed at its 3’ end with multiple
biotins with biotin-labeled dUTP’s. To create the digoxigenin dsDNA
handle we used a modified oligonucleotide (inverted-splint, Thermo
Scientific) complementary to the unpaired region of cosRlong. This
3 Although the end digested by BamHI is fully phosphorylated, the cosR end of λ-
DNA is not.
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Figure 80: Scheme of the 6.7-kb hairpin synthesis. The DNA hairpin is created by
ligating a set of oligonucleotides (red, green, purple) to a 6.7-kb restriction fragment
of λ-DNA (black). The cosR end, and an BamHI cohesive end were respectively used
to anneal the dsDNA handles and the end-loop to the λ-DNA fragment. To create the
biotinylated handle (green) one oligonucleotide was purchased 5’-biotinlylated (Bio-
cosRshort3) and the other one was tailed with multiple biotins at its 3’ end (splint3).
To create a dsDNA handle with multiple digoxigenins we used an oligonucleotide
containing a 5’-5’ inversion and a blocked 3’ end (inverted-splint). In this way both
oligonucleotides (cosRlong, inverted-splint) were tailed with multiple digoxigenins
at the appropriate end.
oligonucleotide contains two modifications: a C3 spacer at its 3’ end
to block this end in tailing reactions, and a polarity inversion at its
5’ end using a 5’-5’ linkage. This end could therefore be tailed with
digoxigenin-labeled dUTP’s using the same tailing protocol. In this
way, both ends of the handle could be tailed with multiple digoxi-
genins (Figure 80).
Oligonucleotide tailing reactions:
MilliQ water 8 µl
5X CoCl2 solution 4 µl
5X reaction buffer 4 µl
10 mM dATP 1 µl
1 mM DIG-dUTP or BIO-dUTP4 1 µl
100 µM oligonucleotide 1 µl
Terminal transferase (400U/µl) 1 µl
Total volume: 20 µl
Incubate 15’ at 37◦C. Add 1 µl EDTA 0.5 M to quench reaction.
4 Digoxigenin-11-dUTP 1 mM, alkali-stable; and Biotin-16-dUTP, tetralithium salt, 1
mM (Roche).
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Name Oligonucleotide sequence
BamHI-loop II 5’-Pho-GAT CGC CAG TTC GCG TTC GCC AGC ATC CGA CTA CGG ATG
CTG GCG AAC GCG AAC TGG C-3’
cosRlong 5’-Pho-GGG CGG CGA CCT AAG ATC TAT TAT ATA TGT GTC TCT ATT
AGT TAG TGG TGG AAA CAC AGT GCC AGC GC-3’
bio-cosRshort3 5’-Bio-GAC TTC ACT AAT ACG ACT CAC TAT AGG GAA ATA GAG
ACA CAT ATA TAA TAG ATC TT-3’
splint3 5’-TCC CTA TAG TGA GTC GTA TTA GTG AAG TC-3’
inverted-splint 3’-AAA AA-5’-5’-GCG CTG GCA CTG TGT TTC CAC CAC TAA C(SpC3)-3’
Blockloop30 5’-TAG TCG GAT GCT GGC GAA CGC GAA CTG GCG-3’
Table 7: Oligonucleotides used for the DNA hairpin synthesis and to generate the
ssDNA template.
Oligonucleotides were purified after tailing steps using the QIAquick
Nucleotide Removal Kit (Qiagen) and eluted in 50 µl Tris-Cl 10 mM.
The final molecular construct is then assembled with a ∼10-fold ex-
cess handles and 100-fold excess loop:
Annealing reaction:
MilliQ water 7.3 µl
digested λ-DNA (330 ng/µl) 29 µl (0.3 pmol)
oligo cosRlong dig-tailed (2 µM) 5 µl (10 pmol)
oligo BamHI-loop II (5 µM) 5 µl (25 pmol)
oligo inverted-splint dig-tailed (2 µM) 5 µl (10 pmol)
oligo splint-3 biotin-tailed (2 µM) 5 µl (10 pmol)
oligo bio-cosRshort (5 µM) 1 µl (5 pmol)
1 M Tris pH7.5 1.5 µl (25 mM)
5 M NaCl 1.2 µl (100 mM)
Total volume: 60 µl
Protocol: 70◦C for 10’; 55◦C for 10◦C and let cool down
to room temperature in thermal bath with cooling on.
Finally the annealed construct is ligated using T4 DNA ligase in an
overnight reaction5.
5 An optional microdialysis in a low salt buffer (Tris-Cl 10 mM, EDTA 1 mM, NaCl 10
mM, pH7.5) can be done if the final NaCl concentration in the annealed construct is
>100 mM, and the sample can not be diluted before ligation.
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Ligation reaction:
MilliQ water 9 µl
Annealing product 55 µl
10X T4 DNA ligase buffer 8 µl
10 mM ATP 5 µl
T4 DNA ligase (400 U/µl) 3 µl
Total volume: 80 µl
Protocol: Overnight reaction at 16◦C.
The ligated hairpin is then thermally inactivated by incubation for
10’ at 65◦C and aliquoted for storage at -20◦C6.
d.3 synthesis of long dna hairpins (>40 bp) of arbitrary
sequence
This method is used to synthesize the DNA hairpin for the single
molecule footprinting experiments. However the protocol has been
designed so it can be directly used to synthesize hairpins of arbitrary
sequence and length as far as they do not contain the restriction sites
of TspRI and Tsp45I in its sequence7.
A DNA sequence of interest is designed by adding to each end of
the desired sequence the restriction sites of TspRI and Tsp45I flanked
by two primer binding sites optimized for PCR extension of the re-
gion (Figure 81a). The two restriction enzymes have the following
degenerate restriction sites (5’-↑NNCASTGNN↓-3’ for TspRI and 5’-
↓GTSAC↑-3’ for Tsp45I). The enzymes have been selected to create
long cohesive ends that permit an efficient annealing and ligation of
the DNA handles and end-loop after restriction (Figure 81b). The spe-
cific recognition sequences used for each enzyme (5’-CGCACTGAC-3’
5’-GTCAC-3’) have also been chosen to be non-palindromic (to avoid
self-complementarity) and to maximize duplex stability at the anneal-
ing region.
A standard vector containing the sequence of interest is then pur-
chased from a provider of genomic services (e.g. Eurofins MWG Operon,
Integrated DNA technologies)8, and PCR amplified using the designed
flanking primers (Table 8).
6 Instead of a thermal inactivation, a micro dialysis in low salt buffer (Tris-Cl 10 mM,
EDTA 1 mM, NaCl 10 mM, pH7.5) can also be done.
7 The method can be extended to any sequence by replacing the selected enzymes by
equivalent ones (> 4 nt overhang) not present in the template, or by modifying the
sequence to remove the inner binding sites
8 The plasmid can also be synthesized as described in section D.6.1, albeit likely at a
higher cost.
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Figure 81: Scheme of the DNA hairpin synthesis. (a) The sequence that will become
the stem of the hairpin (blue) is placed between the restriction sites of TspRI (purple)
and Tsp45I (red) and two primer binding sites (yellow). This region of interest is
purchased cloned into a standard commercial vector. (b) The DNA hairpin is created
by ligating a set of oligonucleotides (red, purple, black) to the PCR-amplified and
digested fragment from panel a. The oligonucleotides that conform the handles are
differentially end-labelled with digoxigenins and biotins at both strands using the
same approach than in section D.2.
PCR reaction conditions (1X):
MilliQ water 31 µl
10X KOD buffer #1 5 µl
2 mM dNTPs 5 µl
25 mM MgSO4 2 µl
10 µM primer SMfootpr-PCRfor 2.5 µl
10 µM primer SMfootpr-PCRrev 2.5 µl
1-10 ng/µl plasmid DNA 1 µl
KOD polymerase 1 µl
Total volume: 50 µl
PCR Procotol: 95◦C for 30”; 25 x ( 95◦C for 15”, 58◦C for 2”, 72◦C for 20”)
(for a hairpin <1 kbp). Prepare reaction on ice and place as hot start (preheat at 95◦C).
A total volume of 5X PCR reactions was performed (scale as needed),
and the correct size of the product was checked in an analytic gel
electrophoresis. The amplification product was then purified using
the QIAquick PCR purification kit, and eluted in 50 µl Tris-Cl 10 mM,
recovering ∼425 ng/µl. The purified DNA was then digested with the
two restriction enzymes:
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Double digestion reaction:
MilliQ water 41 µl
PCR fragment (∼425 ng/µl) 40 µl
10X NEB buffer 4 (or CutSmart) 10 µl
100X BSA 1 µl
TspRI (10 U/µl) 3 µl
Tsp45I (5U/µl) 5 µl
Total volume: 100 µl
Incubate 4h at 65◦C.
(Tsp45I is not well-suited for extended digestion,
so further enzyme might be added after 2h.)
The digested DNA fragment (416 bp for the footprinting template)
is then gel purified (2% agarose gel, 1X TBE) using Sybr Safe staining
and blue illumination to minimize DNA damage and nicking. The
DNA fragment is extracted from the gel using the QIAquick gel ex-
traction kit (∼80 ng/µl eluted in ∼100 µl Tris-Cl 10 mM, two columns).
To assemble the final construct, an oligonucleotide that folds into
a hairpin structure with a tetraloop at one end and a Tsp45I over-
hang at the other end is purchased (Figure 81 and Table 8). To create
the DNA handles two oligonucleotides that are partially complemen-
tary and anneal creating a TspRI cohesive end are purchased (Hand-
BIO_SMFP1 and HandDIG_SMFP1 in Table 8). To create the handles
with multiple digoxigenin and biotin tags at both strands, we used
the same approach and “splint” oligonucleotides described in sec-
tion D.2. Briefly, to create the doubly biotyinylated dsDNA handle,
a third oligonucleotide (splint3) complementary to the unpaired re-
gion of HandBIO_SMFP1 was also purchased. To create the digoxi-
Name Oligonucleotide sequence
SMfootpr-PCRfor 5’-CAC GAT GAG TGT TAC GAG ACG A-3’
SMfootpr-PCRrev 5’-TGA GGT AGA CTG AGG TGA AGA G-3’
SMFP-loop 5’-Pho-GTC ACT TAG TAA CTA ACA TGA TAG TTA CTT TTG
TAA CTA TCA TGT TAG TTA CTA A-3’
HandDIG_SMFP1 5’-Pho-AAG ATC TAT TAT ATA TGT GTC TCT ATT AGT TAG
TGG TGG AAA CAC AGT GCC AGC GC-3’
HandBio_SMFP1 5’-Bio-GAC TTC ACT AAT ACG ACT CAC TAT AGG GAA ATA
GAG ACA CAT ATA TAA TAG ATC TTC GCA CTG AC-3’
splint3 5’-TCC CTA TAG TGA GTC GTA TTA GTG AAG TC-3’
inverted-splint 3’-AAA AA-5’-5’-GCG CTG GCA CTG TGT TTC CAC CAC
TAA C(SpC3)-3’
Table 8: Oligonucleotides used for the DNA hairpin synthesis.
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genin dsDNA handle we used a modified oligonucleotide (inverted-
splint, Thermo Scientific) complementary to the unpaired region of
HandDIG_SMFP1. This oligonucleotide contains two modifications:
a C3 spacer at its 3’ end to block this end in tailing reactions, and
a polarity inversion at its 5’ end using a 5’-5’ linkage. In this way,
both ends of the handle could be tailed with multiple digoxigenins.
The oligonucleotides HandDIG_SMFP1 and inverted-splint are then
tailed with digoxigenin-labeled dUTP’s, and HandBIO_SMFP1 with
biotin-labeled dUTP’s using the following protocol:
Oligonucleotide tailing reactions:
MilliQ water 8 µl
5X CoCl2 solution 4 µl
5X reaction buffer 4 µl
10 mM dATP 1 µl
1 mM DIG-dUTP or BIO-dUTP9 1 µl
100 µM oligonucleotide 1 µl
Terminal transferase (400U/µl) 1 µl
Total volume: 20 µl
Incubate 15’ at 37◦C. Add 1 µl EDTA 0.5 M to quench reaction.
Oligonucleotides were purified after tailing steps using the QIAquick
Nucleotide Removal Kit (Qiagen) and eluted in 50 µl Tris-Cl 10 mM.
The final molecular construct is then assembled with a ∼10-fold ex-
cess handles and 100-fold excess loop:
Annealing reaction:
416-bp digested PCR fragment (79.5 ng/µl) 4 µl (1.2 pmol)
oligo splint-3 biotinylated (2 µM) 6 µl (12 pmol)
oligo inverted-splint dig-tailed (2 µM) 6 µl (12 pmol)
oligo HandDIG_SMFP1 dig-tailed (2 µM) 6 µl (12 pmol)
oligo HandBIO_SMFP1 (10 µM) 1 µl (10 pmol)
oligo SMFP_loop (100 µM) 1 µl (100 pmol)
1 M Tris pH7.5 0.5 µl (20 mM)
5 M NaCl 0.5 µl (100 mM)
Total volume: 25 µl
Protocol: 70◦C for 5’; cool down to 10◦C in steps of 0.5◦C every 20”
The assembly is then ligated in an overnight reaction using T4 DNA
ligase (NEB) at 16◦C.
9 Digoxigenin-11-dUTP 1 mM, alkali-stable; and Biotin-16-dUTP, tetralithium salt, 1
mM (Roche).
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Ligation reaction:
Annealing product10 25 µl
MilliQ water 5 µl
10X T4 DNA ligase buffer 4 µl
10 mM ATP 1.5 µl
T4 DNA ligase (400 U/µl) 2.5 µl
Total volume: 40 µl
Protocol: Overnight reaction at 16◦C.
Finally the ligated hairpin is gel purified to remove the excess
oligonucleotides (1.8%-2% agarose gel in 1X TBE) using Sybr Safe
staining and blue led illumination. The hairpin is recovererd using
the QIAquick Gel extraction kit and eluted in 50 µl Tris-Cl 10 mM.
Finally, 0.5 µl 1M NaCl and 0.5 µl 100 mM EDTA are added to the
sample for long term storage of the hairpin (EDTA 1 mM, NaCl 10
mM). The sample is usually aliquoted and stored at -20◦C11.
d.4 short dna hairpins (6 40 bp) with short handles (29
bp)
To synthesize short DNA hairpins with 29-bp dsDNA handles, the de-
sired DNA sequence is purchased in a series of oligonucleotides that
self-assemble onto the hairpin+handles structure (Figure 82). Briefly,
a standard sequence is used to create the handles, and the hairpin se-
quence is embedded between them (Table 9). For very short hairpins
(<13 bp) the structure can be ordered as a single oligonucleotide; how-
ever, for longer hairpins it is useful to split the molecular construct
into two oligonucleotides that are annealed and ligated together. Fi-
nally, the dsDNA handles are created by annealing a third oligonu-
cleotide that is complementary to the handle region (“splint”). The
sequence of a series of oligonucleotides used to create some of the
DNA hairpins used in this thesis are shown in Table 9. A guideline on
the criteria used to split the molecular construct between two oligonu-
cleotides at an appropriate position of the hairpin is found in section
D.5.2.
For short hairpins (single oligo construct), the oligo is purchased
5’-biotinylated and tailed at its 3’-end with multiple digoxigenins
using the DIG oligonucleotide tailing kit (Roche). For longer hair-
11 The gel and column purification of the construct might dissociate the 29-bp dsDNA
handles. For the purpose of our experiments we did not observe a decreased stabil-
ity of the hairpin tethers. However, one could ensure the presence of the “splints”
in the final construct by performing a final annealing step with additional splint
oligonucleotides (e.g. equimolar conditions). This should not severely increase the
stickiness of the beads, as the splints can not self-assemble and create short tethers
between beads.
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Figure 82: Scheme of short hairpin synthesis. Short hairpins are performed by an-
nealing a set of complementary oligonucleotides. (a) For short sequences (stem < 13
bp), a single oligonucleotide is annealed to the splints that conform the dsDNA han-
dles. (b) For longer stems, the sequence is split at an appropriate position between
two oligonucleotides.
Name Oligonucleotide sequence
EchiXS 5’-Bio-AGT TAG TGG TGG AAA CAC AGT GCC AGC GCC CCT
ACG TAT ATG AAA ATA TAC GTA GGG AGT TAG TGG TGG
AAA CAC AGT GCC AGC GC-3’
EchiS-I 5’-Bio-AGT TAG TGG TGG AAA CAC AGT GCC AGC GCC CCT ACG-3’
EchiS-II 5’-Pho-TAC GTA TAG AAA TAT ACG TAC GTA GGGAGT TAG
TGG TGG AAA CAC AGT GCC AGC GC-3’
splint 5’-GCG CTG GCA CTG TGT TTC CAC CAC TAA CT-3’
Table 9: Oligonucleotides used for the synthesis of two typical DNA hairpins: one
that can be purchased as a single oligonucleotide (EchiXS), and a longer one that
must be split (EchiS). The hairpin sequence and the handle sequence are highlighted
in bold and italics respectively. A standard sequence is used for the handles, and so
a single “splint” oligonucleotide can be used for all constructs.
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pins (two oligos construct), a similar approach is used with the two
oligonucleotides that create the structure: one oligo is purchased 5’-
biotinylated, whereas the oligo containing the opposite handle is pur-
chased 5’-phosphorylated and then tailed at its 3’-end with multiple
digoxigenins. In this way, the two oligos can be assembled and ligated
into the full molecular construct. The tailing reaction is performed as
in previous protocols:
Oligonucleotide tailing reactions:
MilliQ water 8 µl
5X CoCl2 solution 4 µl
5X reaction buffer 4 µl
10 mM dATP 1 µl
1 mM DIG-dUTP or BIO-dUTP 1 µl
100 µM oligonucleotide (e.g. EchiXS, EchiS-II) 1 µl
Terminal transferase (400U/µl) 1 µl
Total volume: 20 µl
Incubate 15’ at 37◦C. Add 1 µl EDTA 0.5 M to quench reaction.
After tailing steps oligos are purified using the QIAquick Nucleotide
Removal Kit (Qiagen) and eluted in 50 µl Tris-Cl 10 mM. The final con-
struct is then assembled in an equimolar reaction. Annealing is per-
formed in one step for single oligonucleotide hairpins (oligo+splint)
and in two steps for hairpins split in two oligonucleotides (oligoI+splint,
oligoII+splint). The annealing protocol for both types of hairpins fol-
lows:
Annealing reaction for single oligonucleotide constructs:
oligo dig-tailed (e.g. EchiXS) (∼ 2 µM) 5 µl
oligo splint (5 µM) 2 µl
1 M Tris 1 µl
5 M NaCl 1 µl
MilliQ water 21 µl
Total volume: 30 µl
Protocol: Incubate each reaction at 95◦C for 1’, 80◦C for 1’,
decrease by 0.5◦C every 10” down to 10◦C.
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Annealing reaction for two oligonucleotide constructs
oligo I (e.g. EchiS-I) (5 µM) 1 µl -
oligo II dig-tailed (e.g. EchiS-II) (∼2 µM) - 5 µl
oligo splint (5 µM) 1 µ 1 µl
1 M Tris 0.5 µl 0.5 µl
5 M NaCl 0.5 µl 0.5 µl
MilliQ water 12 µl 8 µl
Total volume: 15 µl 15 µl
Protocol: Incubate each reaction at 95◦C for 1’, 80◦C for 10”, decrease by 0.5◦C
every 10” down to 40◦C. Hold temperature, mix both reactions and decrease by
0.5◦C every 20” down to 10◦C.
The assembly is then ligated in an overnight reaction using T4 DNA
ligase (NEB) at 16◦C.
Ligation reaction:
Annealing product12 30 µl
MilliQ water 52 µl
10X T4 DNA ligase buffer 10 µl
10 mM ATP 5 µl
T4 DNA ligase (400 U/µl) 3 µl
Total volume: 100 µl
Protocol: Overnight reaction at 16◦C.
d.5 short dna hairpins (6 40 bp) with long handles (500bp)
To synthesize short DNA hairpins with long handles the following
strategy is used (Figure 83):
• Synthesize each DNA handle by PCR reaction of a ∼700 bp
region of a plasmid that contains the restriction site of a non-
palindromic enzyme with long cohesive ends (>4 nucleotides).
Use a different enzyme for each handle, and place the restric-
tion site at an asymmetric position of the fragment.
• Tail each PCR product with the appropriate tethering agent (bi-
otin, digoxigenin), digest with the restriction enzyme, and gel
purify the band that corresponds to the handle.
12 The ratio final volume/annealing volume is relevant to maintain the salt concentra-
tion low. A high salt concentration decreases ligation efficiency.
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Name Oligo/primer sequence
HandleAIII-for 5’-GCT TCC TAA TGC AGG AGT CG-3’
HandleAIII-rev 5’-GCA GAT CCG GAA CAT AAT GG-3’
B-Bio 5’-Bio-TTCTTGAAGACGAAAGGGCCT-3’
B-pstI 5’-CCATTGCTGCAGGCATCGTG-3’
EcoRIlong-I 5’-Pho-GTC ACC CGC GTC TTC AAG AAT TC-3’
EcoRIlong-IIB 5’-Pho-TCA TGT TTG TCC GAA AGG ACA AAC
ATG AGA ATT CTT GAA GAC GCG GGT CAC TGG T-3’
Table 10: Primers used for the amplification of the handles, and an example of two
oligonucleotides used to create a DNA hairpin for EcoRI binding experiments. In
bold the cohesive ends for annealing to the handles.
Figure 83: Scheme of hairpins with long handles. Long handles (∼500 bp) are per-
formed by PCR amplification of regions of plasmid pBR322 that contain a restric-
tion site for TspRI/Tsp45I. Biotin and digoxigenin tags are introduced on the PCR
primers or with a tailing reaction. After digestion, the handles are annealed and
ligated to the oligonucleotides that fold into the hairpin structure.
• Purchase two oligonucleotides that self-assemble into the de-
sired DNA hairpin and have cohesive ends complementary to
the DNA handles.
• Anneal and ligate the oligonucleotides and handles.
d.5.1 Synthesis of long handles
Handles are performed by PCR amplification of plasmid pBR322. The
PCR for Handle A is performed between positions 618 to 1674 (1057
bp).
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PCR Handle A (1X):
MilliQ water 45 µl
10X Biotaq buffer #1 10 µl
2 mM dNTPs 10 µl
10 µM primer HandleAIII-for 10 µl
10 µM primer HandleAIII-rev 10 µl
50 mM MgCl2 4µl
1 ng/µl pBR322/SphI 10 µl
Biotaq polymerase 1 µl
Total volume: 100 µl
PCR Procotol: 95◦C for 1’; 30 x (95◦C for 45”, 59◦C for 1’, 72◦C for 1’30”); 72◦C for 5’
The PCR-amplified fragment (8X reaction) is purified using the
Wizard SV gel and PCR clean-up system and eluted in 50 µl Tris-
Cl 2mM (∼ 600 ng/µl). The purified PCR product is tailed using the
3’-5’ exonuclease activity of T4 DNA polymerase:
Handle A tailing reaction:
MilliQ water 39 µl
purified Handle A (∼600 ng/µl) 35 µl
T4 DNA polymerase buffer (NEB buffer 2) 10 µl
BSA 100X 1 µl
1 mM digoxigenin-11-dUTP 10 µl
T4 DNA polymerase enzyme 5 µl
Total volume: 100 µl
Incubate at room temperature for 20 min.
The tailed DNA fragment is then purified using the Wizard SV
gel and PCR clean-up system (elution in 50 µl Tris-Cl 2mM, ∼ 270
ng/mul), and digested with TspRI enzyme. The fragment contains a
single site for the enzyme at position 890 (5’-GTCACTGGT-3’).
TspRI digestion reaction:
MilliQ water 2.5 µl
tailed Handle A (∼270 ng/µl) 40 µl
10X NEB buffer IV 5 µl
100X BSA 0.5 µl
TspRI (10 U/µl) 2 µl
Total volume: 50 µl
Incubate 4h at 65◦C.
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The digestion product is gel purified (2% agarose gel, 1X TBE) us-
ing Sybr Safe staining and blue illumination to minimize DNA dam-
age and nicking. The longest fragment (784-bp) is excised and recov-
ered using Qiaquick gel extraction kit (∼115 ng/µl). This 784-bp frag-
ment that contains a TspRI compatible end, will be used as handle
A.
Handle B is performed by PCR amplification of the plasmid be-
tween positions 3601-4361 (761 bp), and using a 5’-biotinylated primer
(B-Bio).
PCR Handle B (1X):
MilliQ water 49 µl
10X Accuzyme buffer #1 10 µl
2 mM dNTPs 10 µl
10 µM primer B-Bio 10 µl
10 µM primer B-PstI 10 µl
1 ng/µl pBR322/SphI 10 µl
Accuzyme polymerase (or Taq) 1 µl
Total volume: 100 µl
PCR Procotol: 95◦C for 1’; 30 x ( 95◦C for 45”, 56◦C for 1’, 72◦C for 1’30”); 72◦C for 5’.
The PCR-amplified fragment (9X reaction) is purified using the
Wizard SV gel and PCR clean-up system, eluted in 50 µl Tris-Cl 2mM
(∼ 650 ng/µl), and digested with Tsp45I enzyme. The fragment con-
tains a site for the enzyme at position 3834 (5’-GTCAC-3’).
Tsp45I digestion reaction:
MilliQ water 18 µl
Handle B (∼650 ng/µl) 40 µl
10X CutSmart Buffer 7 µl
Tsp45I (5 U/µl) 5 µl
Total volume: 70 µl
Incubate 4h at 65◦C.
The digestion product is gel purified (2% agarose gel, 1XTBE) using
Sybr Safe staining and blue illumination to minimize DNA damage
and nicking. The longest fragment (528-bp) is excised and recovered
using Qiaquick gel extraction kit (∼210 ng/µl in 50 µl 10 mM Tris-Cl).
This 528-bp DNA fragment that contains a Tsp45I compatible end,
will be used as handle B.
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d.5.2 Design of hairpin oligonucleotides
To create the DNA hairpin, two oligonucleotides that self-assemble
into the desired DNA hairpin and have overhangs complementary to
Tsp45I and TspRI cohesive ends are designed and purchased (Table
10). The following guidelines are useful to split the hairpin into the
two oligonucleotides at an appropriate position:
• Split the hairpin at at location at least 9-10 bp below the loop
position in order to facilitate loop formation in the oligonu-
cleotide that contains it. Check melting temperature of the self-
assembling region.
• Split the hairpin at at location at least 6-7 bp above the stem
start in order to facilitate annealing of the two oligonucleotides.
Check melting temperature of the annealing region.
• Use M-fold to check that the oligonucleotides do not form sec-
ondary structures that might hinder the cohesive ends for an-
nealing to the handles, or that might compete with hairpin for-
mation.
• Preferentially use the shorter cohesive end (i.e. Tsp45I) for the
shorter oligonucleotide (i.e. the oligonucleotide not containing
the loop).
d.5.3 Annealing of final construct
The annealing of the long handles to the oligonucleotides is per-
formed in two steps. First each handle is incubated with its corre-
sponding oligo using a high temperature protocol. Then the two re-
actions are mixed together and annealed using a lower temperature
protocol13. The annealing protocol follows:
Annealing reaction:
Handle A dig-tailed (∼115 ng/µl) 2.8 µl (∼0.6 pmols) -
Handle B biotin-tailed (∼210 ng/µl) - 1 µl (∼0.6 pmols)
oligo I with Tsp45I-end (e.g. EcoRIlong-I) (1 µM) - 0.6 µl (∼0.6 pmols)
oligo II with TspRI-end (e.g. EcoRIlong-IIB) (1 µM) 0.6 µl (∼0.6 pmols) -
1 M Tris 0.3 µl 0.3 µl
1 M NaCl 1 µl 1 µl
MilliQ water 5.3 µl 7.1 µl
Total volume: 10 µl 10 µl
13 Although the whole annealing protocol might be performed in a single step.
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Three-way junction sequence
5’-AATTCTCAGGGCACGCAGGCGGTTTGGAAACAAGCTTGAGTCTC
GTAGAGGGTTCGCCTGGACGAAGACTGACGCTCAGGTGCCCACACAAGCT-3’
Table 11: Sequence containing the three-way junction cloned between the EcoRI and
HindIII sites of pBR322 plasmid. In italics the restriction enzyme sequences and in
bold the ssDNA spacers for the pulling experiments.
Protocol: Incubate each reaction at 70◦C for 1’, decrease by 0.5◦C every 20” down to 40◦C.
Hold at 4070◦C, mix both reactions and decrease by 0.5◦C every 20” down to 10◦C.
Finally, the full molecular construct is ligated in an overnight reac-
tion:
Ligation reaction:
Annealing product14 20 µl
MilliQ water 20 µl
10X T4 DNA ligase buffer 5 µl
10 mM ATP 2 µl
T4 DNA ligase (400 U/µl) 2.5 µl
Total volume: 50 µl
Protocol: Overnight reaction at 16◦C.
The ligated hairpin is then thermally inactivated (10’ at 65◦C) and
aliquoted for storage at -20◦C (1-2 µl EDTA 0.5 M can also be added).
d.6 three-way rna junction with heterohandles
To perform pulling experiments of an RNA three-way junction, we
cloned a minimal sequence (77 nucleotides + 9 ssDNA linkers) of the
16S ribosomal RNA that folds into this structure. Indeed, this region
is the binding site of the ribosomal S15 protein that specifically rec-
ognizes and binds the three-way junction fold, playing a main role in
the assembly of the small subunit of the prokaryotic ribosome. This
sequence of interest (Table 11) was cloned between the EcoRI and
HindIII sites of plasmid pBR322 (Figure 84a), and the flanking re-
gions of the plasmid were used to engineer DNA/RNA heteroduplex
handles for single-molecule pulling experiments (Figure 84b).
14 The ratio of volumes is relevant, as a high salt concentration decreases ligation effi-
ciency.
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Figure 84: Scheme of RNA synthesis. (a) The sequence that contains the RNA three
way junction (green) is cloned in pBR322 plasmid and the flanking regions are used
to create the handles for pulling (yellow and orange). Arrows indicate the binding
site of the primers. (b) Different regions of the plasmid are PCR amplified (top)
to create the template for RNA transcription and the handles for tethering. The
handles (yellow and orange) are differentially tagged with biotin and digoxigenin
and annealed to the full RNA transcript (magenta) to create the final construct for
manipulation with optical tweezers.
d.6.1 Preparation of the recombinant plasmid
To obtain the recombinant plasmid for RNA transcription of the molec-
ular construct, the sequence of interest (Table 11) is cloned between
the HindIII and EcoRI sites of pBR322 plasmid. To prepare the vector,
pBR322 is incubated with the two restriction enzymes and with Calf
Intestinal Alkaline Phosphatase (CIP):
Restriction and dephosphorylation of the vector:
MilliQ water 131 µl
pBR322 vector (0.25 µg/µl) 40 µl
10X NEB EcoRI buffer 20 µl
CIP enzyme 4 µl
HindIII enzyme 2.5 µl
EcoRI enzyme 2.5 µl
Total volume: 200 µl
Incubate 1h at 37◦C.
The digested vector is then gel purified (0.8% agarose gel, 1XTBE)
using Sybr Safe staining and blue illumination to minimize DNA
damage and nicking. The vector is extracted using Qiaquick gel ex-
traction kit (Qiagen). Next, we purchase two complementary DNA
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oligonucleotides that self-assemble into the sequence of interest (Ta-
ble 11) leaving an EcoRI and HindIII compatible overhang at each
end (in italics in Table 11). The oligonucleotides are purchased 5’-
phosphorylated and PAGE-purified. Alternatively they can be phos-
phorylated using T4 DNA kinase:
Phosphorylation and annealing of insert:
MilliQ water 42 µl
oligo A (100 µM in Tris 10 mM) 20 µl
oligo B (100 µM in Tris 10 mM) 20 µl
T4 polynucleotide kinase (10 U/µl) 8 µl
10X T4 ligase buffer (not kinase buffer) 10 µl
Total volume: 100 µl
Incubate 1h at 37◦C. Then anneal oligos using temperature gradient (95◦C to 4◦C in 2h)
Then the linearized and dephosphorylated vector is ligated with
the dsDNA insert in an overnight reaction (generally a ∼1:100 vec-
tor:insert ration is used). In this way, the recombinant plasmid con-
tains the DNA insert that is the template of the desired RNA molecule.
Ligation of recombinant plasmid:
MilliQ water 4.6 µl
DNA insert (1 µg/µl) 3 µl
digested vector (100 ng/µl) 0.4 µl
T4 DNA ligase (20 U/µl) 1 µl
10X T4 ligase buffer 1 µl
Total volume: 10 µl
Incubate overnight at 19◦C (or at least 3h.)
d.6.2 Transformation of competent cells with recombinant plasmid
For this synthesis the plasmid was obtained from a genomic services
provider (DNA2.0, Eurofins), eluted from a paper filter using 100 µl
Tris-Cl 10 mM pH7.5 and quantified (∼20 ng/µl). Ultra competent
cells XL10-GOLD (Quickchange II XL site-directed mutagenesis kit)
were transformed with the recombinant plasmid using the kit instruc-
tions but replacing the NZY+ Broth with LB. The transformation pro-
cess was performed as follows (work in sterile conditions):
1. Aliquot 45 µl ultra competent cells on microtubes that have been
pre-cooled on ice.
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2. Add 2 µl β-mercaptoethanol. Mix and and incubate for 10’ on
ice, mixing every 2’.
3. Add 1 µl plasmidic DNA (20 ng/µl). Mix well the transforma-
tion reaction and incubate 30’ on ice. Meanwhile, preheat LB at
42◦C.
4. Heat-pulse the transformation reaction at 42◦C for exactly 30”.
Incubate on ice for 2’.
5. Add 1 ml LB preheated at 42◦C and incubate on shaker at 37◦C
at 225-250 rpm for 1 hour.
6. Inoculate transformed cells into agar plates by (i) streak cul-
turing using and inoculation loop, or (ii) by spreading increas-
ing dilutions of the preparation with a glass culture spreader
into separate agar plates. In this case we followed the second
technique and prepared 3 different dilutions finding isolated
colonies on the most diluted sample:
• Centrifuge 400 µl preparation for 2’, remove 300 µl super-
natant and inoculate the remaining 100 µl.
• Inoculate 100 µl preparation.
• Inoculate 10 µl preparation + 90 µl LB.
7. Each dilution is placed on a dry agar plate and spread with a
glass spreader that is sterilized by immersion in 95% ethanol
and burnt off with a Bunsen flame before and after inoculation
(cool down by touching an agar plate before culturing). Allow
liquid to dry and incubate overnight at 37◦C with agar facing
down and without agitation.
LB preparation for liquid culture:
Triptone 5 grs
Yeast extract 2.5 gr
NaCl 5 grs
Total volume: 500 ml (MilliQ water)
Autoclave and use in sterile conditions.
Petri dish preparation for cell culture:
Triptone 2 grs
Yeast extract 1 gr
NaCl 2 grs
Agar 3 grs (for 1.5%)
Total volume: 200 ml (MilliQ water)
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Protocol: Autoclave, let cool down to ∼50◦C and add ampicillin to 100 µg/ml
(200µlof a 100 mg/ml stock) in sterile conditions. Apply ∼15-20 ml per dish.
Store solidified plates at 4◦C facing down in a sealed bag.
d.6.3 Selection of recombinants (inoculation of colonies in liquid culture
and plasmid isolation)
Place 3 ml sterile LB medium in a 15 ml Falcon tube and add ampi-
cillin at at concentration of 50 µg/ml in sterile conditions (prepare 5
tubes). Inoculate a single colony in each tube, by picking it up from
the recombinant agar plates with a sterile micropipette tip or tooth
stick. Incubate the liquid cultures overnight at 37◦C with agitation
and with the cap slightly loose.
After growing the cultures overnight, perform a miniprep extrac-
tion using a commercially available kit (Qiaprep from Qiagen, GenE-
lute from Sigma). In this case, plasmids were eluted in 100 µl Tris-Cl 5
mM, recovering ∼30-40 ng/µl per sample. The transformation of the
plasmid was initially checked by performing endonuclease restriction
assays (SalI+PstI, HindIII+PstI) and then by plasmid sequencing from
a genomic services provider (Servicios Genomicos).
Restriction assays:
MilliQ water 6 µl
recombinant plasmid (∼30 ng/µl) 10 µl
10X NEB buffer 2 (or 10X buffer SureH) 2.5 µl
10X BSA, 1:10 dilution 2.5 µl
SalI enzyme, 20 U/µl 2 µl
HindIII enzyme, 20 U/µl (or PstI, 20 U/µl ) 2 µl
Total volume: 25 µl
Incubate 1h at 37◦C.
Analyze in 1.2% agarose gel in TBE 1X using MW Marker VII from Roche.
Expected bands are 2960/1460 bp (SalI+PstI), 3582/780/52 bp (PstI+HindIII).
The bacteria grown on the LB agar plate can be stored at 4◦C for
a few weeks. To keep a long term stock of transformed bacteria, a
glycerol stock can be prepared and stored for years at -80◦C. The
glycerol stock is prepared by adding 500 µl of an overnight liquid
culture of the transformed bacteria to 500 µl of 50% glycerol in a 2 ml
microtube (mix well but gently). To recover bacteria from the glycerol
stock, open the tube and take some of the frozen stock with a pipette
tip without letting the glycerol thaw. Then grow bacteria in an LB
agar plate.
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d.6.4 PCR amplification of DNA handles and template for in vitro tran-
scription
The recombinant vector is used both to create the template for in vitro
transcription of the RNA structure, and to create the DNA handles
for pulling on the molecular construct (Figure 84).
The template for in vitro transcription is created by PCR amplifica-
tion of the three-way junction sequence (Figure 84b, green) together
with the flanking regions that conform the handles for pulling experi-
ments (Figure 84b, yellow, orange). The forward primer used for PCR
amplification (Table 12) contains a 5’ non-hibridizing region designed
to include the T7 promoter region in the amplicon.
PCR conditions for transcription template (1X):
MilliQ water 30 µl
10X Optibuffer 10 µl
2 mM dNTPs 6 µl
50 mM MgCl2 4 µl
5X HiSpec additive 20 µl
10 µM primer T7-for 10 µl
10 µM primer T7-rev 10 µl
1 ng/µl recombinant plasmid/PstI 5 µl
Ecotaq plus (40 U/µl), in Hot Start 5 µl
Total volume: 100 µl
PCR Procotol: 95◦C for 1’; 30 x ( 95◦C for 45”, 60◦C for 1’, 72◦C for 1’30”) ; 72◦C for 5’.
A total volume of 6X PCR reactions is performed (scale as needed),
purified using the QIAquick PCR purification kit and eluted in 50
µl Tris-Cl 10 mM, recovering ∼174 ng/µl. The amplification product
(1228 bp) is then gel purified (1.2% agarose gel, 1X TBE) using Sybr
Safe staining and blue illumination to minimize DNA damage and
nicking15. The DNA fragment is extracted from the gel using the QI-
Aquick gel extraction kit (∼90 ng/µl eluted in ∼50 µl Tris-Cl 10 mM).
The DNA handles to pull on the RNA molecular construct are also
obtained by PCR amplification of the recombinant plasmid (Figure
84). Primers for PCR extension of the handle regions (Table 12) are
designed to create a handle that can hybridize with one end of the
RNA transcript (handle A, 535bp, yellow in Figure 84), and a handle
able to hybrize with the other end of the transcript (handle B, 599
bp, orange in Figure 84). The reverse primer for handle B contains
a digoxigenin at its 5’ end for tethering of the molecular construct.
After PCR amplification handle A is tailed with biotin at its 3’ ends
15 Alternatively, the fragment can be extracted by partially staining the gel with EtBr to
localize and mark the band position, and then isolate the band from the unstained
region.
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Name Primer sequence
A-for 5’-ggaattccGACTGGTGAGTACTCAACCAAGTC-3’
A-rev 5’-ATTCTTGAAGACGAAAGGGC-3’
B-for 5’-GCTTTAATGCGGTAGTTTATCACAG-3’
B-rev 5’-Digoxigenin-GCATTAGGAAGCAGCCCAGTAGTAGG-3’
T7-for 5’-taatacgactcactatagggaCTGGTGAGTACTCAACCAAGTC-3’
T7-rev 5’-TAGGAAGCAGCCCAGTAGTAGG-3’
Table 12: Primers used for the amplification of the handles and the transcription of
the molecular construct. Lower case sequences correspond to non-hibridizing frag-
ments (in T7-for to introduce the T7 promoter region, in A-for to introduce a ssDNA
spacer for bead tethering -a similar spacer is found in handle B-).
following the protocol described below. Note that the primers for PCR
amplification of the handles do not exactly overlap with those of the
RNA template for transcription. This is done in order to leave 3-4 ss-
DNA bases between the digoxigenin/biotin tags and the DNA/RNA
heterohandle (ssDNA spacers).
PCR conditions for DNA handles (1X):
MilliQ water 54 µl
10X Thermopol buffer 10 µl
2 mM dNTPs 10 µl
10 µM primer A-for (B-for) 10 µl
10 µM primer A-rev (B-rev) 10 µl
1 ng/µl recombinant plasmid/PstI 5 µl
Vent DNA polymerase NEB (2 U/µl), in Hot Start 1 µl
Total volume: 100 µl
PCR Procotol: 95◦C for 1’; 30 x ( 95◦C for 45”, 56◦C for 1’, 72◦C for 1’30” ); 72◦C for 5’.
A total volume of 10X PCR reactions is performed (scale as needed)
and purified using the Wizard SV gel and PCR clean up system
(eluted in 50 µl Tris-Cl 10 mM; yields: Handle A ∼750 ng/µl, Han-
dle B ∼1.1 µg/µl). The products are gel purified (1.2% agarose gel,
1X TBE) using Sybr Safe staining and blue illumination to minimize
DNA damage and nicking. The DNA fragment is extracted from the
gel using the QIAquick gel extraction kit (eluted in 50 µl RNase fee
water; yields: Handle A ∼420 ng/µl, Handle B ∼500 µg/µl).
d.6.4.1 Tailing of handle A with biotin
Handle A is tailed with biotins at its 3’-ends in order to add a biotin-
tag into the DNA strand that will conform the biotinylated DNA/RNA
heterohandle for single molecule manipulation. The purified PCR
product is tailed using the 3’-5’ exonuclease activity of T4 DNA poly-
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merase:
Handle A tailing reaction:
MilliQ water 34 µl
purified Handle A (∼16 µg) 40 µl
T4 DNA polymerase buffer (NEB buffer 2) 10 µl
BSA 100X 1 µl
1 mM Biotin-16-dUTP 10 µl
T4 DNA polymerase enzyme 5 µl
Total volume: 100 µl
Incubate at room temperature for 20 min.
The labeled handle is then purified using the SV gel and clean up
system (or equivalent) and eluted in 50 µl RNase free water (∼ 234
ng/mul).
d.6.5 In vitro transcription of RNA using T7 RNA polymerase
Transcription of the DNA template is performed using the T7 Megascript
Kit (Ambion). The PCR amplified template is first concentrated by
centrifugal evaporation or ethanol precipitation and eluted in 20 µl
RNase free water (∼ 222 ng/µl). Transcription is performed accord-
ing to the kit instructions but with a higher concentration of DNA
template:
In vitro transcription of PCR fragment:
reaction control
Nuclease free water 5 µl 6 µl
Ribonucleotides mix 24 µl 8 µl
10X reaction buffer 6 µl 2 µl
pTri-Xef control DNA (0.5 mg/ml) 0 µl 2 µl
recombinant plasmid (∼ 220 ng/µl) 19 µl 0 µl
T7 enzyme mix 6 µl 2 µl
Total volume: 60 µl 20 µl
Procotol: Keep reactives on ice except buffer. Prepare reaction at room temperature
and incubate for 3 h at 37◦C. Seal cap with parafilm. For short RNA transcripts
(<300 nucleotides) perform reaction overnight.
To stop the reaction and remove the template DNA, 3 µl TURBO
DNase is added to the sample16 and incubated for 15 min. To pu-
rify the RNA transcript lithium chloride precipitation is used, al-
16 (1 µl for the control reaction)
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though for short structured DNA transcripts (<300 nucleotides) a phe-
nol:chloroform extraction is preferred (see section D.8).
1. Add nuclease-free water (90 µl) and LiCL Precipitation solution
(75 µl) to the reaction to precipitate the RNA. Mix and chill at
-20◦C for at least 1 hour.
2. Centrifuge at 4◦C for 15’ at maximum speed.
3. Remove supernatant, wash the pellet with 1 ml 70% ethanol,
and centrifuge.
4. Carefully remove the ethanol, let dry out and resuspend in 15 µl
nuclease free water (yield: ∼ 3 µg/µl). Store at -80◦C (or -20◦C).
Check RNA on a 4% denaturing polyacrylamide gel (Figure 85) or
a 1.2% RNA denaturing agarose gel (TAE/formamide).
d.6.6 Annealing of final construct (DNA/RNA heterohandle formation)
Finally the RNA transcript is annealed to the DNA products to in-
troduce the biotin and digoxigenin tags to each end of the molec-
ular construct. This is done by using an annealing buffer in which
DNA/RNA heteroduplex formation is thermodynamically more sta-
ble than B-helix DNA. The annealing buffer is prepared as follows:
Annealing buffer:
Fomamide (Ambion) 800 µl
0.5 M EDTA pH8.0 2 µl
1 M Pipes pH6.3 40 µl
5 M NaCl 80 µl
Total volume: 922 µl µl
Addition of the handles and RNA transcript brings the concentra-
tion to the optimal annealing conditions17.
Annealing reaction:
Annealing buffer 80 µl
Handle A (∼ 234 ng/µl) 9 (∼ 6 pmols) µl
Handle B (∼ 474 ng/µl) 5 (∼ 6 pmols) µl
RNA transcript (∼ 234 ng/µl) 1 (∼ 8 pmols) µl
Total volume: 95 µl
Procotol: 85◦C for 10’, 62◦C for 1.5h, 52◦C for 1.5h, ramp to 10◦C in 10’.
17 Annealing conditions: 80% formamide, 1 mM EDTA pH8.0, 40 mM Pipes pH6.3, 0.4
M NaCl.
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d.7 preparation of rna gels
• Native PAGE gel for DNA/RNA (for 5%):
30% Acrylamide/Bisacrylamide (1:29) 5 ml
TBE 10X 3 ml
MilliQ water 21.5 ml
10% APS 300 µl (double if old stock)
Total volume: 30 ml.
Swirl and add 30 µl TEMED for polymerization. Load samples using 10% Blue
juice LB, run at 60V (6 V/cm). For non-denaturing gels, stain with EtBr or SybrSafe.
• Denaturing PAGE gel for RNA (for 6%):
30% Acrylamide/Bisacrilamide (1:19) 6 ml
TBE 10X 3 ml
Urea 7 M 12.6 grs
MilliQ water as needed
Total volume: 30 ml.
Heat in microwave to melt urea, add 300 µl 10% APS and 30 µl TEMED for polymerization.
Prerun gel for 15’ at 20 W. Mix samples with 10X Blue juice LB (60% formamide might be added),
incubate 5’ at 90◦C, and 5’ on ice. Run at 80 V (10 W). Stain with SybrGreen II (post-staining or
added to the loading buffer).
• Band purification from PAGE gel using "soak and crush" method:
Add 5 volumes TE for every volume of gel. Chop the gel with
a pipette tip and incubate in a shaker at 37◦ C or RT for 4 h to
overnight18. Centrifuge the sample and recover supernatant19.
Acrylamide can be further removed by passing sample through
a Whatman GF/C filter. Purify and concentrate the sample us-
ing a phenol:chloroform extraction (see section D.8)
• Denaturing agarose gel for RNA (Prepare 1X TAE agarose gel
as usual an apply RNA sample as follows):
RNA sample + water (e.g.) 3 µl
Formamide 6 µl (> 60% V/V)
10X Loading buffer 1 µl
Total volume: 10 µl
Incubate sample for 5’ at 65◦C, keep 5’ on ice and load into the gel.
For denaturing gels, stain preferentially with SybrGreen II or EtBr.
18 A freeze-rapid thaw cycle (30’ at -80◦C and 5’ at 90◦C) helps increase yields due to
acrylamide matrix breaking.
19 Further sample can be recovered by reincubating the acrylamide pellet with 0.5 vol-
umes TE.
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Figure 85: 6% denaturing PAGE of RNA transcripts. Lane 1 is a low range ssRNA
ladder (NEB). Lanes 2,3 contain two concentrations of the short transcript of the
three-way junction (94 nt), and lane 4 the long transcript of the three-way junction
(with handles, ∼1.2 kb).
d.8 purification of short structured rna transcripts
To purify short RNA transcripts (<150 nt) with strong secondary
structure it is not advisable to use LiCl precipitation or the Ambion
MegaClear kit, as both methods are very efficient at purifying the
sample from small structured RNA’s. Consequently transcripts of the
three-way junction without handles (94 bases with strong secondary
structure) were purified using a phenol:chloroform extraction used
for the purification of charged tRNA’s. The protocol is as follows:
• Add MilliQ water to transcription reaction (20µl) up to 300 µl,
and add 30 µl 3M KOAc pH5.320.
• Extract21 with 300 µl cold acid phenol pH5.3 (4◦C). Repeat this
step at least once.
• Extract with 300µl chlorofolm, with 3 min centrifugation (op-
tionally at 4◦C too).
• Add 650 µl of 100% cold EtOH (stored at -20◦C). Without incu-
bation22, directly centrifuge for 15 min (4◦C).
20 prepare KOAc by dissolving potassium acetate in MilliQ water, and adjusting pH
with glacial acetic acid, ∼50% volume.
21 Mix well sample, centrifuge at top speed for 5 min (4◦C), and extract aqueous phase
(top layer). Cold acid phenol is most efficient at extracting RNA.
22 No incubation is needed for high concentration RNA, as incubation might cause
salts coprecipitation. If no pellet is seen, the sample can be incubated at -20◦C up to
overnight.
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• Wash with 1ml cold 70% EtOH (pipette up and down to wash).
Air dry 5 to 10 min or spin vac for 5 min, and resuspend the
pellet in 50 µl buffer or MilliQ water23.
• Check RNA on a 6% denaturing polyacrylamide gel (Figure 85).
23 Or resuspend pellet in 50 µl 3 mM KOAc, and purify with G-25 column.
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A C R O N Y M S
AFM - Atomic Force Microscopy
APP - Amyloid Precursor Protein
APTES - 3-Aminopropyltriethoxysilane
CCD - Charge-coupled Device
CD - Circular Dichroism
CIP - Calf Intestinal Alkaline Phosphatase
DLS - Dynamic Light Scattering
DMSO - Dimethyl Sulfoxide
dsDNA - double stranded DNA
EDTA - Ethylenediaminetetraacetic Acid
EB - Electrostatic Binding
FDC - Force-Distance Curve
FEC - Force-Extension Curve
FJC - Freely Jointed Chain
FFT - Fast Fourier Transform
FRET - Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer
HB - Hydrophobic Collapse
KF - Kahalalide F
MGVH - McGhee Von Hippel
mPEG - methyl Polyethylene Glycol
NA - Numerical Aperture
NMR - Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
PBS - Phosphate Buffered Saline
PCS - Photon Correlation Spectrometer
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PCR - Polymerase Chain Reaction
PSD - Position Sensing Detector
QPD - Quadrant Photodiode
SNR - Signal-to-Noise Ratio
ssDNA - single stranded DNA
SSB protein - single-stranded DNA binding protein
TBE - Tris Borate EDTA
TE - Tris-EDTA
TEM - Transmission Electron Microscopy
TIRF - Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence
WLC - Worm-Like Chain
